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The Ohio Power Siting Board (Board), coming now to consider the above-entitled
matter, having appointed administrative law judges (ALJs) to conduct the hearings,
having reviewed the exhibits introduced into evidence in this matter, and being otherwise
fully advised, hereby issues its opinion, order, and certificate in this case, as required by
Section 4906.20, Revised Code.
APPEARANCES:
Vorys, Sater, Seymour, and Pease LLP, by M. Howard Petricoff, Stephen M.
Howard, Michael J. Settineri, Miranda R. Leppla, and Gretchen Petrucci, 52 East Gay
Street, P.O. Box 1008, Columbus, Ohio 43216-1008, on behalf of Champaign Wind, LLC.
Mike Dewine, Ohio Attorney General, by William L. Wright, Section Chief, and
Werner L. Margard, Stephen A. Reilly, and Devin D. Parram, Assistant Attorneys General,
Public Utilities Section, 180 East Broad Street, 6th Floor, Columbus, Ohio 43215-3793, and
by Summer J. Koladin Plantz and Sarah Bloom Anderson, Assistant Attorneys General,
Environmental Enforcement Section, 30 East Broad Street, 25th Floor, Columbus, Ohio
43215, on behalf of the Staff of the Board.
Van Kley & Walker, LLC, by Jack A. Van Kley, 132 Northwood Boulevard, Suite
C-1, Columbus, Ohio 43235, and Christopher A. Walker, 137 North Main Street, Suite 316,
Dayton, Ohio 45402, and on behalf of Union Neighbors United, Inc., Robert and Diane
McConnell, and Julia F. Johnson.
Nick Selvaggio, Champaign Coxinty Prosecuting Attorney, and Jane Napier,
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, 200 North Main Street, Urbana, Ohio 43078, on behalf of
The Board of Commissioners of Champaign County and the Boards of Trustees of the
Townships of Goshen, Union, and Urbana.
Chad Endsley and Leah Curtis, Ohio Farm Bureau Federation, 280 North High
Street, Columbus, Ohio 43218-2382, on behalf of the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation.
Gil Weithman, Urbana City Law Director, and Breanne Parcels, Staff Attorney, 205
South Mam Street, Urbana, Ohio 43078, on behalf of the City of Urbana.
Thompson Hine, LLP, by Philip B. Sineneng, Kurt P. Helfrich, and Ann B. Zallocco,
41 South High Street, Suite 1700, Columbus, Ohio 43215-6101, on behalf of Pioneer Rural
Electric Cooperative, Inc.
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OPINION:
I.

SUMMARY OF THE PROCEEDINGS

All proceedings before the Board are conducted according to the provisions of
Chapter 4906, Revised Code, and Chapter 4906, Ohio Administrative Code (O.A.C.).
On January 6, 2012, Champaign Wind LLC (Champaign or Applicant), a whollyowned subsidiary of EverPower Wind Holdings, Inc. (EverPower), filed a copy of the
notice regarding an application for a certificate of enviromnental compatibility and public
need (certificate) that it intended to file for the construction of electricity generating wind
turbines and electrical substations to be located in Champaign County, Ohio, and that a
public informational meeting would be held on January 24, 2012. The public informational
meeting was held, as scheduled, on January 24, 2012.
The ALJs granted motions to intervene filed by the following: Diane McConnell,
Robert McCormell, Julia Johnson, and Union Neighbors United, Inc. (collectively, UNU);
the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation (Farm Federation); the Board of Commissioners of
Champaign County, Ohio, and the Boards of Trustees of the Townships of Union, Urbana,
and Goshen (collectively, County/Townships); the City of Urbana (Urbana); and the
Pioneer Rural Electric Cooperative (Pioneer).
On May 9, 2012, Applicant filed a motion for waivers of various aspects of Chapter
4906-17, O.A.C., and the one-year notice period requirement contained in Section
4906.06(A)(6), Revised Code.l Staff filed a response indicating that it did not object to
Applicant's waiver requests on May 17, 2012. UNU filed a memorandum contra
Applicant's request for a waiver of Section 4906.06(A), Revised Code. By entry issued
August 2, 2012, the ALJ granted Champaign's request for waiver of the one-year notice
period required by Section 4906.06(A)(6), Revised Code; the requirement that Applicant
provide certain cross-sectional views and locations of borings, pursuant to Rule 4906-1705(A)(4), O.A.C.; and the requirement that Applicant submit a map of the proposed
electric power generating site showing the grade elevations where modified during
construction pursuant to Rule 4906-17-05(B)(2)(h), O.A.C.
Champaign filed its application on May 15, 2012, for a certificate of environmental
compatibility to construct a wind-powered electric generation facility in Champaign
County, Ohio. The proposed project (Buckeye Wind II) consists of up to 56 wind turbine
generators, access roads, electrical interconnection, construction staging areas, an
operations and maintenance facility, substation, and up to four meteorological towers, to
be located on approximately 13,500 acres of leased private land in Goshen, Rush, Salem,
Section 4906.06(A)(6), Revised Code, was modified by the General Assembly, effective September 10,
2012, to no longer require a one-year notice period.
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Union, Urbana, and Wayne Townrships, in Champaign County, Ohio. The Board notes
that the proposed project is adjacent to another wind project that has already been
certificated in In re Application of Buckeye Wind, LLC, Case No. 08-666-EL-BGN (Buckeye
Wind I), Opinion, Order, and Certificate (March 22, 2010).
By letter dated July 13, 2012, the Board notified Champaign that its application had
been found to comply with Rule 4906-1, et seq., O.A.C. On July 20, 2012, Champaign filed
a certificate of service of its accepted and complete application, in accordance with the
requirements of Rule 4906-5-06, O.A.C.
By entry issued on August 2, 2012, the ALJ established a procedural schedule
providing that the local public hearing would be held on October 25, 2012, at Triad High
School Auditeria, 8099 Brush Lake Road, North Lewisburg, Ohio 43060, and the
adjudicatory hearing would commence on November 8, 2012, at the offices of the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio in Columbus, Ohio. The August 2, 2012, entry also directed
Champaign to publish notice in accordance with Rule 4906-5-08, O.A.C. Notice of the
application was published in the Urbana Daily Citizen, a newspaper of general circulation
in Champaign County. Champaign filed proof of publication of the first notice on
September 13, 2012, and proof of publication of the second notice on November 6, 2012.
All of the parties, including the Board's Staff (Staff), conducted significant discovery
and, on October 10, 2012, Staff filed a report of its investigation of the proposed facility
(Staff Report).
The local public hearing was held, as scheduled, on October 25, 2012. The
adjudicatory hearing commenced, as scheduled, on November 8, 2012. Initial testimony
concluded on November 28, 2012. Rebuttal testimony was heard on December 6, 2012. At
the hearing, Champaign presented ten witnesses, UNU presented six witnesses, the
County/Townships presented four witnesses, the Farm Federation presented one witness.
Pioneer presented one witness, Urbana presented five witnesses, and Staff presented eight
witnesses. Champaign also presented one witness on rebuttal. Additionally, 122 exhibits
were marked and 3,010 pages of testimony were transcribed.
Initial briefs were filed on January 16, 2013, by Champaign, Staff, UNU, the
County/Townships, and Urbana. On January 28, 2013, reply briefs were filed by
Champaign, Staff, UNU, the County/Townships, and Urbana.
II.

PROPOSED FACILITY

According to the application. Champaign proposes to construct up to 56 wind
turbine generators, access roads, electrical interconnection, construction staging areas, an
operations and maintenance facility, substation, and up to four meteorological towers
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located on approximately 13,500 acres of leased private land in Goshen, Rush, Salem,
Union, Urbana, and Wayne Townships in Champaign County, Ohio (Co. Ex. 1 at 2).
In its application. Champaign proposes to install one of six models^ of turbines: the
REpower MMIOO, REpower MM92, Nordex NlOO, Gamesa G97, General Electric (GE)IOO,
or GE103. Champaign explains that, because construction is not scheduled to begin until
2013, and, due to changing market factors such as availability and cost, a specific turbine
model could not be selected at the time the application was submitted. The six turbines
under consideration have nameplate capacity ratings ranging from 1.6 to 2.5 megawatts
(MW). Champaign expects a capacity factor ranging from 30 to 35 percent. Additionally,
Champaign estimates that the proposed wind facility will have a total generating capacity
of 89.6 to 140 MW. The hub heights for the turbines will range from 98.5 to 100 meters
(323 to 328 feet), with a rotor diameter ranging from 92.5 to 103 meters (303 to 338 feet);
therefore, the total height of the turbines will range from 146 to 150 meters (479 to 492
feet), with the blade tip in its highest position. (Co. Ex. 1 at 10-11.)
The application proposes that the electric substation would be located in the town
of Union, adjacent to the existing Urbana-Mechanicsburg-Darby transmission line and will
transmit power carried by the 34.5 kilovolt (kV) collection lines serving the wind facility.
Champaign also proposes an operations and maintenance building to accommodate
operations personnel, equipment, materials, and parking. Applicant expects to purchase
or lease an existing structure in the project vicinity for the operations and maintenance
building, but asserts that, if Applicant must construct a building, it would not exceed 6,000
square feet and would be designed to resemble an agricultural building. (Co. Ex. 1 at 15.)
The application further proposes the construction of new or improved roads to
provide access to the facility, expected to be about 25 miles of private access roads.
Further, Applicant expects the use of three temporary construction staging areas, to be
located on private leased land, in order to accommodate material and equipment storage,
parking for construction workers, and construction trailers. In total, the application states
that the staging areas will not exceed 23 acres. Finally, according to the application.
Champaign plans to commence construction in 2013 and place the facility in service in late
2013. (Co. Ex. 1 at 14-16.)

Although the application originally identified seven models under consideration, on October 1, 2012,
prior to commencement of the hearing. Champaign filed correspondence in the docket indicating that
the Vestas VIOO model was no longer under consideration.
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PROCEDURAL PROCESS

Pxirsuant to Section 4906.04, Revised Code, a certificate issued by the Board is
required prior to the commencement of construction of a major utihty. Section 4906.04,
Revised Code, further provides that a certificate may only be issued pursuant to Chapter
4906, Revised Code. An application for a certificate is required to be filed with the Board
and a copy of the application must be served on the chief executive officer of each
municipal corporation and coimty, as well as the head of each public agency charged with
environmental protection or land use planning in the area in which the facility is proposed
to be located. Section 4906.06(B), Revised Code. Further, pubHc notice of such an
application is required to be given to persons residing in the municipal corporations and
counties in which the facility is proposed to be located by newspaper pubHcation. Section
4906.06(C), Revised Code. Upon receipt of an application in compliance with Section
4906.06, Revised Code, the Board is required to schedule a public hearing within a certain
time frame and the chairperson is required to cause the application to be investigated and
a report submitted to the board, appHcant, and any person upon request, in accordance
with Section 4906.07(A) and 4906.07(C), Revised Code. Additionally, Section 4906.02,
Revised Code, governs the organization of the Board and provides that the chairperson
may assign or transfer duties among the Board's Staff, with the exception of the authority
to grant certificates pursuant to Section 4906.10, Revised Code. In accordance with
Chapter 4906, Revised Code, the Board promulgated rules in Chapter 4906-17, O.A.C,
regarding wind-powered electric generation facilities and associated facilities.
Notably, Chapter 4906, Revised Code, provides that a number of these provisions
are also applicable to applications for an amendment of a certificate (amendment
applications). Section 4906.06(E), Revised Code, provides that amendment applications
should be in the form and contain information prescribed by the Board and that notice of
an amendment application shall be given as required for an application in Section
4906.06(B) and 4906.06(C), Revised Code. Additionally, Section 4906.07(B), Revised Code,
provides that the Board must hold a hearing on an amendment application if the proposed
change would result in a material increase in any environmental impact^ of the facility or
substantial change in the location of any portion of the facility not provided for as an
alternate in the original application. Rule 4906-5-10(B), O.A.C, pertaining to amendment
applications provides, in pertinent part:
(B)

AppHcations for amendments to certificates shall be submitted
in the same manner as if they were applications for a certificate.

The Board notes that environmental impact includes, but is not limited to, the following factors:
demographics, land use, cultural and archaeological resources, aesthetics, economics, surface waters,
threatened and endangered species, vegetation, setbacks, roads and bridges, geology and seismology,
water supplies, pipeline protection, blade shear, high winds, ice throw, noise, shadow flicker,
communications, and decommissioning.
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unless such amendment falls imder a letter of notification or
construction notice pursuant to the appendices to rule 4906-101 of the Administrative Code.
(1)

The board staff shall review applications for amendments to
certificates pursuant to rule 4906-5-05 of the Admirtistrative
Code and make appropriate recommendations to the board
and the administrative law judge.
(a)

If the board, its executive director, or the
administrative law judge determines that the
proposed change in the certified facility would
result in any significant adverse environmental
impact of the certified facility or a substantial
change in the location of all or a portion of such
certified facility other than as provided in the
alternates set forth in the appfication, then a
hearing shall be held in the same manner as a
hearing is held on a certificate application.

(b)

If the board, its executive director, or the
administrative law judge determines that a
hearing is not required, as defined in paragraph
(B)(1)(a) of this rule, the applicant shall be
directed to take such steps as are necessary to
notify all parties of that determination.

For examples of cases where the Board has considered amendment applications, see In the
Matter of the Application of Rolling Hills Generating, LLC, to Amend its Certificate, Case No. 121669-EL-BGA, Entry (Jan. 16, 2013); In the Matter of the Application of Hog Creek Wind Farm,
LLC, for a Second Amendment, Case No. 11-5542-EL-BGA, Order on Certificate Amendment
(Nov. 28, 2011); In the Matter of the Application of Blue Creek Wind Farm, LLC, for a Second
Amendment, Case No. 11-3644-EL-BGA, Order on Certificate Amendment (Nov. 28, 2011);
In the Matter of the Application of Hardin Wind Energy LLC for an Amendment, Case No. 113446-EL-BGA, Order on Certificate Amendment (Aug. 29, 2011).
IV.

CERTIFICATION CRITERIA

Pursuant to Section 4906.10(A), Revised Code, the Board shall not grant a certificate
for the construction, operation, and maintenance of a major utility facility, either as
proposed or as modified by the Board, unless it finds and determines all of the following:
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(1)

The basis of the need for the facility if the facility is an electric
transmission line or gas or natural gas transmission line.

(2)

The nature of the probable environmental impact.

(3)

The facility represents the minimum adverse environmental
impact, considering the state of available technology and the
nature and economics of the various alternatives, and other
pertinent considerations.

(4)

In the case of an electric transmission line, or generating
facility, such facility is consistent with regional plans for
expansion of the electric power grid of the electric systems
serving this state and intercoruiected utility systems and that
the facility will serve the interests of electric system economy
and reliability.

(5)

The facility will comply with Chapters 3704, 3734, and 6111,
Revised Code, and all rules and standards adopted under those
chapters and under Sections 1501.33, 1501.34, and 4561.32,
Revised Code.

(6)

The facility will serve the public interest, convenience, and
necessity.

(7)

The impact of the facility on the viability as agricultural land of
any land in an existing agricultural district established under
Chapter 929, Revised Code, that is located within the site and
alternate site of the proposed major facility.

(8)

The facility incorporates maximum feasible water conservation
practices as determined by the Board, considering available
technology and the nature and economics of various
alternatives.

-7-

The record in this case addresses all of the above-required criteria.
V.

PROCEDURAL ISSUES
A.

Subpoenas

In its initial post-hearing brief, UNU asserts that the ALJs erroneously denied
UNU's attempt to obtain information about other wind projects' noise limitations, shadow
flicker complaints, and blade shear or blade throw incidents. UNU argues that the ALJs
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should not have granted motions to quash UNU's subpoenas for neighbors' noise
complaints and other records pertinent to turbine noise. Similarly, UNU states that its
attempt to obtain meaningful information about Champaign's 30 hour per year shadow
flicker limit was proper, and notes that even Champaign's witness testified that shadow
flicker limitations are relevant for this proceeding. Finally, UNU opines that the ALJs
wrongfully quashed UNU's subpoenas for records about blade shear incidents, including
travel distances of the blade pieces. (UNU Br. at 28,42,47, 57.)
Champaign counters that the ALJs properly determined that UNU's subpoenas of
General Electric, EDP Renewables, and Gamesa were overbroad and sought information
unrelated to the proceeding. Champaign states that the ALJs' ruling regarding UNU's
subpoenas should be affirmed. (Co. Br. at 41.)
The Board finds that UNU's request is improper and should be denied. UNU's
assertion that the ALJs prevented UNU from obtairdng any relevant information on noise
limitations is erroneous and misleading, as the ALJs did not quash UNU's request for
noise information for turbine models that are being considered in the application. (Oct. 22,
2012, ALJ Entry at 11-12). Regarding UNU's subpoenas to obtain shadow flicker
complaints, the Board also affirms the ALJs' decision to quash parts of UNU's subpoenas.
The subpoenas filed by UNU requested the following:
All studies, reports, and other documents relating to adverse
effects caused or potentially caused by wind turbines on
humans, wildlife, aviation, property values, or the environment
through noise, shadow flicker, blade throw, blade icing,
wildlife collisions with turbines, or other effects.
All
documents relating to any complaints that wind turbines have
caused the forgoing effects.
(UNU Subpoenas filed Sept. 28, 2012.) The request for information relating to shadow
flicker complaints was extraordinarily overbroad and the Board concurs with the ALJs that
it would be unreasonable to force a nonparty to expend its time and resources toward a
request that is unlimited in scope. The unreasonableness of the request is further
compounded by UNU's own admission that it could refine the scope of its requests,
including narrowing the subject matter and the types of documents to be produced (UNU
Oct. 15, 2012, Memorandum Contra Motion to Quash at 15-16). Despite UNU's offer to
subpoenaed entities to narrow the scope of its requests, UNU never filed an amended or
revised subpoena, therefore, we affirm the ALJs' decision to quash UNU's overly broad
subpoena of all items that relate to shadow flicker complaints.
Finally, we affirm the ALJs' decision quashing subpoena matters relating to blade
shear incidents for similar reasons. In its subpoenas, UNU sought "all studies, reports.
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and other documents relating to the distance turbine blades can fly when released from
wind turbines." (UNU Subpoenas filed Sept. 28, 2012.) Again, this request is overly broad
and not focused on obtairdng information that could be admissible before the Board.
Further, in its memorandum contra the motions to quash, UNU did not identify any
substantial need or undue hardship that would occur absent the subpoenas being enforced
to overcome the burden that would be imposed on entities that were not parties in this
proceeding. We do note that, while UNU's request pertaining to a blade shear incident at
a wind farm certificated by the Board was not overbroad because it identified a specific
incident at a specific time and place, the request related to turbine models that are not
under consideration in the proposed project before us. Accordingly, UNU's request that
the Board overturn the ALJs' determinations regarding UNU's subpoenas should be
derded.
B.

Request to Reopen Proceeding - Blade Shear Incidents

UNU argues that the ALJs improperly sustained objections related to blade shear
incidents at the Timber Road II wind farm during the adjudicatory hearing.* UNU requests
that the hearing be reopened to admit the evidence about the Timber Road II wind farm.
(UNU Br. at 43.)
Champaign replies that the ALJs properly limited the details of Staff's investigation
of the Timber Road II incident, and still permitted UNU to present evidence about the
blade shear incident with regard to appropriate setbacks. (Co. Reply Br. at 42.)
The Board affirms the ALJs' rulings and finds that UNU's questions regarding the
specific blade shear travel distances were outside the scope of the application before us.
The distance in which turbine blades traveled at a different wind farm with a turbine
model that is not under consideration in this proceeding is not a fact of consequence in
determining whether the proposed setbacks considered within the application at hand are
reasonable; thus, it is irrelevant. Furthermore, counsel for UNU was permitted to question
Staff's witness on how the Timber Road II blade shear incident affected Staff's
determination of appropriate setbacks in the instant application. Therefore, we find
UNU's request to reopen the proceeding should be denied. (Tr. at 2570-2571.)
C

Request to Reopen Proceeding - Caithness Database

In its initial brief, UNU states that the ALJs wrongfully denied admission of the
Caithness database into the record, as well as UNU witness Palmer's testimony regarding
the database's accuracy. UNU adds that UNU witness Palmer not only testified that the

Certificated in In the Matter of Paulding Wind Farm II, LLC, Case No. 10-369-EL-BGN, Opinion and Order
(Nov. 18,2010) (Timber Road II).
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database is accurate, but also verified much of the data within the database, indicating it
has probative value. UNU requests that the hearing be reopened to consider the database.
Champaign responds that the ALJs properly determined that the evidence was
inadmissible hearsay from third parties; therefore, it was properly stricken. (UNU Br. at
44,48; Co. Reply Br. at 44-45.)
The Board finds that UNU's request to reopen the hearing should be denied. The
Caithness database is an open, online forum, where information is obtained from
individuals who can add information, documents, and data into the database. However,
the database consists entirely of third-party information, in which UNU witness Palmer
relied upon in creating his testimony. The website itself disclaims any accuracy of the
items contained within its database, and there was no possible way for either UNU
witness Palmer or the ALJs to independently verify who the author of the information was
and whether the information was reliable. The website itself serves to function in a similar
manner to other online forums, such as Wikipedia, where anyone can author or edit
content without peer review or qualitative analysis.^ Here, UNU witness Palmer, in
formulating his conclusions, relied on data and information that had not been shown to be
reliable, nor had the voluminous amounts of data contained within the database been
subject to peer review or analysis. Accordingly, we affirm the ALJs' rulings and find that
UNU's request to reopen the hearing should be denied. (Tr. at 1350-1352,1356.)
D.

Request to Strike Blade Shear Testimony of Champaign Witnesses Shears
and Poore

UNU argues that the ALJs were inconsistent in their rulings and should not have
allowed Champaign to introduce testimony indicating that blade shear is rare.
Specifically, UNU notes that Champaign witness Shears was permitted to testify about
wind farm safety incidents and Champaign witness Poore was able to use statistics from
two PowerPoint presentations prepared by consultants in order to formulate his opinions
on the wind industry. (UNU Br. at 44-45.)
Champaign points out that UNU actually elicited the evidence from Champaign
witness Poore about the industry's safety. Champaign notes that both witnesses presented
general statements based on personal knowledge and industry experience and, therefore,
their testimony is admissible and properly included in the record. (Co. Reply Br. at 44.)
The Board finds that the ALJs' rulings were not inconsistent by allowing testimony
of Champaign witnesses Poore and Shears into the record. First, the two PowerPoint
presentations, while hearsay, are admissible under the learned treatise exception. Both

In the course of the adjudicatory hearing, the ALJs affirmed that references from Wikipedia are
inadmissible hearsay and cannot be admitted as a learned treatise (Tr. at 1021).
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presentations were relied upon by Champaign witness Poore in direct examination and
were established as a reliable authority, as both authors of the presentations were known
and their backgrounds were included. In addition, direct testimony questions about wind
turbine incidents directly pertain to personal knowledge the witnesses had from their own
experiences in the wind industry. Further, while UNU is critical of the inclusion of parts
of Champaign witness Shears' testimony in the record, the questions and answers directly
relate to his experience as the Chairman of the British Wind Energy Association and his 18
years of experience in the wind industry. However, we believe the sentence in Champaign
witness Shears' testimony, which provides "[b]ut the operation of wind farms has far
fewer safety related incidents even on a proportional basis then other means of obtaining
energy such as the mining of coal or drilling for oil" is inadmissible hearsay, and no
exception applies. Accordingly, this sentence should be stricken from the record.
Accordingly, UNU's request to strike certain testimony of Champaign witnesses Poore
and Shears relating to blade shear is granted, in part, and denied, in part as set forth
above. (Co. Reply Br. at 44; Co. Ex. 12 at 3.)
E.

Draft Versions of Staff Report and Application

UNU argues that an ALJ entry issued November 7, 2012, wrongfully denied its
motion to compel Champaign to produce correspondence and draft documents of the
proposed project application. UNU contends that the documents may have led to the
discovery of relevant information and could have contained statements inconsistent with
the application. UNU requests that the Board remand the application to conduct further
discovery on the drafts of the application. (UNU Br. at 66-67.)
In addition, UNU states that the ALJs further erred in the adjudicatory hearing by
failing to admit drafts of the Staff Report. UNU opines that the ALJs wrongfully cited and
extended their ruling about the application's drafts to the draff of the Staff Report. UNU
believes that the draft of the Staff Report shows that Staff accepted all of Champaign's
recommendations at face value. Further, UNU argues that its right to discovery under
Section 4903.082, Revised Code, was violated. (UNU Br. at 66-67.)
Champaign provides that it was appropriate for the ALJs to preclude admission of
a draft of the Staff Report and questioning on the draft because the draft was not relevant.
Further, Champaign points out that UNU was still able to make its point and asked Staff's
witness several questions about the draft. (Co. Reply Br. at 43; Tr. at 2554-2555, 2566.)
The Board finds that UNU's request to remand the application for further discovery
should be denied. While UNU is correct that Section 4903.082, Revised Code, provides
parties with ample rights of discovery, under Ohio Civ.R. 26(B)(1), these rights extend
only to matters that are relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending action. As
Section 4906.10, Revised Code, sets forth, the Board's responsibility is to render a decision
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upon the record either granting or denying the application as filed, or modifying and
granting the application. The sole consideration of the Board is on the application, as filed.
Accordingly, the admission of any drafts, whether it be an application or staff report, will
not make it more or less probable that Champaign's application meets or does not meet
the requirements of Section 4906.10, Revised Code. Therefore, UNU's requests to be
provided with drafts of the Staff Report and the application should be denied.
F.

Admission of Application and Testimony of Champaign Witnesses
Speersclineider and Crowell

In its initial brief, the County/Townships contend that intervenors were not
afforded due process at the adjudicatory hearing. The County/Townships argue that it
was improper for Champaign to use a corporate executive to sponsor Champaign's
application, and the ALJs wrongfully admitted the application into evidence despite
objections by several parties. Furthermore, the County/Townships allege that the ALJs
erroneously allowed Champaign witness Crowell to testify as an expert about Exhibit E of
the application and improperly admitted the exhibit into the record. UNU adds that
admission of the application, as well as Champaign witness Speerschneider's testimony,
was inappropriate, as Champaign witness Speerschneider was not qualified to offer expert
testimony on the application. (County/Townships Br. at 19-21; UNU Br. at 54-55.)
Staff argues that the County/Townships did not explain how due process was
denied nor did they provide any support for their claims. Staff believes the Board should
not be swayed by arguments without any merit or support, and the ALJs' rulings should
be upheld. (Staff Reply Br. at 2.)
Champaign responds that the Board has a longstanding practice of allowing
applicants to sponsor an application and its corresponding exhibits through the testimony
of a witness that is an employee of the applicant. Champaign adds that the Board also has
precedent of admitting a witness's testimony and related exhibits or studies that were
performed at the applicant's request or under the direction of the applicant. (Co. Reply Br.
at 40-41.)
The Board finds no error in the admission of the application and testimony of
Champaign witnesses Speerschneider and Crowell into the record: As the ALJs explained
at the adjudicatory hearing. Champaign witness Speerschneider has a wide range of
experience in developing and permitting renewable energy projects, and, as a highranking corporate officer and the senior director of permitting, the answers to questions
within his direct testimony clearly fell within his job description. (Tr. at 31-32.)
The Board also finds it was entirely appropriate to admit the application as an
exhibit in this proceeding. As Champaign witness Speerschneider testified, he not only
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directed and supervised the selection and work of third-party consultants that were
utilized in developing the application, but he also managed the production of the entirety
of the application, including the studies and exhibits contained within the application. In
addition. Champaign witness Speerschneider was able to confirm that the information
contained within the application was accurate and correct. Further, as Champaign
correctly identified in its initial brief. Board precedent allows for the introduction of an
application by a sponsoring witness who had significant responsibility in the creation and
production of the application. (Tr. at 154-155.)
Similarly, Champaign witness CrowelTs testimony was appropriately admitted into
the record. Champaign witness Crowell is a senior project manager in ecological areas
such as wetland surveys and permitting matters; thus, his testimony is appropriate and
consistent with his job description. In addition, the transportation route study included
within the application was conducted under his direction. Accordingly, w^e affirm the
ALJs' rulings and find that Champaign witness CrowelTs direct testimony and
corresponding exhibits within the application are admissible. (Co. Ex. 19 at 1; Tr. at 1598.)
G.

Denial of UNU's Motion to Compel Lease Agreements

By entry issued November 7, 2012, the ALJs granted in part, and denied in part,
UNU's motion to compel discovery from Champaign. Specifically, the ALJs determined
that certain documents, including private lease agreements between landowners and
Champaign, were not relevant to the application and unlikely to lead to admissible
evidence. In its initial brief, UNU contends that the ALJs wrongfully denied UNU's
motion to compel all documents relating to leases of turbine sites in the project area that
were obtained by Champaign from Invenergy. UNU provides that the ALJs erroneously
precluded UNU from inquiring about the nature of records that Champaign had acquired
from EverPower. UNU argues that it was seeking to determine what information still
existed in order to seek immediate production of the items, or, in the alternative, to request
sanctions against Champaign in the event that valuable evidence had been destroyed.
(UNU Br. at 67-68.)
Champaign notes that the documents sought by UNU were not relevant to the
proceeding at hand, and the request was overly broad and unduly burdensome.
Champaign adds that UNU failed to present any new or different arguments to justify a
reversal of the ALJs' ruling. (Co. Reply Br. at 44.)
The Board affirms the ALJs' rulings and finds that UNU's motion to compel and the
corresponding questions in the adjudicatory hearing would not have lead to information
that is relevant for this proceeding. UNU fails to present any persuasive reasoning as to
how participating landowner lease agreements could lead to the production of relevant
information. Rather, UNU attempts to loosely connect these lease agreements to
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environmental characteristics of property sites, but UNU fails to provide any foundation
as to how a private financial lease transaction between a company and a landowner would
lead to relevant information for our evaluation of the application before us. UNU's
request should be denied.
H.

Motion to Reopen Hearing

On January 17, 2013, UNU filed a motion to reopen the hearing record for the
admission of newly discovered evidence. UNU explains that the Wisconsin Public Service
Commission conducted an evidentiary hearing on a proposed wind farm and
recommended that a soiu-id measurement study be conducted to assess low frequency
noise (LFN) and infrasound noise. UNU states that four acoustical firms, including
Hessler Associates, participated in the study and issued a report on December 24, 2012.
UNU opines that the report provides important recommendations that Champaign
witness Hessler was unable to provide in this proceeding. UNU believes the study
resolves any uncertainty associated with Champaign witness Hessler's testimony and
essentially supplements the testimony he has already provided. In support of its motion,
UNU points to the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio's Rule 4901-1-34, O.A.C, which
allows for the reopening of a proceeding with good cause shown prior to the issuance of a
final order. UNU argues that the study's conclusions indicate the seriousness of noise
issues related to turbines, showing that good cause exists for the reopening of this
proceeding.
In its memorandum contra filed January 22, 2013, Champaign contends the Board
should deny the motion as UNU has not sustained its burden pursuant to Rule 4906-717(C), O.A.C. Champaign states that the evidence UNU seeks to introduce is cumulative
and notes that UNU presented two expert witnesses who testified on LFN, and UNU had
the ability to cross-examine two Champaign witnesses that testified on LFN. Champaign
explains that UNU is improperly trying to reopen the hearing for impeachment purposes
of Champaign witness Hessler, and that, even if it were admitted, the report is not a
definite statement on infrasound noise that could be material evidence for this proceeding.
Champaign points out that the report is currently being contested before the Wisconsin
Public Service Commission and provides only a snippet of information without providing
all other relevant information, including Mr. Hessler's.
On January 25, 2013, UNU filed its reply in support of the motion to reopen the
proceeding. UNU points out that nothing in the Board's rules or case law precludes
reopening a hearing in order to impeach a witness. UNU notes that it is not trying to
introduce the study solely to impeach Champaign witness Hessler, as the study resolves
an important question that Champaign witness Hessler could not answer on crossexamination: that LFN can be measured from wind turbines. UNU argues the inclusion of
the study would not be cumulative because it helps establish new and distinct facts.
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On February 1, 2013, Champaign filed a motion for leave to file a surreply to UNU's
reply in support of its motion to reopen the hearing. UNU filed a reply to Champaign's
motion to file surreply on February 4, 2013, and Champaign docketed correspondence
addressing the reply to the motion to file surreply on February 6,2013.
The Board finds that UNU's motion to reopen the proceeding should be denied.
Rule 4906-7-17(C), O.A.C, provides that an application to reopen a proceeding for further
evidence must provide the nature and purpose of the evidence, including a statement that
the evidence was not available at the time of the hearing and the evidence is not merely
cumulative. Initially, we note that, despite providing the wrong rule reference, UNU did
indicate the nature and purpose of the evidence within the report stating that it was to
provide support for the claim that LFN is a serious issue and may affect the future of the
wind industry. However, UNU not only had ample opportunity to question Champaign^
witness Hessler on his findings in the pending Wisconsin proceeding during the
adjudicatory hearing, but UNU also presented two witnesses who testified that wind
turbine noise includes LFN which causes adverse health effects. Any additional evidence
on LFN would be cumulative in nature and would not add anything to the record.
Moreover, a review of the information within the LFN study reveals that it is neither
inconsistent nor contradictory with the position that UNU presents in this proceeding. It
would be in poor practice for the Board to establish precedent that allows parties to delay
proceedings in order to add cumulative information already contained within the record.
Accordingly, UNU's request to reopen the proceeding should be denied. (Tr. at 864.)
I.

Gamesa Motion for Protective Order

By entry issued on October 22, 2012, the ALJs ruled on a motion to quash filed by
Gamesa Wind, US, LLC (Gamesa), regarding motions for issuances of subpoenas duces
tecum filed by UNU on Gamesa. In the entry, the ALJs granted, in part, and denied, in
part, the motions to quash and ordered Gamesa to deliver the requested records not
quashed to UNU. Thereafter, on October 26, 2012, Gamesa elected, on its own volition, to
file redacted copies of records imder seal with the Board, accompanied by a motion for
protective order. By entry issued November 5, 2012, the ALJs found that, as Gamesa had
chosen to file records with the Board, thereby making them subject to public records
regulations, Gamesa should file unredacted versions of those records under seal so that
the Board could appropriately rule on the accompanying motion for protective order.
Thereafter, on November 13, 2012, Gamesa filed the unredacted records accompanied by a
motion for protective order.
In its November 13, 2012, motion for protective order, Gamesa argues that the
records, consisting of a Gamesa General Characteristics Manual for the G97 turbine model,
contain proprietary, trade secret information concerning the noise levels of its G97 turbine;
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that Gamesa does not share this information with the general public; and that, if the
redacted information Vi^as made public, it w^ould place Gamesa at a competitive
disadvantage.
Rule 4906-7-07(H)(4), O.A.C, provides that, upon motion of any party or person
filing a document with the Board's Docketing Division relative to a case before the Board,
the Board may issue any order, which is necessary to protect the confidentiality of
information contained in the document, to the extent that state or federal law prohibits
release of the information, including where it is determined that both of the following
criteria are met: the information is deemed by the Board to constitute a trade secret under
Ohio law, and where nondisclosure of the information is not inconsistent with the
purposes of Title 49 of the Revised Code. Any order issued londer this rule should
minimize the amount of information protected from public disclosure.
The Board has reviewed the information included in Gamesa's motion for
protective order, as well as the assertions set forth in the supportive memorandum.
Applying the requirements that the information have independent economic value and be
the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy pursuant to Section 1333.61(D),
Revised Code, as well as the six-factor test set forth by the Ohio Supreme Court,^ the Board
finds that the redacted information contained in the Gamesa General Characteristics
Manual for the G97 turbine model contains trade secret information. Its release is,
therefore, prohibited under state law. The Board also finds that nondisclosure of this
information is not inconsistent with the purposes of Title 49 of the Revised Code.
Therefore, the Board finds that Gamesa's motion for protective order is reasonable v^th
regard to the redacted information contained in the Gamesa General Characteristics
Manual for the G97 turbine model and should be granted.
Confidential treatment shall be afforded for a period ending 18 months from the
date of this entry or until November 28, 2014. Until that date, the docketing division
should maintain, under seal, the information filed confidentially.
Rule 4906-7-07(H)(6), O.A.C, requires a party washing to extend a protective order
beyond 18 months to file an appropriate motion in advance of the expiration date,
including a detailed discussion of the need for continued protection from disclosure. If
Gamesa wishes to extend this confidential treatment, it should file an appropriate motion
at least 45 days in advance of the expiration date. If no such motion to extend confidential
treatment is filed, the Board may release this information without prior notice to Gamesa.

See State ex rel. The Plain Dealer v. Ohio Dept. of Ins., 80 Ohio St.3d 513, 524-525, 687 N.E.2d 661 (1997).
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DISCUSSION

The Board will review the evidence presented in this case with regard to each of the
criteria by which we are required to evaluate this application. After reviewing the
evidence of each subject matter area, the Board will set forth its conclusion on the specific
topical item and then, later in the order, we will evaluate and determine whether, as a
whole, the application meets the statutory requirements. Any evidence not specifically
addressed herein has still been considered and weighed by the Board in reaching its final
determination.
Further, the Board notes that the numbering of Staff's recommended conditions
differs between the Staff Report filed on October 10, 2012, and Staff's modified
recommended conditions attached to its brief filed on January 16, 2013, due to deletion
and modification of some conditions. Throughout this Opinion, Order, and Certificate, the
Board will utilize the numbering of Staff's modified recommended conditions of
January 16, 2013.
A.

Local Public Hearing

At the local public hearing, 45 people testified. Of the 45 witnesses who testified, 34
opposed the proposed facility, while 11 witnesses testified in support of the project. There
were 138 people in attendance at the public hearing that signed Board petitions, with 28
signatures in favor of the project, and 110 opposed to the project.
Witnesses in opposition to the project voice concerns about diminishing property
values of homes in and around the project footprint. Multiple witnesses argue the
proposed project should have greater setback requirements and express apprehension
about potential health effects that may be associated with wind turbines. Numerous
witnesses present arguments against the wind industry, with some expressing support for
the use of coal and other traditional energy sources. Others oppose the use of government
subsidies to develop wind energy projects. Many witnesses also oppose the use of
turbines that are manufactured outside the United States.
Witnesses in favor of the proposed facility note that the commuruty will benefit
from increased tax revenue, particularly local schools faced with recent budget cuts. One
witness explains that local infrastructure will be upgraded and improved at no cost to
taxpayers, while another witness testified in favor of renewable energy projects. Several
witnesses state that the proposed project will allow Champaign County to retain its rural
and agricultural character, as it will bring additional revenue to struggling farmers and
prevent farmland from being sold for residential and commercial development.
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In addition to the testimony heard at the public hearing, the Board received over
400 public comments which were docketed in the "public comments" section of the docket
card for tfds case. The public comments raised similar arguments to those expressed at the
public hearing.
B.

Basis of Need - Section 4906.10(A)(1), Revised Code

Staff notes that, as an electric generation facility, pursuant to Section 4906.10(A)(1),
Revised Code, the basis of need for the proposed facility is inapplicable to this electric
generating project. (Staff Report at 19.)
No party raised issues related to the basis of need for the project. The Board
recognizes that Section 4906.10(A)(1), Revised Code, provides that it applies to the Board's
determination process only if the facility proposed is exclusively an electric transmission
line or a gas or natural gas transmission line. Give that the application in this case
concerns a wind-powered electric generation facility, the Board finds that Section
4906.10(A)(1), Revised Code, is inapplicable.
C

Nature of Probable Environmental Impact and Minimum Adverse
Environmental Impact - Sections 4906.10(A)(2) and 4906.10(A)(3), Revised
Code

Staff evaluated the application to determine the nature of the probable
environmental impact and whether the proposed facility represents the minimum adverse
environmental impact. As part of its evaluation. Staff discusses factors regarding the
nature of the probable environmental impact of the construction and operation of the
proposed wind-powered electric generation facility. These factors include demographics,
land use, cultural and archaeological resources, aesthetics, economics, surface waters,
threatened and endangered species, vegetation, setbacks, roads and bridges, geology and
seismology, public and private water supplies, pipeline protection, blade shear, high
winds, ice throw, construction noise, operational noise, shadow flicker, communications,
and decommissioning. (Staff Report at 20-37.)
Additionally, Staff evaluated the site selection process to determine whether the
proposed facility represents the minimum adverse environmental impact. (Staff Report at
38-39.)
To the extent intervenors have raised an issue regarding the nature of the probable
environmental impact or the proposed facility's minimum adverse environmental impact,
the Board will address only the more significant issues in this order. As many of the
factors and issues raised by intervenors pertaining to the nature of probable
environmental impact and minimum adverse environmental impact under Sections
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4906.10(A)(2) and 4906.10(A)(3), Revised Code, overlap with the factors considered imder
the public interest, convenience, and necessity under Section 4906.10(A)(6), Revised Code,
those factors, including setbacks (aesthetics, blade shear, ice throw, noise, and shadow
flicker), roads and bridges, communications, and decommissioning will be discussed in
Section (VI)(F) of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate. Where a party has raised an issue
as to the nature of the enviromnental impact or the minimum adverse environmental
impact, and the Board does not specifically address the issue in this decision, it is hereby
denied.
1.

Socioeconomic Impacts

In its application. Champaign indicates that its consultant, Camiros, Ltd. (Camiros),
conducted a population and socioeconomic analysis of the proposed project area.
Champaign explains that the economic activity created by the proposed project will not
only benefit Champaign County, but also the surrounding rural counties and nearby
population centers.
Champaign's population projections indicate that there are
approximately 61,000 residents located within five miles of the proposed facility, with a
slight increase of 3.9 percent projected over the next ten years. Champaign County has a
population density of 93 persons per square mile, significantly lower than the statewide
average of 282 persons per square mile. (Co. Ex. 1 at 66-67, Ex. G.)
Champaign explains that agricultural land occupies almost 97 percent of the total
impacts, demonstrating the rural character of the region. Residential development around
the proposed facility is mostly single-family homesteads located along rural roads. In
considering land use impacts. Champaign notes that, while the proposed facility will
utilize leases of private land, any temporary impacts that may occur will be on private
land and compatible with agricultural land uses that are predominant within the project
footprint. (Co. Ex. 1 at 135-138.)
Champaign provides that a cultural and archaeological resource study was
conducted by Cultural Resource Analysts, Inc. The study indicates that there are 32
fiistoric properties located within the five mile project radius, four historic districts, 791
previously identified historic structures, 260 archeological sites, and 55 cemeteries.
Champaign states that five archaeological sites are located within or adjacent to lands
leased for the proposed facility, but notes that none are eligible for listing in the National
Register of Historic Place (NRHP), indicating no further work is required. Further, as
construction and operation of the facility will not physically alter any NRHP listed or
eligible structures, any potential impacts are limited to indirect visual effects. Champaign
notes that Staff recommends the development of a historic mitigation plan, but believes
the plan should not include any specific provisions in order to avoid unnecessary
complications. Champaign also proposes to include a provision within the condition
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providing that no part of the plan shall limit the operation of the turbines within the
proposed project. (Co. Ex. 1 at 144-146, Co. Ex. 5 at 15.)
In addition. Champaign notes that a field review study reveals that some of the
proposed turbines may be visible from portions of Urbana, Mechanicsburg, Woodstock,
and Catawba, especially from properties on the outskirts of city and village limits that are
not screened by other buildings. Champaign offers that it will utilize a mitigation plan for
impacts to architectural resources. The mitigation plan will promote the preservation of
the area's rural history and limit the alteration of the cultural landscape of the project area.
Champaign provides that it will continue to consult with the Board, the Champaign
County Historical Society, the Ohio Historic Preservation Office (OHPO), and the
Champaign County Preservation Alliance to finalize a formal mitigation plan. (Co. Ex. 1
at 146-151.)
Champaign adds that the economic impact report prepared by Camiros utilizes the
Job and Economic Development Impact Wind Model (JEDI), which evaluates economic
impacts of wind-powered electric generation facilities. The JEDI model evaluates the
effects of the construction phase of the project, as well as operations and maintenance
phases. Champaign indicates that it intends to maximize the number of local workers
throughout the construction process, with approximately 50 to 85 percent of all workers to
be hired locally, but adds that workers with specialized skills of constructing wind farms
will likely come from other locations. Champaign provides that the construction phase of
the project will utilize 86 employees over a 12-month period, with an anticipated payroll of
$4.9 million. At the conclusion of the construction phase, the application explains that
there will be seven full-time workers with total wages estimated at $400,000 per year. In
addition. Champaign notes that another 391 jobs and $19.8 million in earnings will be
generated by indirect impacts stemming from inter-industry economic, activity caused by
the project. Further, Champaign states that there will be induced impacts resulting from
changes in local household spending, with an estimate of an additional 121 jobs and
approximately $5.1 million in wages and salaries. (Co. Ex. 1 at 138-140.)
Champaign provides that it will pay real and personal property taxes between
$6,000 and $9,000 per megawatt (MW) of nameplate capacity per year throughout the life
of the facility. According to the application, the increase in local tax revenues, based on an
aggregate nameplate capacity of 140 MW, will be between $840,000 and $1.26 million. The
distribution of the tax revenue will be approximately 25.9 percent for Champaign County,
10.3 percent for the local townships, and 63.8 percent to the local schools. The application
provides that the annual lease payments to local landowners is not only a direct benefit to
all participating landowners, but will also enhance the ability for those in the agricultural
industry to continue farming. (Co. Ex. 1 at 140-141.)
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Urbana expresses concern that the proposed project location will harm the city's
future growth. Specifically, Urbana explains that geographic constraints to the west of the
city require that all future residential and commercial growth occur to the city's east side.
Urbana argues that Champaign fails to consider that the proposed project is directly in the
path of the city's planned growth. (Urbana Br. at 20-21; Tr. at 1997-1999.)
Urbana asserts that Champaign overestimates the proposed project's potential tax
benefits, noting that, under the current taxation system, Urbana would receive no tax
revenue because the proposed project footprint is outside city limits. Urbana requests that
the Board require Champaign to establish a permanent office within the city limits, noting
that, although the proposed project will have a substantial impact on the Urbana
community, impacted city residents may be unwilling or unable to drive to the local office
in Bellefontaine. Urbana points out that the establishment of a permanent office in Urbana
would allow Urbana to receive tax benefits for any Champaign employees that would
work in an office located in Urbana. Urbana also believes that Staff testimony on the
proposed project's socioeconomic benefits should be given little weight due to a Staff
member incorrectly testifying that Bellefontaine is located in Champaign County, despite
the fact that Bellefontaine is located in Logan County. (Urbana Br. at 23-24; Tr. at 22352236,2378.)
The County/Townships add that the consideration of tax revenue should not be a
determinative factor in considering whether the public interest is served by the proposed
project, as Champaign has not yet made a request to the Champaign County Board of
Commissioners to pay an amount in lieu of taxes (PILOT) pursuant to Section 5727.75,
Revised Code. (County/Townships Br. at 14; Tr. at 67-69.)
Champaign responds that population estimates within the record indicate that
Urbana's concerns over future development are unfounded, as Urbana's township
population is expected to drop by a percent in the next decade, while the project area
townships are expected to grow by up to 13 percent. Champaign opposes Urbana's
proposal to open an office in Champaign, noting that Urbana will receive economic
benefits from the increase of construction workers and equipment that is necessary to
build the project, as acknowledged by Urbana's mayor.
In response to the
County/Townships' tax concerns. Champaign explains that the payment of taxes to the
County/Townships are guaranteed if the project is built and will occur either through the
PILOT program or annual property taxes, and adds that the PILOT program alone would
result in an increase in tax revenues of $840,000 to $1.26 million. (Co. Reply Br. at 34-35;
Co. Ex. 1 at 140; Tr. at 1989.)
UNU asserts that the project is not necessary to preserve agriculture in eastern
Champaign County, as the project area is not threatened by any development, with the
exception of the proposed project. UNU argues that Champaign failed to support its
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claims that the proposed project will provide socioeconomic benefits. UNU contends that,
while Staff's witness was familiar with Camiros, Staff failed to conduct its own study
utilizing the JEDI model and could not independently verify the data inputs the consultant
used to calculate the proposed project's economic benefits. UNU points out that the
socioeconomic study assumed facts that have not been demonstrated to be true, including
the assumption that leaseholders and construction workers will be local and spend their
earnings in the local communities. Further, UNU explains that the local tax revenues are
inflated, as the project may not produce more than 89 MW hours of electricity as opposed
to 140 MW, and taxpayers will ultimately pay higher electricity prices. (UNU Reply Br. at
2-5; Tr. at 2637-3638, 2657-2673.)
In addition, UNU opines that the socioeconomic study ignores detriments that
could result from approval of the proposed project. UNU notes that there was no
consideration as to whether the jobs of any workers at traditional coal-fired plants would
be eliminated, or whether lost job creation opportunities might occur as a result of
employers being discouraged from siting new facilities due to the turbines' presence.
Similarly, UNU explains that there could be indirect job losses through the ripple effect
from losing important functions of Grimes Field Airport (Grimes Field) and any
companies whose owners leave Champaign County to avoid the turbines. UNU also
points out that, while Champaign agrees to submit a historic preservation mitigation plan,
it is unacceptable to give Champaign veto authority as to whether the turbines may need
to be shut down to protect the area's historic resources. (UNU Br. at 65; UNU Reply Br. at
36.)
Staff concludes that the demographics of the project area are unlikely to experience
significant change within the next 20 years. Staff points out that, while Champaign
County's population growth is projected to increase by 11.3 percent over the next 20 years,
the population growth of the townships located within the five-mile radius of the
proposed project is only projected to increase by 3.9 percent. Staff opines that the project
is unlikely to limit any future population growth or have a substantial impact on the
region's demographics. (Staff Ex. 2 at 20.)
In addition. Staff states that the development of a wind farm is consistent with
regional land use plans to conserve farmland and promote economic diversity. Staff
points out that there may be an increase in demand for temporary housing and retail
services during construction of the proposed facility, but no long-term impacts are
expected on housing or commercial demand. (Staff Ex. 2 at 20-21.)
Staff adds that avoiding or minimizing cultural and archaeological impacts for
wind generation projects is not always practical, but Staff believes the mitigation plan
proposed by Champaign will promote the continued meaningfulness of the area's rural
history. However, Staff notes that it believes the historic preservation plan should still be
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submitted with specific information and should not include a provision granting
Champaign the discretion to determine when its operations and activities may be
inhibited. Staff states that Champaign will also conduct a targeted Phase I archaeological
reconnaissance survey to analyze potential impacts within five miles of the project area.
Staff also believes a cultural resources avoidance plan should be developed. (Staff Br. at
36-37; Staff Ex. 2 at 21-22.)
Staff concludes the proposed facility would have an overall positive impact on the
local economy. In support of its conclusion. Staff notes the increase in construction
spending, wages, purchasing of goods and services, local tax revenues, and annual lease
payments to the local landowners. (Staff Ex. 2 at 22.)
Upon consideration of the evidence presented, the Board finds that the proposed
project will undoubtedly have a positive impact on the region. First, the tax revenues
associated with the project will provide significant value to the local communities and the
County/Townships. We understand the County/Townships' concern about whether
Champaign elects to utilize the PILOT program or the normal property tax provisions, but,
as the County/Townships' own witness Bialczak explains, regardless of which route
Champaign elects to take, the County will receive revenues subject to its own discretion. If
Champaign seeks and obtains a PILOT, the money will go into the County's general
revenue fund and may be used in any way the county or local government officials
choose. On the other hand, if Champaign chooses the traditional tax route, all tax dollars
generated become local tax dollars to the taxing jurisdictions in which the proposed
project is located; thus, providing even more revenue for the local governments.
Therefore, we find that the regional tax revenue is a valuable benefit for the proposed
project. (Tr. at 206-207,2235-2236,2235-2237.)
With regard to Urbana's concern that it may not receive tax benefits, we find this
argument to be unfounded. The Board lacks any statutory authority to order Champaign
to distribute revenue to a jurisdiction that is outside the proposed project area, and any
proposed statutory changes should best be left to the General Assembly. However, we do
note that, as County/Townships witness Bialczak points out, if Champaign chooses the
PILOT program, Urbana may still be able to receive fax benefits from the coimty treasurer.
Further, as Urbana wdtness Bean testified, there are several businesses located within the
Urbana city limits that stand to benefit from the proposed project, which would contribute
additional tax revenues. In addition, we find the record conflicts with Urbana's arguments
that its growth could be impeded by the proposed project. In fact, Urbana witness Bean
explains growth is only limited on the west side of the city, and that his vision is to help
Urbana grow "whether it's east, north, south...." (Tr. at 1987-1989, 2008-2009, 2235-2236.)
Furthermore, the Board finds that the proposed project benefits the public by
allowing the townships within the proposed footprint to maintain their agricultural
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character and allowing for the continuation of agricultural activities without the risk of
farmland being lost to development. We note that, while UNU raises concerns over
potential economic detriments that may arise as a result of the proposed project, UNU fails
to cite to any record support or introduce any evidence confirming its suspicions.
Furthermore, although Staff relies on the JEDI model utilized by Camiros in reviewing the
socioeconomic impact of the proposed project, there is no evidence in the record indicating
the study is unreliable or should be disregarded. To the contrary, the economic model was
established by an urban planning and economic development firm whose analysis was
reviewed by Staff and deemed to be accurate. Finally, Champaign's proposal to make its
historical preservation mitigation plan less specific should be rejected. Champaign's
speculative claim of unnecessary complications is insufficient for us to determine that the
condition is too stringent. Therefore, Champaign's request is denied. (Ohio Farm Bureau
Ex. 1 at 8; Champaign Ex. 17 at 7-8, Staff Ex. 5 at 2; Tr. at 1560, 2653-2654.)
2.

Ecological Impacts

Champaign explains that the proposed project will have almost no impact on
surface waters. Champaign indicates that it will employ mitigation measures to minimize
temporary and permanent impacts to streams located within the footprint of the proposed
project. Champaign intends to develop a Storm Water Pollution and Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) to control sedimentation, siltation, and run-off. (Co. Ex. 1 at 116-122.)
Champaign utilizes an environmental consultant, Hull & Associates, to study the
potential impact of the proposed facility on threatened and endangered species. The study
determines that the Indiana Bat, a federally endangered species, has a presence within the
project area. Champaign notes that the proposed project will implement a habitat
conservation plan (HCP) and shall obtain an incidental take permit (ITP) in order to
minimize any adverse impacts to the Indiana bat. Champaign witness VanDeWalle adds
that construction impacts may be minimized by limiting tree clearing from November 1 to
March 31. Further, Champaign witness VanDeWalle explains that the HCP provides
appropriate conservation measures to allow for the protection of endangered species. (Co.
Ex. 1 at 108; Co. Ex. 19 at 4; Co. Ex. 7 at 7.)
Champaign adds that the siting of the proposed project will be away from sensitive
habitats like forestlands and, due to the majority of the facility being located within
agricultural active lands, additional impact on threatened or endangered species is
unlikely. Champaign explains that, while 12.7 acres of forest and 1.7 acres of scrub-shrub
habitat will be impacted by construction, most is temporary in nature. (Co. Ex. 1 at 136137.)
Staff provides that the proposed facility would cross 31 streams and notes that
Champaign has committed to installing buried collection lines by horizontal directional
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drilling. While access roads and crane paths cross streams within the proposed project
area, the Staff Report explains that the development of the SWPPP will reduce water
quality impacts. In addition, through information obtained by the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources (ODNR) and the Federal Emergency Management Agency, the Staff
Report notes that flooding is unlikely to impact the proposed turbine locations. (Staff
Report at 23.)
Staff explains that the primary threat to the Indiana bat would occur during
operation of the facility due to collision and barotrauma, but that Champaign's
commitment to its HCP addresses these issues. In addition to the HCP, Staff points out
that ODNR Division of Wildlife (ODNR-DOW) recommends a post-construction bat
monitoring program during the first two years of operation. The program would include
a sample of turbines to be searched daily in accordance wdth ODNR protocols, and
establishes a requirement that any consultant hired to conduct the program possess
appropriate federal and state permits prior to any monitoring. As a condition. Staff also
recommends that Champaign conduct a presence survey for the Eastern massasauga
rattlesnake at the 20-acre wetland. (Staff Report at 28,55.)
In addition. Staff recommends that Champaign enter into a cooperative agreement
with ODNR or obtain any suggested permits that ODNR recommends in order to avoid
liability for the impacts that the proposed project may have on wildlife species. Breeding
bird studies conducted in 2008 indicate that 6,000 birds consisting of 97 different species
were observed, above the average passage rates found in other wind project
preconstruction surveys. Staff indicates that ODNR was concerned with its observations
of the birds, and explains that, in the event of a mortality of a state-endangered species,
ODNR-DOW would recommend that Champaign develop an effective avoidance,
minimization, and mitigation strategy. Regarding vegetation. Staff adds that the proposed
layout indicates a collection line that connects to a turbine would impact more of an
adjacent wood lot than is necessary, but notes that Champaign indicated it is working with
the landowner to reroute the line in order to minimize any negative impacts. (Staff Report
at 21-28.)
Champaign responds that avian and bat monitoring set forth in Staff's proposed
conditions is necessary, but should allow for flexibility in the protocol between
Champaign and ODNR-DOW and should remove language requiring a daily turbine
sampling. Champaign proposes the language in the condition be changed to allow
Champaign and ODNR-DOW to determine if a better monitoring alternative is available
by including the phrase "[ujnless otherwise agreed to by the DOW and Staff." In addition.
Champaign suggests that the language requiring Champaign to develop and implement
an avian monitoring program should be revised to state that Champaign will work with
Staff and ODNR-DOW to develop a plan. (Co. Ex. 5 at 18-19.)
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Staff disagrees with Champaign's recommended revisions, noting that ODNR's
standardized protocols call for daily samplings, and adds that Champaign should be
required to comply with the protocols as set forth within the condition. UNU adds that
Staff's condition should be adopted as proposed, noting that other wind farms are
required to perform these daily searches. (UNU Reply Br. at 38; Staff Ex. 1 at 2-4; Tr. at
2022-2023.)
UNU contends that the Board should include the former Staff condition requiring a
vegetation management plan. UNU opines that the application shows the proposed
project's collector lines and access roads will travel through wooded areas and a number
of streams. In addition, UNU proposes that the former Staff condition to prevent the
indiscriminate use of herbicides in natural vegetated areas be included if the certificate is
approved. UNU opines that Staff has no justification for a change in its position, noting
Staff witness Rostofer testified that spraying herbicides is not a best practice. (UNU Reply
Br. at 37; Tr. at 2152-53.)
Upon review, the Board finds that the evidence in the record, as well as the addition
of Staff's recommended conditions, supports the conclusion that the proposed project will
appropriately mitigate any ecological impacts on the local environment. Champaign's
request to revise Staff condition should be rejected, as it is clearly consistent with Board
precedent in other proceedings. Champaign will not be permitted to self-regulate its own
monitoring protocols, and we find Champaign's request is both inappropriate and
urmecessary. (Staff Ex. 1 at 2-4.)
Likewise, we believe UNU's request to include Staff's original conditions regarding
vegetation management and herbicides should be denied. UNU provides no justification
in the record for the inclusion of a vegetation management program. Regarding any
potential use of herbicide, the record actually indicates that the facility will utilize buried
collection lines in open fields, making the condition unnecessary. Further, in order to use
any commercial grade herbicides. Champaign would need to acquire an applicator's
license, and report the use of herbicides around sensitive streams and wetlands to the
Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). (Tr. at 2151-2152.)
3. Conclusion - Environmental Impact
The Board finds that the nature of the probable environmental impact, specifically
the socioeconomic and environmental impacts, has been determined for the proposed
facility and complies with Section 4906.10(A)(2), Revised Code, and the proposed project
represents the minimum adverse impact consistent with Section 4906.10(A)(3), Revised
Code. We note that this conclusion relates only to socioeconomic and environmental
impacts, and Sections 4906.10(A)(2) and 4906.10(A)(3), Revised Code, will be further
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reviewed in Section VI(F)(8), in conjunction with our consideration of the public interest,
convenience, and necessity of the proposed project.
D.

Electric Grid - Section 4906.10(A)(4), Revised Code

Section 4906.10(A)(4), Revised Code, requires that the feasibility and impact of
connecting a proposed electric generation facility to the regional electric power grid be
determined prior to the issuance of a certificate to an applicant. In order to address this
requirement, PJM Interconnection (PJM), the applicable regional transmission system
operator, prepared a feasibility study (PJM Feasibility Study) and a system impact study
(PJM Impact Study). Further, a stability and short circuit analysis (PJM Stability Study) is
included in the PJM Impact Study. According to the application, the PJM Feasibility Study
identified conditions under which the facility's output could be curtailed, but several of
the conditions identified in the PJM Feasibility Study are based on outdated rating data,
and should be removed from the list. Consequently, the application notes that the
remaining congestion issues listed are based on very specific system conditions that have a
low probability of occurrence at any given time. Further, the application asserts that a
curtailment of the proposed facility to something less than full output for a few hours, if
the conditions ever exist, would not have an adverse effect on the overall operation of the
facility. (Co. Ex. 1 at 50-51, Exs. C-D.)
The PJM Impact Study evaluated a 200 MW interconnection that would be injected
along the Givens-Mechanicsburg 138 kV line and interconnected at a new switching
station located along the Dayton Power & Light, Inc. (DP&L) Urbana-Darby 138 kV circuit.
The new switching station will be owned and operated by DP&L and will consist of three
138 kV breakers configured as a ring-bus, a 138 kV revenue meter, and other associated
facilities. Further, compliance with reliability criteria was assessed for summer peak
conditions in 2012. The PJM Impact Study identified two facilities that would likely
experience thermal overloads, and three breakers that would be over-dutied as a result of
the proposed facility. To correct these violations. Champaign asserts that the following
upgrades are required: (1) replacement of the line terminal equipment at the Urbana
substation; (2) reconductoring of approximately 4.3 miles of circuit; and (3) replacement of
three 69 kV circuit breakers at Urbana. (Co. Ex. 1 at 51-52, Exs. C-D.)
According to Champaign, the results of the PJM Stability Study revealed no
operating issues other than identifying operating voltage and power factor ranges.
Further, PJM's deliverability testing concluded that the project would not result in any
deliverability or transmission system congestion problems. (Co. Ex. 1 at 52.)
In the Staff Report, Staff explains that it reviewed the studies regarding
interconnection of the proposed facility to the existing regional transmission system. Staff
notes that Champaign submitted its proposed project to PJM on March 18, 2006.
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Additionally, Staff notes that Applicant has not yet signed a construction service
agreement or an interconnection service agreement with PJM for the proposed facility, but
that an interconnection service agreement would need to be signed before PJM would
allow Applicant to interconnect the proposed facility to the bulk electric transmission
system. (Staff Report at 40.)
Staff reports that it reviewed the PJM Feasibility Study and PJM Impact Study for
the proposed project and that, pursuant to the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) reliability standards, the proposed facility would not overload the
system in the presence of no contingencies or one contingency, but that multiple
contingencies would likely cause an outage or breaker failure. Staff further indicates that
this overload issue can be alleviated by upgrading and reconductoring several lines, and
that the studies indicate that three circuit breakers and a set of transformer fuses and
holders would need replacement. (Staff Report at 41-42.)
Additionally, Staff indicates in its report that, as set forth in the application, no
stability problems were identified as a result of the proposed project and no overloads
were identified as a result of earlier projects or projects in earlier queue positions (Staff
Report at 42).
The Staff Report concludes that, with the upgrades identified in the PJM studies, the
proposed facility is expected to provide reliable generation to the bulk electric
transmission system, the facility is consistent with plans for expansion of the regional
power system, and the facility will serve the interests of electric system economy and
reliability. Finally, Staff concludes that the proposed facility will serve the public interest,
convenience, and necessity by providing additional electric generation to the regional
transmission grid. (Staff Report at 42.)
The Board initially notes that no intervenor in this proceeding raised issues
regarding the interconnection studies or the portion of the Staff Report discussing
interconnection issues. In light of the evidence in this proceeding, the Board finds that the
proposed facility is consistent with the plans for expansion of the regional power grid as
set forth in the PJM Impact Study, PJM Feasibility Study, and PJM Stability Study, and that
the proposed facility will serve the interests of electric system economy and reliability.
Consequently, the Board finds that the proposed facility complies with the requirements
set forth in Section 4906.10(A)(4), Revised Code, provided that the certificate issued
includes Staff's recommended Condition (14). (Co. Ex. 1 at 50-52, Exs. C-D; Staff Report at
40, 42.)
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Air, Water, Sofid Waste, and Aviation - Section 4906.10(A)(5), Revised Code
1.

Air

In the Staff Report, Staff states that the operation of the proposed facility would not
produce air pollution; thus, there are no applicable air quality permits. Staff notes,
however, that Applicant may need to obtain the Ohio EPA General Permit for Unpaved
Roadways and Parking Areas, with a maximum of 120,000 vehicle miles traveled per year.
Additionally, Staff notes that Applicant plans to minimize fugitive dust generated during
construction by using best management practices (BMPs), such as applying water or other
dust suppressants to open soil surfaces to prevent emission. Staff concludes that
construction and operation of the facility, as described by Applicant and in accordance
with the conditions included in the Staff Report, would be in compliance wdth air
emissions regulations in Chapter 3704, Revised Code, and the rules adopted under that
chapter. (Staff Report at 43.)
2.

Water

The Staff Report notes that neither construction nor operation of the proposed
facility would require the use of significant amounts of water; thus, requirements under
Sections 1501.33 and 1501.34, Revised Code, are not applicable to this project. However,
Staff reports that Applicant has indicated it will apply for the following permits: Ohio
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) construction storm water
general permit; Ohio NPDES general permit for storm water discharges associated with
construction activity in the Big Darby Creek watershed; permit under Section 404 of the
Clean Water Act, if necessary; Water Quality Certification from the Ohio EPA, if necessary;
Ohio Isolated Wetland Permit, if necessary; and, Ohio Permit to Install on-site sewage
treatment, if necessary. Staff additionally notes that approximately 68 acres of impervious
surface would be generated as a result of the facility, but that the facility will not
significantly alter flow patterns or erosion and no significant modifications in the
direction, quality, or flow patterns of storm water rim-off are anticipated. (Staff Report at
43.)
Staff further notes that Applicant will mitigate effects to changes in quality and
quantity of aquatic discharges by obtaining an NPDES Construction Water Permit from
the Ohio EPA, preparing a SWPPP, and preparing a Spill Prevention, Containment, and
Countermeasure (SPCC) plan. Staff concludes that, with these measures, construction and
operation of the facility would comply with requirements of Chapter 6111, Revised Code,
and the rules adopted under this chapter. (Staff Report at 44.)
Urbana asserts that blasting could disrupt and contaminate groundwater supplies
for the city of Urbana. Urbana argues that Exhibit F of the application, the groundwater
study, identified the buried aquifers in the project area as required by Rule 4906-17-
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05(A)(5)(c), O.A.C, but failed to consider the city of Urbana's aquifer, the Mad River
aquifer, which is located six miles west of the nearest turbine. Urbana argues that, due to
concerns about groundwater supplies, the Board should require a condition that Applicant
post an escrow amount to be determined by the City Water Superintendent to protect
water during turbine construction. (Urbana Br. at 19-20; Urbana Reply Br. at 5.)
Champaign responds that Urbana has no basis for its requested condition requiring
an escrow amount to protect water, as the city presented no evidence that blasting could
disturb or contaminate the Mad River aquifer, which is located six miles from the nearest
turbine in the proposed project according to Urbana's brief (Co. Reply Br. at 49-50).
Staff responds to Urbana's argument by pointing out that Exhibit F of the
application, admitted into evidence, specifically discusses groundwater resources,
identifies the presence of the Mad River Buried Valley Aquifer, indicates that there are
multiple groundwater Source Water Protection Areas (SWPAs) in the eastern portion of
Champaign County, but that only one SWPA is within close proximity to the project area
and would not be affected by the proposed facility. Staff also points out that Urbana
introduced no evidence that construction activities could impact groundwater supplies
and that Applicant indicated blasting was not anticipated for the project. (Staff Reply Br.
at 9-10; Co. Ex. 1 at 32-33, 60-61, Ex. F at 5-1; Staff Report at 30.)
3.

Solid Waste

The Staff Report indicates that the construction of the facility will result in
generation of solid waste including packing materials, plastic, wood, cardboard, metal
packing, construction scrap, and general refuse. Further, Staff notes that Champaign
intends to remove construction debris from work areas and to dispose of them in
dumpsters in lay down yards to be collected by a private contractor. Additionally, Staff
notes that the operations and maintenance facilities will utilize local solid waste and
disposal services. Staff concludes that, with these measures. Applicant's solid waste
disposal plans comply with solid waste disposal requirements in Chapter 3734, Revised
Code, and the rules adopted under this chapter. (Staff Report at 44.)
4.

Aviation

Grimes Field Airport and CareFlight, an emergency medical helicopter service
located at Grimes Field Airport, are located in proximity to the proposed project. Staff
remarks in its report that a determination of no hazard has been issued by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) for all 56 turbine locations in the proposed project. Staff
notes that, given the preliminary FAA determination of no hazard to air navigation,
neither construction nor operation of the facility is expected to create any adverse impact
on the airport or existing air travel network. Staff also asserts that, in accordance with
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Section 4561.32, Revised Code, Staff contacted the Ohio Department of Transportation,
Office of Aviation (ODOT-OA), during its review of Champaign's application, in order to
coordinate review of potential impacts the facility might have on public use airports. Staff
reports that Applicant filed with ODOT-OA and received notices of clearance for all
turbines associated with the proposed project. Additionally, Staff indicates that it
implemented ODOT-OA a n d / o r FAA recommendations where deemed justified in
creating its recommended conditions. Staff recommends that all turbines be marked
a n d / o r lit in accordance wdth FAA marking and lighting standards; that, during
construction, all turbines reaching 200 feet in height be temporarily marked and lit until
permanent lighting is installed; that Applicant provide flight service stations with notices
to airman (NOTAM) that include the latitude and longitude coordinates for all structures
exceeding 200 feet in height; and that Applicant develop a medical needs service plan in
coordination with CareFlight that incorporates measures assuring immediate shut-down
of any portion of the facility necessary to allow direct routes for emergency medical
helicopter services within the vicinity of the facility. (Staff Report at 44.)
UNU argues that wind turbines pose a challenge for pilots who fly near them, and
that, consequently, the proposed project will delay emergency evacuation in and around
the project via CareFlight. More specifically, UNU argues that aircraft cannot safely fly
over a wind farm during periods of low visibility and would be forced to fly around the
wind farm in these conditions, citing the testimony of Champaign witness Marcotte. UNU
argues that, because of this possibility, the Board should deny the application. However,
UNU states that, if the certificate is granted, the Board should require Applicant to shut
down turbines when CareFlight is responding to a medical emergency in the project area.
(UNU Br. at 61; UNU Reply Br. at 32-34; Tr. at 706-707,926, 2040.)
Urbana argues that the Board should require Champaign to provide notice of the
project to airports within 20 miles of the project area, including Grimes Field, regardless of
whether operations would be altered. Additionally, although Urbana states that it
supports Staff's conditions pertaining to aviation, Urbana expresses concern that
compliance with FAA requirements may not adequately protect navigable airspace. More
specifically, Urbana claims that Champaign's aeronautical report, contained in Exhibit S of
the application, demonstrates that 19 of the turbines the FAA designated as "no hazard"
exceed obstruction standards for navigable airspace, that the no hazard determinations
were not circulated for public comment, and that the letter from ODOT-OA in Exhibit S
only pertains to 28 of the 56 turbines. Urbana continues that, despite the FAA's no hazard
determination, pilots who fly using visual flight rules might avoid Grimes Field due to
safety concerns from decreased clearance when approaching the airport from certain
directions near the proposed project. Further, Urbana contends that several major
recreational attractions occur at Grimes Field including the Mid-Eastern Regional Fly-in
for vintage, recreational, and experimental aircraft, and a hot cdr balloon festival, and that
turbines in the flight paths for Grimes Field should be shut down during these events due
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to safety concerns. Further, Urbana argues that, if the organizers for the Fly-in or hot air
balloon festival cancel ox change venues due to safety concerns because of the turbines.
Champaign should be required to compensate Urbana for its economic loss. (Urbana Br.
at 11-16; Urbana Reply Br. at 5-7; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. S; Tr. at 1920,1942,1955,1965.)
Urbana also argues that Staff's proposed condition regarding emergency medical
helicopter services should not solely address CareFlight, but should be expanded to
include other regional emergency medical helicopter services including MedFlight.
Additionally, Urbana argues that, if CareFlight cancels its sublease at Grimes Field due to
the proximity of turbines. Champaign should be required to compensate Urbana for its
economic loss. Finally, Urbana argues that there is a high volume of emergency medical
helicopter responses in the project area and that, consequently. Champaign should
construct one or two helipads on company-leased property in the project area. (Urbana Br.
at 16-19; Urbana Reply Br. at 4; Tr. at 959-960,2179.)
In response to UNU's arguments. Champaign cites testimony of Champaign
witness Marcotte that wind turbines and aircraft are compatible, having coexisted for
years and that emergency medical helicopter services will not be affected because it is
possible to safely operate helicopters near a wind farm, both day and night. Additionally,
Champaign argues that UNU's claim that Champaign witness Marcotte testified that
helicopters would have to fly around the wind farm in low visibility is false, noting that
the transcript does not contain this statement. Further, Champaign points out that Urbana
is erroneous in its argument that only 19 of the turbines were determined to be "no
hazard" by the FAA. Champaign specifies that: the FAA concluded that all of the
proposed turbines were not hazardous, including the 19 turbines specifically cited by
Urbana; although Urbana argues that the no hazard determinations were not circulated for
public comment, the FAA specifically stated in its determinations filed as part of Exhibit S
that it exempts certain proposals from circulation and the 19 turbines at issue fell into this
exemption; and although Urbana claims the ODOT-OA has only cleared some of the
turbines. Staff confirmed that the ODOT-OA cleared all 56 proposed turbines. In response
to Urbana's argument that the proposed project will impair aviation. Champaign also
points out that Urbana witnesses Hall and Rademacher both recognized that the proposed
project is further from Grimes Field than turbines already certificated in Buckeye Wind I,
and that pilots can make adjustments to their approaches due to any obstructions around
the airport. Champaign also notes that pilots will have necessary information about the
turbines, including updated sectional maps. Finally, Champaign contends that, despite
Urbana's concerns regarding the Fly-in and hot air balloon festival, as previously stated,
there are turbines already certificated in Buckeye Wind I to be built closer to the airport than
those at issue in the proposed project. Moreover, Champaign asserts that Urbana
presented no evidence that either event will be affected if the proposed project is
certificated and the Board has no statutory authority to order monetary compensation as
proposed by Urbana under Section 4906.03, Revised Code. (Co. Reply Br. at 31, 35-38;
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Staff Report at 44; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. S; Co Ex. 10 at 3-5; Tr. at 665-666, 707, 1907-1908, 19101912,1922,1939-1940,1948-1949,1964-1965.)
Concerning emergency medical helicopter services. Champaign contends that no
such service expressed opposition to the proposed project or participated in this
proceeding. Citing the testimony of Champaign witness Marcotte, Champaign argues that
it is not feasible to shut down turbines during every emergency medical helicopter flight,
and contends that Staff's recommended condition regarding turbine shut-down during
emergency medical helicopter flights when necessary, should not be adopted. Champaign
also reiterates that the Board has no statutory authority to order monetary compensation
as proposed by Urbana should CareFlight terminate its lease with Grimes Field due to the
proximity of turbines. Finally, Champaign points out that no witness testified that
helipads should be constructed in the project area. (Co. Reply Br. at 37-39; Tr. at 683-685,
689, 691, 695, 698, 700-701, 715-716, 725-726.)
5.

Conclusion - Air, Water, Solid Waste, and Aviation

Staff recommends that the Board find that the proposed facility, wdth Staff's
recommended conditions, will comply with the requirements specified in Section
4906.10(A)(5), Revised Code. No intervenor raised any concerns regarding this criterion as
it relates to air or solid waste.
Regarding water, the Board finds that there is no evidence in the record to support
Urbana's assertion that blasting could disrupt or contaminate groundwater supplies in the
city of Urbana. Further, both Applicant and Staff concluded that SWPAs would not be
affected by the proposed facilities. Consequently, the Board finds that Urbana's proposed
condition requiring an escrow amount is unnecessary. (Co. Ex. 1 at 32-33, 60-61, Ex. F at 57; Staff Report at 30.)
Regarding aviation, the Board finds that this project will not substantially interfere
with aviation near the proposed project area. The Board acknowledges Urbana's stated
concerns about the FAA findings and ODOT-OA certifications, but finds that Champaign
addressed these issues by pointing to record evidence that the FAA concluded that all of
the proposed turbines were not hazardous and that the FAA noted exemptions for 19 of
the turbine determinations from circulation in which the public had the opportunity to
comment. Further, the Board stresses that Staff confirmed in the Staff Report that ODOTOA cleared all 56 proposed turbines. The Board also finds that the proposed project will
not substantially interfere with aviation near Grimes Field, as pilots can make adjustments
during their approach of the airport and because the proposed project is further from the
airport than an already certificated project. (Staff Report at 44; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. S; Tr. at 19071908,1919,1922.)
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Next, although Champaign argues that shut-down of any portion of the project
would not be necessary during emergency medical helicopter services. Staff's
recommended condition is appropriate because it does not require shut-down during all
emergency medical helicopter flights; rather it only requires that Champaign develop a
plan with CareFlight that incorporates shut-down of portions of the facility during
emergency medical helicopter flights when necessary to allow direct routes for such
services within the vicinity of the facility. The Board finds that Staff's recommended
condition is reasonable and practical to address UNU's and Urbana's safety concerns;
however, the Board does not find that there is evidence in the record to support Urbana's
requested condition requiring Champaign to construct helipads or UNU's assertion that
safety concerns as to emergency medical helicopter services should result in denial of the
application. Further, the Board finds that there is not sufficient, credible evidence in the
record to demonstrate that the proposed project should be shut down during events at
Grimes Field, particularly given that the turbines at issue in the proposed project are
situated even further from the airport than turbines included in an already certificated
wind project that does not require such shut-down as a condition of the certificate. See
Buckeye Wind I, Opinion and Order (Mar. 22, 2012) at 33-34. Finally, as Champaign points
out, the Board does not have authority to order monetary compensation as requested by
Urbana. (Staff Report at 44; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. S; Tr. at 1907-1908,1919,1939-1940.)
In consideration of all of the evidence, including the findings of both the ODOT-OA
and the FAA, which determined that none of the proposed turbine sites would pose
hazards to aviation, the Board finds that any aviation safety concerns are adequately
addressed by Staff's recommended condition requiring Champaign to provide flight
service stations with NOTAM that include the latitude and longitude coordinates for all
structures exceeding 200 feet in height; that all turbines be marked a n d / o r lit in
accordance with FAA marking and lighting standards; that, during construction, all
turbines reaching 200 feet in height be temporarily marked and lit until permanent
lighting is installed; and that Champaign develop a medical needs service plan in
coordination with CareFlight that incorporates measures assuring immediate shut-down
of any portion of the facility necessary to allow direct routes for emergency medical
helicopter services within the vicinity of the facility.
Accordingly, the Board finds that the proposed facility complies with the
requirements specified in Section 4906.10(A)(5), Revised Code, provided the certificate
issued includes Staff's recommended Conditions (61), (62), (63), (64), (65), (66), and (67), as
modified by the Conclusion and Conditions section of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
(Staff Report at 44.)
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Public Interest, Convenience, and Necessity - Section 4906.10(A)(6), Revised
Code
1.

Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards

In its application. Champaign asserts that Ohio's Alternative Energy Portfolio
Standards (AEPS) of Substitute Senate Bill 221, require that, by 2025, at least 25 percent of
all electricity sold in the state comes from alternative energy resources. Of that 25 percent,
at least half must be generated by renewable resources in state. Champaign indicates that
the electricity generated by the proposed facility would be available within the PJM
regional transmission system, but that it is anticipated that the power will be sold within
Ohio so that electricity companies may meet the AEPS. (Co. Ex. 1 at 19; Co. Ex. 5 at 3-4.)
The Staff Report acknowledges that AEPS require a portion of the electricity sold to
retail customers in Ohio to come from renewable energy resources. Additionally, the Staff
Report notes that renewable energy resources, as defined by statute, include wind
generating technologies. Consequently, the Staff Report provides that the proposed
facility would likely qualify as an in-state renewable energy resource under the AEPS and
could help affected entities comply with their statutory requirements under the AEPS.
(Staff Report at 47-48.)
The Board recognizes that Section 4928.64, Revised Code, requires Ohio's electric
utilities to procure, at a minimum, 50 percent of the renewable energy requirement from
resources located within the state of Ohio. Consequently, the Board is aware that an
electric utility may fulfill a portion of its AEPS requirements by entering into an electric
utility supply contract with the owner of a wind facility, such as the proposed facility in
the application at issue. The Board believes that this potential benefit of the project adds
support to a finding that the proposed project is in the public interest, convenience, and
necessity as required by Section 4906.10(A)(6), Revised Code. (Co. Ex. 5 at 3-4; Staff Report
at 47-48.)
2.

Setbacks
a.

General - Setbacks

Champaign states that the proposed turbines are sited w^ith setbacks from
residential structures and property lines consistent with Rule 4906-17-08(C)(l)(c)(i) and
(ii), O.A.C, which provides, in pertinent part:
(i)

The distance from a wind turbine base to the property line of
the wind farm property shall be at least one and one-tenth
times the total height of the turbine structure as measured from
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its tower's base (excluding the subsurface foundation) to the tip
of its highest blade.
(ii)

The wind turbine shall be at least seven hundred fifty feet in
horizontal distance from the tip of the turbine's nearest blade at
ninety degrees to the exterior of the nearest habitable
residential structure, if any, located on adjacent property at the
time of the certification application.

In the present case, the requirements of Rule 4906-17-08(C)(l)(c)(i) and (ii), O.A.C,
translate to a required setback of 541 feet from nonparticipating property lines, and 919
feet from residential structures. This calculation takes into consideration the worst-case
scenario, meaning the tallest turbine with the longest rotor blade proposed under the
application. (Co. Br. at 13; Co. Ex. 1 at 136.)
Champaign states that, as proposed, the distance from each turbine to the nearest
residential structure ranges from 934 to 2,642 feet, averaging 1,512. Consequently, no
turbines are currently sited within the 919 foot setback requirement. (Co. Ex. 1 at 136.)
In its report. Staff asserts that proposed Turbine 129 will be located 613 feet from a
residential structure; however. Staff indicates that this residence has been abandoned, is
no longer habitable, and is scheduled to be demolished. Further, in its brief. Staff states
that it has heard of new construction that will result in a property line being within the
minimum recommended setback for proposed Turbine 79. Staff continues that it heard at
the local public hearing that a landowner decided not to become a participating
leaseholder, which will result in a residence being within the recommended setback for
proposed Turbine 95. (Staff Report at 28; Staff Br. at 13-15; Tr. at 2031-2032.)
Additionally, in its report. Staff recommends a rrunimum setback distance from gas
pipelines of at least 1.1 times the total height of the turbine structure. Staff further notes
that, in the course of its investigation, it found that certain turbine models proposed had
safety standards pertaining to blade shear and ice throw risks that exceeded the statutory
minimum. More specifically, GE recommended a setback of 150 percent the sum of the
hub height and rotor diameter of the turbine from occupied structures and roads, or use of
an ice detector if a lesser setback is utilized. Consequently, although ice detectors will be
required on any turbine model selected, as discussed further below. Staff determined that
the minimum setback from any occupied structure or heavily travelled road should be 150
percent the sum of the hub height and rotor diameter of the selected turbine. This formula
requires a setback of approximately 991 feet for the GE turbine models proposed" in the
application. (Staff Report at 30-32; Staff Br. at 13-15; Tr. at 2489, 2492, 2560.)
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In its brief. Champaign acknowledges Staff's concerns regarding setbacks and
Turbines 79 and 95. Champaign proposes that the following condition be added to the
certificate in order to allow Applicant to complete leasing or perform micrositing and to
ensure that the turbines will only be constructed if the statutory mirdmum setbacks are
met:
Champaign Wind shall not construct Turbines 79 and 95 as
proposed unless Staff confirms that the turbines satisfy the
minimum property line and residential setbacks. If Champaign
Wind elects to modify the location of proposed Turbines 79 or
95, Champaign Wind shall provide Staff a hard copy of the
geographically referenced electronic data, all changes in
relation to the proposed relocation of Turbine 79 or 95, and
[any] associated facilities. All changes will be subject to staff
review and approval prior to construction to ensure
compliance with the conditions set forth in this opinion, order,
and certificate.
(Co. Br. at 14; Tr. at 414-415, 2031-2032.)
Regarding setbacks in general, the Board finds that Champaign has accurately
calculated the setbacks required by Rule 4906-17-08(C)(l)(c)(i) and (ii), O.A.C, using the
tallest possible turbine model proposed under the application: 541 feet from nonparticipating property lines and 919 feet from residential structures. The Board also
acknowledges Staff's findings that proposed Turbines 79 and 95 do not meet Staff's
minimum recommended setbacks and Champaign's proposed condition to address Staff's
concerns. However, the Board does not find that it would be appropriate to adopt
Champaign's condition, as this would permit Champaign to modify the location of
proposed Turbines 79 and 95, and no alternate locations for these turbines were proposed
in the application. Consequently, the Board finds that Turbines 79 and 95 should not be
constructed, and has modified Staff's proposed condition accordingly. The Board finds
that, provided the certificate issued includes Staff's recommended Conditions (44) and
(68), as modified by the Conclusions and Conditions section of this Opinion, Order and.
Certificate, the proposed setbacks adhere to the requirements set forth in the statute and
support a finding that the proposed project is in the public interest, convenience, and
necessity. (Co. Ex. 1 at 136, Staff Report at 28; Tr. at 414-415, 2031-2032.)
b.

Blade Shear and Fire

Champaign indicates in its application that blade shear, or blade throw, occurs
when a rotor blade drops or is thrown from the nacelle, and that, while such occurrences
are rare, they can be dangerous. Additionally, Champaign asserts that there are no
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reporfed instances of a member of the public having been injured as a result of a blade
failure of a wind turbine. Champaign goes on to explain that past occurrences of blade
shear have generally been the result of design defects during manufacturing, poor
maintenance, control system malfunction, or lightning strikes, and that the most common
cause of blade failure is human error in interfacing with control systems. Champaign
indicates, however, that this risk has been reduced by manufacturer limits on human
adjustments that can be made in the field, technological improvements and mandatory
safety standards during turbine design, manufacturing, and installation, as well as
widespread introduction of wind turbine design certification and type approval, which
typically includes quality control audits. (Co. Ex. 1 at 82-84.)
In support of the application. Champaign contends that modern utility-scale
turbines are certified according to international engineering standards that include ratings
for withstanding hurricane-strength winds. Additionally, Champaign asserts that the
engineering standards of the turbines proposed in the application are of the highest level
and meet all applicable federal, state, and/or local codes, and include state-of-the-art
braking systems, pitch controls, sensors, and speed controls. Champaign specifically notes
that the wind turbines proposed for the facility will be equipped with two fully
independent braking systems that allow the rotor to be brought to a halt under all
foreseeable conditions and that the turbines will automatically shut down at wind speeds
over the manufacturers' threshold. Further, Champaign contends that the turbines will
cease operation if significant vibrations or rotor blade stress is sensed by the monitoring
systems. Champaign concludes that all of these features reduce the risk of blade shear.
(Co. Ex. 1 at 83.)
UNU contends that the Board should increase the setbacks proposed in order to
protect the public from potential blade shear, which UNU alleges is prevalent in the wind
industry, and fire, which UNU argues can be spread by flying debris from blade shear. In
support, UNU cites the testimony of UNU witness Palmer for the proposition that blades
and blade parts, if propelled through the air, pose a threat to the public because they could
strike and seriously injure or kill a person on an adjoining property or road. UNU also
contends that blade shear incidents occur regularly in the wind industry. In support,
UNU cites two occasions where turbines at Perkins High School in Sandusky, Ohio,
experienced blade shear. Further, UNU argues that two blades on a turbine certificated by
the Board in Timber Road II experienced blade shear due to a manufacturing defect and
operating error and scattered "large chunks of metal debris in many directions." UNU
contends that evidence presented at the hearing establishes that, as a result of the blade
shear at the Timber Road II wind farm, one piece of a blade traveled 764 feet from the
tower base as set forth in an incident report submitted by EDP Renewables North
America, LLC, to the Board in that case. UNU further asserts, regarding the Timber Road
II incident, that the testimony of UNU witness Schafner establishes that a blade piece
traveled approximately 1,200 feet from the turbine tower and that several blade pieces
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traveled approximately 1,500 feet from the tower. Finally, UNU contends that evidence
demonstrates that the wand industry conceals incidents of blade failure at wind farms.
(UNU Br. at 40-43; UNU Reply Br. at 23-24; UNU Ex. 21 at 3-4; UNU Ex. 22 at 11-13, Ex. A7 - A-9; Tr. at 1330-1332, 2509-2510.)
UNU argues that, due to the risk of blade shear discussed above, the Board should
require greater setbacks than are proposed in the application and should measure the
setbacks from the property lines of nonparticipating landowners, rather than from
residences. More specifically, UNU asserts that available data about blade shear supports
a setback of 1,640 feet between turbines and the property lines of nonparticipating
landowners. UNU supports this proposed setback by asserting that it represents the
maximum distance a piece of a turbine blade has been reported to be thrown, and because
the REpower safety manual for the MM92 turbine model instructs wind farm operators to
cordon off an area this distance around a turbine afflicted by overspeed or fire. UNU
points out that a safety manual from Gamesa recommends clearance of 1,312 feet around a
burning turbine, and a safety manual from Vestas recommends clearance of 1,300 feet
from turbines unless necessary to approach. UNU notes that an electric utility in Ontario
advocates a setback distance of 1,640 feet between turbines and power lines. Further,
UNU argues that the risk of blade shear requires a minimum of 1,000 feet setback from all
public roads. UNU supports this setback from roads by citing the testimony of UNU
witness Palmer that persons in vehicles are at risk of serious injury or death from blade
shear distances of at least 1,000 feet from a turbine. Based on its proposed setbacks from
property lines of nonparticipating landowners and public roads, UNU specifies that 35 of
the proposed turbine locations are unacceptable because of their proximity to roadways
a n d / o r buildings. UNU complains that Staff failed to measure distances between the
proposed turbine sites and public roads, and contends that the Board should direct Staff to
measure these distances and to keep a detailed record. (UNU Br. at 48-50; UNU Reply Br.
at 23-24; UNU Ex. 17, Ex. K; UNU Ex. 22 at 15, 23-25; UNU Ex. 29 at 76-77; Tr. at 908,1433,
1472,2526.)
Urbana contends, similar to UNU, that the statutory minimum setback from roads,
property lines, and structures is inadequate to protect the public from the risk of blade
shear. In support of this argument, Urbana cites the testimony of UNU witnesses Palmer
and Schafner. The County/Townships make this argument as well, contending that the
clearance areas set forth in the Gamesa safety manual in the event of a turbine fire should
be used as the minimum setbacks for the project, rather than the statutory minimum
setback. (Urbana Br. at 21-22; County/Townships Br. at 15-16; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. R, at 42; Tr. at
908,1301-1303,1419).
In its reply brief. Champaign contends that the record does not support UNU's
proposed setback of 1,640 feet from nonparticipating residences and 1,000 feet from all
public roads in order to protect against blade shear. Champaign points out that none of
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UNU's witnesses were able to point out an incident where a member of the general public
was injured as the result of a thrown blade, and that UNU witness Palmer admitted that
one is more likely to be killed in an automobile accident or to strike an ardmal while
driving than to be struck by a piece of a turbine blade. Champaign also emphasizes that
Champaign witnesses Shears and Poore testified that they were unaware of any incident
by which a member of the general public was injured by blade shear. Additionally,
Champaign points out that Staff witness Conway testified that his research indicated that
blade shear events were extremely rare and that his research did not reveal any instance of
injury to a member of the general public as a result of blade shear. (Co. Reply Br. at 23; Co.
Ex. 12 at 3; Co. Ex. 9 at 5; Staff Ex. 7 at 5-6; UNU Ex. 22 at 15; Tr. at 1432,2493,2547.)
Champaign counters UNU's argument that the Timber Road II blade shear incident
involved metal pieces being thrown by pointing out that turbine blades are not made out
of metal, but fiberglass. Further, Champaign points out that, despite UNU's argument
that pieces from the Timber Road II blade shear incident landed in a residential yard
across a public road. Staff witness Conway testified that the smaller pieces were blown
around the site and UNU witness Schafner acknowledged that smaller, lighter pieces of
fiberglass were likely blown further from their original landing site and that children in
the area were picking up the pieces. Champaign also points out that UNU witness
Schafner did not view the site until days after the incident and could not state that the
blade pieces had not been moved from their original Icinding spots. Finally, Champaign
addresses UNU's argument that blade failures have occurred at a high school in Sandusky,
Ohio, by pointing out that Staff witness Conway testified those blade failures did not
involve commercial grade wind turbines. (Co. Reply Br. at 24-25; Tr. at 1318-1320, 25092510, 2567-2568.)
Champaign additionally cites the testimony of Champaign witness Poore in
support of the proposition that the low risk of blade shear can be even further reduced by
third-party oversight in the manufacturing process; quality assurance processes;
inspections based on the experience of the selected turbine model; use of proper
maintenance practices; limitations on remote fault resets; and training. Champaign points
out that Champaign witness Speerschneider testified that many of these practices will be
used in the proposed project. Further, Champaign refutes UNU's assertion that the
minimum setback from nonparticipating property lines should be 1,640 feet because a
REpow^er manual and Gamesa manual instruct operators to cordon off such an area in the
event of a burning turbine. Champaign points out that both of these instances involve
dangerous events akin to measures that would be taken in the event of a gas leak near a
road. Champaign further addresses UNU's argument that a Vestas manual instructs
employees to stay 1,300 feet from a turbine unless necessary to approach by pointing out
that this exhibit was obtained through the internet by UNU witness Johnson and that no
such reference can be found in the complete Vestas safety manual, which is included in
Exhibit R of the application. Further, Champaign points out that Staff witness Conway
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contacted Vestas and was informed that Vestas does have a minimum setback
recommendation, which was exceeded by the setback proposed by Champaign in the
application. (Co. Reply Br. at 25-27; Co. Ex. 9 at 7-9; Tr. at 909-910, 2538.)
Staff also contends that UNU's proposed setback of 1,640 feet is unsupported and
unnecessary. Staff points out that the applicable rule does not require that all danger or
risk be eliminated, but only that impacts be identified and reasonably minimized. Staff
explains that the distances discussed in Gamesa's turbine safety manual are not minimum
setbacks intended to be permanent restrictions; but are recommendations for temporary
clearance areas in the temporary event of a fire. Further, Staff indicates that Staff witness
Conway contacted all of the potential turbine manufacturers and, wdth Staff's
recommended conditions, the project will exceed all manufacturer setback
recommendations. Finally, Staff notes that, contrary to the assertions of UNU, Staff
measured distances from arterial roadways. Therefore, Staff concludes that the setbacks
proposed by Champaign, as modified by Staff's recommendations, are adequate to protect
public safety. (Staff Report at 28; Staff Br. at 13-17; Staff Reply Br. at 4-5, 7, 13-16; Tr. at
2498-2499,2578.)
The Board acknowledges that, although rare, blade shear has occurred. However,
the Board declines to find that the record indicates a need for a 1,640 foot setback between
turbines and property lines of nonparticipating landowners and a 1,000 foot setback from
all public roads in response to the assertions made regarding blade shear. Although UNU
argues that blade shear is prevalent in the wind industry, UNU did not present any
evidence that a member of the general public has ever been injured. In fact, UNU wdtness
Palmer testified that an individual is more likely to be killed in an automobile accident or
strike an animal in the roadway than be struck by a turbine blade. Additionally, although
UNU cited two occasions of blade shear in Sandusky, Ohio, the evidence demonstrates
that these incidents did not involve commercial grade wind turbines, such as the ones that
are being considered in this application. Further, although UNU claims that testimony
regarding the Timber Road II blade shear incident demonstrates that sheared blade pieces
have travelled a distance of approximately 1,500 feet, the Board notes that UNU witness
Schafner acknowledged that: he did not view the pieces until two to three days after the
incident; he did not actually measure distances until four to five days after the shear
occurred; the small pieces of fiberglass may have been blown further from their original
landing spots; he did not know whether the pieces had been moved; and children in the
area were picking up the blade pieces. Consequently, the Board does not find that the
distance measured by this witness is reliable for purposes of determirdng an appropriate
setback for blade shear purposes. The Board finds more credibility lies with the official
report of the Timber Road II blade shear incident, which notes a travel distance of
approximately 233 meters, or 764 feet, from the tower base for the largest piece of debris.
The Board finds that this documented distance of a rare blade shear is consistent with
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Staff's recommended setback distances. (Staff Report at 31; UNU Ex. 22 at 15, Ex. A-7 - A9; Tr. at 1303,1315-1316,1318-1320,1336,1432,2509-2510.)
The Board also finds that, although UNU, Urbana, and the County/Townships
contend that turbine safety manuals recommend setbacks of approximately 1,300 feet,
these parties misunderstand those provisions. As explained by Staff, these turbine safety
manuals cited by UNU, Urbana, and the County/Townships refer to recommended
temporary clearance areas in the event of temporary safety situations such as fire or
overspeed, akin to temporary evacuations that might take place during a gas leak, and are
not recommended permanent setback distances. To the contrary. Staff witness Conway
testified that he contacted all of the potential turbine manufacturers and that, with Staff's
recommended conditions, the project will exceed all manufacturer setback
recommendations. Further, both Champaign's expert witness and one of Staff's expert
witnesses testified that blade shear events are extremely rare and that research by such
experts did not reveal any instances of injury to the general public as a result of blade
shear. We note that Staff witness Conway testified that a full blade failure at nominal
rotor speed and mechanical braking speed has a failure rate of 1 in 2,400 turbines per year,
a full blade failure at mechanical braking two times the nominal rotor speed has a failure
rate of 1 in 20,000 turbines per year, and the failure rate of a tip or a piece of a blade is 1 in
4,000 turbines per year. Under the Board's calculation, the failure rate is as high as 0.0004
percent and as low as 0.00005 percent. (Co Ex. 9 at 5-9; Co. Ex. 12 at 3; Staff Ex. 7 at 3; Tr. at
909-910,2493,2498-2499,2538,2536-2538,2567-2568,2578.)
The Board also stresses that evidence demonstrates that the rare occurrence of blade
shear is even further reduced by certification of turbines according to international
engineering standards, two fully independent braking systems, pitch controls, sensors,
speed controls, monitoring systems that provide automatic shut down at wind speeds
over a threshold, significant vibrations, or rotor blade stress, third-party oversight in the
manufacturing process, quality assurance processes, inspections, proper maintenance
practices, limitations on remote fault resets, and training. Additionally, the Board finds
that the conditions proposed by Staff would further minimize the uncommon occurrences
of blade shear, including restriction of public access and warning signs. Therefore, the
Board finds that, provided the certificate issued includes Staff's recommended Condition
(26), the setbacks currently proposed in the application are sufficient to protect residents
from the risk of blade shear or turbine fire, and that the risk of blade shear or fire is not
such that it renders the proposed project contrary to the public interest. (Staff Report at 28,
31-32; Co. Ex. 1 at 82-83.)
c.

Ice Throw

Ice throw, or shedding, refers to the accumulation of ice on rotor blades that
subsequently breaks free and falls to the ground. According to the application, under
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certain weather conditions, ice can build up on the rotor blades a n d / o r sensors, slowing
rotational speed and potentially causing an imbalance in the weights of individual blades.
Champaign contends that the effect of ice accumulation can be sensed by the turbine's
computer controls and typically results in the turbine being shut down until the ice melts.
Champaign notes that the tendency is for ice to drop off the rotors and land near the base
of the turbine. Champaign explains that, although uncommon, ice can potentially be
"thrown" when it begins to melt and stationary turbine blades begin to rotate again.
Champaign contends, however, that turbines do not usually restart until the ice has
largely melted and fallen straight down near the bases, and that no injuries have been
reported due to ice throw. (Co Ex. 1 at 81-82.)
In its brief. Champaign points out that Champaign witness Speerschneider testified
that there are hundreds of thousands of wind turbines operating throughout the world
and that events such as ice throw are rare. Further, Champaign witness Shears, with 18
years of experience in the wind industry, testified that he was unaware of any incident
where a member of the public was injured by ice throw. Champaign further asserts that
the conditions proposed by Staff to further minimize any impact of ice throw are all
agreeable to Champaign. (Co. Br. at 19-20; Co Reply Br. at 28; Co. Ex. 5 at 9-10; Co. Ex. 12
at 3.)
In the Staff Report, Staff recommends a number of safety measures in order to
mirumize the impacts of ice throw, including restriction of public access with
appropriately placed warning signs, warning workers of potential hazards of ice, and ice
detection software and alarms that trigger an automatic shutdown. Additionally, as
previously discussed. Staff recommends a setback in excess of the statutory minimum near
arterial roads and occupied structures to further mitigate the effects of ice throw. This
increased setback distance is 150 percent of the sum of the hub height and rotor diameter
of the selected turbine. Staff states that this requirement will make it necessary for
Champaign to relocate a n d / o r resize proposed Turbines 87 and 91. Staff contends that a
lesser setback distance from non-arterial roads of 110 percent of the sum of the hub height
and rotor diameter is reasonable given the expected level of traffic, citing the testimony of
Staff witness Conway. (Staff Br. at 30-32; Staff Report at 31-32; Tr. at 2492.)
In its brief, UNU contends that ice detection and sensor alarms are ineffective to
shut down turbines experiencing ice accumulation, citing testimony of UNU witness
Palmer that, in Ontario, he observed that a turbine was still rotating even though ice on its
blades had been thrown. Additionally, UNU contends that GE Energy's safety manual
warns that wind farm personnel should stay at least 1,148 feet away from a rotating
turbine with ice on its blades and the Vestas safety manual warns personnel to stay at least
1,312 feet away from a rotating turbine with ice on its blades. Consequently, UNU argues
that the Board should adopt UNU witness Palmer's recommendation that a setback from
all public roads of 1,000 feet should be utilized to protect motorists from ice throw. UNU
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contends that, as a result, in addition to Turbines 87 and 91, identified by Staff as too close
to heavily-traveled public roads, there are nine other turbines that should be moved due to
proximity to public roads. (UNU Br. at 51-52; UNU Reply Br. at 27-29; UNU Ex. 22 at 3233; Tr. at 1449.)
Urbana contends that the statutory minimum setbacks to roads, property lines, and
structures are inadequate to protect the public from the risk of ice throw. More
specifically, Urbana argues that the state minimum setback of 541 feet from roads is
insufficient to protect the safety of motorists, citing the testimony of UNU witnesses
Palmer and Schafner. Additionally, Urbana points out that Champaign witness Shears
testified that, in the event of fire, one turbine manufacturer manual recommends
evacuating a distance of 1,300 feet around a turbine. (Urbana Br. at 21-22; Tr. at 908,13011303,1419.)
The County/Townships contend again, with regard to ice throw, that the setbacks
from turbines to nonparticipating landowners' property lines should be calculated in
accordance with the manufacturers' setback recommendations, citing the turbine safety
manual for the Gamesa turbine model indicating that, in the event of a fire, the area
around the turbine should be cordoned off at a radius of 1,300 feet. (County/Townships
Br. at 15-16; County/Townships Reply Br. at 8-10; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. R at 42.)
In its reply brief. Champaign disputes UNU's assertion that the turbines should be
set back at least 1,000 feet from all public roads and nonparticipating landowners'
property lines. Champaign claims that UNU's proposition was based solely upon the
testimony of UNU witness Palmer and that he gave no legitimate justification for this
distance. Additionally, Champaign contends that, although UNU witness Palmer testified
that ice detection equipment on turbines does not work, he has never worked in the wind
industry or operated a wind turbine.
Finally, Champaign contends that Staff's
recommended conditions regarding worker training, ice warning systems, and icing
setbacks will minimize the already low risk to the general public of ice throw. (Co. Reply
Br. at 27-28; Co. Ex. 1 at 82; Tr. at 1443,1456,1465-1466,1468-1469,1472.)
The Board acknowledges that, although rare, ice throw can occur. However, as
with blade shear, the Board declines to find that the record indicates a need for a 1,640 foot
setback between turbines and property lines of nonparticipating landowners and a 1,000
foot setback from all public roads. Although UNU witness Palmer testified that ice
detection equipment on turbines does not work, the Board finds minimal credibility to this
particular statement in his testimony because he also testified that he has never worked in
the wind industry or operated a wind turbine. Further, as the Board found regarding
blade shear and fire risks, the turbine safety manuals cited by UNU, Urbana, and the
County/Townships all refer to recommended clearance in the event of temporary safety
circumstances, not permanent setback recommendations. Again, the Board notes that Staff
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contacted all potential turbine manufacturers and found that, wdth Staff's recommended
conditions, the project exceeds all manufacturer setback recommendations. Further, the
Board finds that the conditions proposed by Staff would further minimize the uncommon
occurrence of ice throw, including restriction of public access and warning signs, warning
workers of potential hazards, ice detection software and alarms that trigger automatic
shutdown, and a setback distance of 150 percent of the sum of the hub height and rotor
diameter of the selected turbine from occupied structures and arterial roads. The Board
stresses that this setback distctnce is even more cautious than the recommendation by GE,
as GE recommends this setback distance, or the use of an ice detector when the setback
distance is not used. Additionally, Staff notes that Turbines 87 and 91, as proposed in the
application, will not comply with this increased setback distance from occupied sfructures
and arterial roads, and the Board finds that proposed Turbines 87 and 91 should not be
approved. Therefore, provided the certificate issued includes Staff's recommended
Conditions (41), (42), (43), and (44), as modified by the Conclusions and Conditions section
of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate, the Board finds that the setbacks proposed in the
application are sufficient to protect residents from risk of ice throw, and that the risk of ice
throw is not such that it renders the proposed project contrary to the public interest. (Staff
Report at 31-32; Co. Ex. 1 at 81-82; Co. Ex. 5 at 9-10; Co. Ex. 12 at 3; Tr. at 1443, 1456,14651466,1468-1469,1472, 2492, 2498-2499, 2578.)
d.

Aesthetics

In the application. Champaign asserts that each wind turbine consists of three major
components: the tower, the nacelle, and the rotor. The tower height, or hub height, will be
a maximum of 328 feet, and the nacelle height will be a maximum of 338 feet.
Consequently, the total turbine height wall be a maximum 492 feet. The towers will be
painted white to make the structure visible to aircraft and to decrease visibility from
ground vantage points. (Co. Ex. 1 at 40-41.)
Staff reports that Applicant conducted a visual assessment of the area within five
miles of the proposed project to consider the cumulative impacts of both the project
certificated in Buckeye Wind I and the proposed project, and finds that turbines would be
visible throughout most of the study area, but, in some areas, turbines would be partially
screened by buildings and vegetation (Staff Report at 22).
Staff further reports that visual impacts vary depending on the distance between
the viewer and turbines, the number of turbines visible, the amount of screening,
atmospheric conditions, and the presence of other elements such as utility poles and
communication towers. Further, Staff notes that visual impact varies for each viewer
depending on the viewer's value of the existing landscape, as well as his personal attitudes
toward wind power. (Staff Report at 22.)
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Champaign analyzes project visibility under a "worst-case" scenario, without
considering the screening effect of existing vegetation and structures, and determined that
the proposed project could potentially be visible in approximately 95.6 percent of the fivemile radius study area. Continuing under the worst-case analysis. Champaign found that,
in most areas, the majority, 29 to 56, of the proposed turbines could be visible.
Additionally, under the worst-case analysis. Champaign found that, at nighttime, the
proposed project could potentially be visible in approximately 93.2 percent of the five-mile
radius study area. Finally, Champaign stresses that this nighttime analysis likely
overstates visibility because the analysis was based on the conservative assumption that
all turbines would be equipped with FAA warning lights, when actual lighting of turbines
typically results in warning lights being installed on about one-third to one-half of the
turbines in a typical project. (Co. Ex. 1, Ex. Q at 28-29.)
Champaign's analysis of project visibility factors in vegetation for a more accurate
reflection of predicted visibility. Considering vegetation. Champaign finds that some
portion of the proposed project would likely be visible by 84.4 percent of the area, and that
visibility would be eliminated in small areas throughout the area containing blocks of
forest vegetation. Champaign further emphasizes that areas of actual visibility are
anticipated to be more limited than indicated by the analysis due to the slender profile of
turbine blades, the effects of distance, and screening from hedgerows, street trees, and
structures, which were not considered in the analysis. (Co Ex. 1, Ex. Q at 29.)
Additionally, as part of the visual impact assessment. Champaign asserts that the
project will involve approximately 47 miles of collection systems to support the project's
energy generation, but that 41.6 miles will be underground, and only 5.4 miles overhead.
Champaign asserts that these lines will be a very minor visual component of the project as
these types of lines often run along rural roadways and will not appear out of place in the
setting. (Co Ex. 1, Ex. Q at 7-8.)
Champaign further explains that the substation will be located near the intersection
of Pisgah Road and Route 56 in the town of Union, which will be approximately 715 by
315 feet in size and will be enclosed by a chain link fence. Champaign further asserts that
the substation will generally only be visible from foreground locations where natural
screening is lacking. (Co Ex. 1, Ex. Q at 8.)
UNU asserts that the proposed facility will destroy the community's landscape. In
support, UNU contends that UNU witness Johnson will be able to see all 56 of the turbines
proposed from her property, in addition to approximately 50 turbines approved in the
Buckeye Wind I project. UNU cites UNU witness Johnson's testimony that the pulsing red
aviation warning lights will obliterate the view of the night sky. Further, UNU cites the
testimony of Champaign wdtness Mundt for the proposition that studies have shown the
appearance of a wind turbine can be perceived as intrusive and that the visual intrusion
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can inhibit restful recovery. (UNU Br. at 39-40; UNU Reply Br. at 20; UNU Ex. 17 at 5,11;
Tr. at 2958-2959.)
In its reply. Champaign asserts that UNU witness Johnson's testimony that she will
be able to see all of the approved turbines from her property is unfounded, as the visual
impact assessment, included as Exhibit Q of the application, demonstrates that a
significant number of the turbines will be at least partially screened by trees and
structures, and because a cellular tower with red warrdng lights already exists near her
property. Additionally, Champaign deities that Champaign witness Mundt testified that a
wind turbine's appearance can inhibit restful recovery, instead noting that the record
reflects an article was read into the record remarking that "[ijnability to disregard visual
and audible intrusion possibly adds to the impression that the environment is unsuitable
for restoration." Finally, Champaign contends that UNU has no basis for claiming that the
turbines will destroy the community landscape, asserting that Champaign County is a
working agricultural landscape that is compatible with the facility. (Co. Reply Br. at 22-23;
Co. Ex. 1 at 42; Tr. at 972-973, 2957-2958.)
The Board recognizes that the proposed facility would alter the community
landscape. However, the evidence in the record also demonsfrates that: FAA warning
lights are typically installed on only one-third to one-half of turbines in a project; some
portion of the project would be visible in 84.4 percent of the area, but actual visibility will
be more limited due to slender blade profiles, distance, and screening from hedgerows,
street trees, and structures; and the collection system will be primarily buried, with only
5.4 miles of collection lines plarmed overhead. Considering all of these factors, the Board
finds that the aesthetic impact will not be so negative that it will make the facility contrary
to the public interest, converuence, or necessity. (Staff Report at 22; Co. Ex. 1 at 40-42, Ex.
Q at 7-8,28-29; Tr. at 972-973,2957-2958.)
e.

Shadow Flicker

Shadow flicker refers to the moving shadows that occur when an operating wind
turbine rotor falls between the sun and a receptor. Champaign submits, as part of its
application, a shadow flicker report conducted by its consultant, edr Companies. (Co. Ex.
1, Ex. P at 1.)
Champaign notes that, the introduction to the shadow flicker report states that
shadow flicker does not occur when fog or clouds obscure the sun, or when the turbines
are not operating. Additionally, Champaign asserts that, at distances of 1,030 meters or
greater, shadow flicker is essentially undetectable. Champaign explains that its shadow
flicker report utilized WindPRO, a computer modeling software package developed for
design and evaluation of wind projects, to input turbine coordinates, shadow
receptor/structure coordinates, topographic mapping, turbine specifications, joint wind
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speed and direction frequency distribution, and monthly sunshine probabilities. The
model then calculated the hours of shadow flicker for the turbine sites. Further,
Champaign indicates that the study utilized the GE103 turbine model, because, among the
turbines under consideration, this model represents the worst-case scenario as to shadow
flicker. (Co Ex. 1 at 85, Ex. P at 1-2.)
Champaign indicates that there are currently no national, state, county, or local
standards for acceptable frequency or duration of shadow flicker, but that it utilized 30
hours per year as a shadow flicker threshold. Based on the results of the initial shadow
flicker analysis. Champaign's consultant determined that, of the 880 structures within
1,100 meters of a proposed turbine, 50 were expected to experience greater than 30 hours
of shadow flicker per year. Of those 50 structures, there were 11 nonparticipating
residential structures, 7 of which were classified as "pending" at the time of the
application, indicating that the respective landowner is anticipated to become a
participant. Consistent with its objective of projecting the worst-case scenario, however.
Champaign's analysis considered the pending structures, as their participation or
nonparticipation was uncertain. (Co Ex. 1 at 85, Ex. P at 5.)
Champaign indicates that, regarding the 11 residential structures at issue, flicker
was projected under the initial analysis, a worst-case scenario analysis, to range from 31 to
57 hours per year. However, Champaign notes that the irdtial analysis did not consider
the actual location or orientation of windows, or screening effects due to vegetation
a n d / o r buildings. When the screening effects of obstacles were considered in the obstacle
analysis, 8 nonparticipating residential structures were expected to receive greater than 30
hour per year of shadow flicker, ranging from 31 to 57 hours per year. Champaign
contends that this projection represents the worst-case scenario as far as turbine models
and that the analysis will be reconducted if a turbine other than the GE103 turbine model
is chosen. Champaign also indicates that, based upon the cumulative impact of shadow
flicker of the Buckeye Wind I and Buckeye Wind II projects, less than a dozen
nonparticipating receptors would be exposed to greater than 30 hours of shadow flicker
per year. Further, Champaign states that, if necessary, shadow flicker minimization
measures, including screening by vegetative planting or window treatments, a n d / o r
curtailment of operation during select times, will be utilized so that no nonparticipating
receptors are exposed to more than 30 hours per year of shadow flicker. (Co. Ex. 1 at 87,
Ex. P at 6.)
In its report. Staff confirms that Ohio law does not provide standards for frequency
or duration of shadow flicker from wind turbine projects. Staff notes, however, that
international studies and guidelines from Germany and Australia have suggested 30 hours
of shadow flicker per year as the threshold of significant impact, or at the point at which
shadow flicker is commonly perceived as an annoyance. Further, Staff notes that the
30-hour per year standard is used in at least four other states, including Michigan,
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New York, Minnesota, and New Hampshire. Staff also points out that this is the threshold
that has been applied in recent wind farm certificates in Ohio. Accordingly, Staff agrees
with Champaign's use of a threshold of 30 hours of shadow flicker per year in its analysis.
(Staff Report at 33.)
Staff acknowledges that shadow flicker at certain frequencies may potentially affect
persons with epilepsy. However, Staff notes that flashing lights most likely to frigger
seizures are between the frequency of 5 to 30 blade flashes per second, or hertz (Hz). In
the proposed project. Staff contends, the maximum wind turbine rotor speed would
equate to a frequency of approximately 0.9 Hz and, therefore, it would not trigger
seizures. (Staff Report at 34.)
Additionally, Staff recogruzes that Champaign's initial shadow flicker analysis
indicated that fewer than one dozen nonparticipating residences were expected to
experience more than 30 hours of shadow flicker per year. Further, Staff recognizes that,
considering the cumulative impact of shadow flicker from the Buckeye Wind I and
Buckeye Wind II, less than one dozen nonparticipating residences would be exposed to
greater than 30 hours of shadow flicker per year by facility. Staff also finds that
Champaign's assertion that it will use shadow flicker minimization measures to ensure
nonparticipating residences are not exposed to more than 30 hours per year of shadow
flicker should be achievable. (Staff Report at 34.)
Staff recommends that the certificate be conditioned upon the requirement that
Champaign operate the facility so that no more than 30 hours of shadow flicker per year
are actually experienced at any nonparticipating sensitive receptor, including the
cumulative shadow flicker associated with both the Buckeye Wind I and Buckeye Wind II
projects. Further, Staff recommends that Champaign implement a complaint resolution
process through which complaints related to shadow flicker from the facility can be
resolved. (Staff Report at 34.)
UNU contends that neither Champaign nor Staff presented a qualified expert
witness that could testify regarding the facility's shadow flicker impacts.
More
specifically, UNU argues that Champaign witnesses Speerschneider and Poore and Staff
witness Strom had no expertise in shadow flicker modeling. Additionally, UNU argues
that the shadow flicker modeling used by Champaign is fundamentally flawed because it
does not consider the actual size of the residences receptive to the shadow flicker. Further,
UNU argues that the proposed turbines will cast excessive shadow flicker on neighboring
land and residences and that the modeling used should have taken into consideration
entire nonparticipating properties, not just residential structures. UNU also argues that
Champaign's proposed minimization measures would force nonparticipating landowners
to accept changes to their property including window treatments or shrubbery. Finally,
UNU contends that the condition proposed by Staff is unenforceable because a member of
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the public could not be expected to determine whether the shadow flicker at a residence
was in compliance with the threshold, and that the condition is inappropriate because it
calls for additional modeling after the certificate is issued. (UNU Br. at 52-53, 57-60; UNU
Reply Br. at 29-30; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. P at 4; Co. Ex. 9 at 9-10; Tr. at 263, 540, 559, 2800.)
In its reply brief. Champaign responds that both Champaign witnesses
Speerschneider and Poore were qualified to discuss the facility's shadow flicker impact.
Champaign points out that witness Speerschneider holds a bachelor of science (B.S.) in
physics, a bachelor of arts in environmental studies, a master of science (M.S.) in
technology and policy, and an M.S. in materials science and engineering. Further,
Champaign indicates that witness Speerschneider has worked for Everpower since 2004,
with involvement in all facets of developed projects and operations. Next, Champaign
contends that witness Poore holds a B.S. in mechanical engineering and has been
employed in the wind industry for over 30 years. Further, Champaign contends that
witness Poore has extensive experience working around wind energy project sites and
turbines, and that an employee under his direction analyzed the shadow flicker studies.
(Co. Reply Br. at 29-30; Co. Ex. 5 at 2; Co. Ex. 9 at 1.)
In its reply brief. Staff also responds to UNU's argument, noting that it has been the
Board's longstanding practice to allow an applicant to sponsor exhibits to the application
without the need for witnesses with specific knowledge thereof:
The Board notes that it is a long-standing practice in Board
proceedings for an applicant to sponsor exhibits to an
application through the testimony of a witness that is an officer
or experienced employee of the applicant. The Board has
admitted the testimony of a witness, and the related exhibits,
where the witness demonstrates that the exhibits or studies
were performed at the applicant's request, under the witness'
direct or indirect supervision, and that the officer is sufficiently
knowledgeable about the information in the exhibit or study to
offer testimony. We have found this process to be an efficient
method by which to introduce large amounts of data necessary
to process certificate applications. Further, the Board notes
that, pursuant to Section 4906.07, Revised Code, the Board is
required to direct an investigation of the application and file a
written report of the investigation.
Buckeye Wind I, Opinion and Order (Mar. 22,2010) at 12. Additionally, Staff points out that
the shadow flicker report in the application was performed at Champaign's request, under
its witnesses' direct or indirect supervision. (Staff Reply Br. at 16-18.)
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Next, Champaign responds to UNU's contention that the shadow flicker study was
fundamentally flawed because the actual size of residences was not considered in the
analysis. Champaign points out that the model used very conservative assumptions,
including turbines operating during all daylight hours and a receptor that was exposed to
light on all sides. Furthermore, the field analysis of obstacles that was conducted for the
11 receptors initially modeled to receive over 30 hours of shadow flicker per year. As a
result of the effect of screening, three receptors were below the 30-hour threshold.
Champaign contends that, contrary to UNU's claim, the use of a field analysis was
appropriate to estimate the effect of screening on the 11 residences. Champaign also
argues that the record does not support UNU's assertion that the 30-hour threshold should
apply to an entire nonparticipating property, rather than just residences. Champaign
contends that Champaign witness Speerschneider testified that the 30-hour threshold has
resulted in few complaints at wind projects, causing the logical conclusion that shadow
flicker on other parts of a nonparticipating property will not be an issue. (Co. Reply Br. at
30-31; Co. Ex. 1 at 86-87, Ex. P at 2, 4; Tr. at 265.)
Further, Champaign contends that Staff's recommended condition regarding
shadow flicker does not defer important siting issues, but enables Staff to enforce the
appropriate threshold of 30 hours of shadow flicker per year for nonparticipating
residential structures. Finally, Champaign contends that this condition is enforceable
because shadow flicker can be predicted to the minute based on the location of the
receptor, turbine, and sun. Further, although UNU contends that Champaign's proposed
minimization measures would force landowners to accept changes to their property.
Champaign points out that the condition does not require residents to undertake
unwanted mitigation steps. (Co. Reply Br. at 29-31.)
The Board finds that, in light of their experience and educational backgrounds.
Champaign witnesses Speerschneider and Poore were qualified to offer testimony
regarding the shadow flicker report in the application and that Staff witness Strom was
also qualified to discuss this portion of the Staff Report. The Board also notes that no
expert testimony on shadow flicker was presented by any other party. Further, the Board
finds that the evidence in the record demonstrated that Champaign's shadow flicker
analysis utilized software commonly used and relied upon in the industry in order to
model projected shadow flicker and that only eight nonparticipating or pending
residences were projected to receive over the 30-hour threshold, even under conservative
assumptions that the turbines will operate during all daylight hours and that the receptor
will be exposed to light on all sides. Further, although UNU again argues that the Board is
deferring important issues such as shadow flicker, the Board stresses that the shadow
flicker analysis considered the turbine model under consideration that represents the
worst-case scenario as to shadow flicker. Thus, even if Champaign selects one of the other
turbines under consideration, the shadow flicker will not exceed the amount projected
under the shadow flicker report. Further, Condition (47) does not defer issues to Staff, but
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reflects the Board's determination of the appropriate amount of shadow flicker and gives
Staff the ability to enforce that determination against Champaign after the facility is
constructed. (Staff Report at 33-34; Co. Ex. 1 at 85-87, Ex. P at 1-6; Co. Ex. 5 at 2; Co. Ex. 9
at 1; Tr. at 265.)
Finally, although UNU argues that Champaign's proposed minimization measures
will require nonparticipating homeowners to take unwanted action, this is not the case.
Staff's recommended condition requires that Champaign operate the facility so that no
more than 30 hours of shadow flicker per year are experienced at any nonparticipating
sensitive receptor, and that a complaint resolution process be implemented through which
complaints related to shadow flicker can be resolved. Champaign has merely noted that
minimization measures can include screening by vegetative planting, window treatments,
as well as curtailment of operation during select times. Consequently, Champaign has not
asserted that it intends to force changes to the property of unwilling participants, but has
listed multiple methods to mirumize shadow flicker at the eight receptors in question,
which includes curtailment of operation during select times. The Board finds that, in light
of the intermittent nature of shadow flicker and the available mitigation methods, and
provided the certificate issued includes Staff's recommended Condition (47), as modified
by the Conclusions and Conditions section of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate, shadow
flicker concerns are not so excessive as to render the project contrary to the public interest
as required pursuant to Section 4906.10(A)(6), Revised Code. (Staff Report at 33-34; Co.
Ex. 1 at 85-87, Ex. P at 1-6.)
f.

Property Values

In support of its application. Champaign submits the testimony of witness
Mark Thayer. Champaign witness Thayer testifies that, in his opinion, the proposed
facility would have no impact on local property values, based upon a study he coauthored
conducted by the Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory (LBNL Study) that analyzed
7,459 single family residences before, during, and after wind farm development in the
United States (U.S.). Champaign asserts that the LBNL Study considered these sales by
using multi-variable regression techniques, adjusted for the differences in each sale for
square footage, scenic views, current market conditions, and various other pricing
components in order that the only variable left was distance to a wind turbine. Further,
Champaign asserts that the LBNL Study underwent statistical studies to verify the results
in addition to being subject to peer review. Additionally, Champaign witness Thayer
utilizes four other empirical studies conducted since December 2009, known as the
Hinman Study, Carter Study, Clarkson Study, and Lempster Study, that also came to the
conclusion that, post operation/construction, there was no identifiable effect of wind
farms on nearby residential property values. Champaign witness Thayer further explains
that there may be negative property value effects in the post-announcement,
preconstruction phase due to anticipation stigma. However, he adds that the anticipation
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stigma may be a result of the publicity by opponents to the wind project, but that, once
construction is complete, prices will return to their former levels. (Co. Br. at 39-40; Co.
Reply Br. at 32-34; Co. Ex. 8 at 2-6,19.)
UNU argues that, confrary to Champaign's assertions, the project wall substantially
reduce the value of neighboring land and residences. In support, UNU cites the testimony
of UNU witness Michael McCann, a professional appraiser, who opined that the proposed
project will reduce the market value of properties in the immediate project area by 25 to 40
percent. UNU witness McCann's opinion was based upon his knowledge of actual repeat
and paired sales of residential properties near wind farms, as well as a study known as the
Lansink Appraisal Study. UNU also criticizes Champaign witness Thayer's testimony,
arguing that his testimony focused on elaborate statistical regression studies that are not
reliable for deterrrtining property value related to wind power projects. Further, UNU
criticizes Champaign witness Thayer's use of the LBNL Study, arguing that the property
value impacts associated with turbines were diluted because the data set included 7,459
separate property transactions near 24 wind farms in nine states. Additionally, UNU
argues that the LBNL Study excluded data on sales that were clearly affected by the
presence of turbines. UNU concludes that, due to property value concerns, the Board
should require a condition requiring Champaign to offer nonparticipating landowners
price protection with a property value protection agreement. (UNU Br. at 62-64; UNU
Reply Br. at 34-35; UNU Ex. 18 at 9,11-12,23; Tr. at 1083,1085,1087-88.)
Champaign replies that the Board should not rely on UNU witness McCann's own
study because: it was not controlled for the many variables that can affect prices; it utilized
a very small sample size that has not been tested for statistical significance; and UNU
witness McCann lacks the formal education and field experience to be qualified to conduct
true statistical studies. Champaign points out that UNU witness McCann testified that he
had no training in statistics, lacked a college degree, and did not have a basic
imderstanding of regression analysis. Further, Champaign argues that, while UNU
witness McCann's study is based on a hand-selected, small sampling of sales data, the
LBNL Study relied upon by Champaign witness Thayer is a peer-reviewed,
comprehensive statistical study that is more reliable because it considered 7,459 home
sales before, during, and after wind farm development. Additionally, Champaign points
out that, although UNU witness McCann criticized the LBNL Study for excluding certain
data points, he testified that he did not know why these sales were excluded from the
study or whether the data points were outliers. Further, Champaign argues that UNU's
criticisms ignore the four other studies discussed by witness Thayer. (Co. Brief at 40-41;
Co. Reply Br. at 32-34; Co. Ex. 8 at 2-6,19; Tr. at 1053-1054,1057-1060,1062.)
The Board is mindful that five studies were presented by Applicant demonstrating
that similar wind projects in other locations have not affected property values in those
areas and that two studies were presented by UNU demonstrating that wind projects in
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other locations have reduced the market value of properties in the immediate project area.
However, the Board finds that the lack of a control group in UNU witness McCann's
study, small sample size, and lack of testimony on statistical significance lessen the
credibility of this study. In particular, the Board notes that the LBNL Study presented by
Champaign was a peer-reviewed, comprehensive statistical study that considered a much
larger number of property fransactions near 24 wind farms, with a control group.
Consequently, in light of the studies in the record, the Board finds more reliable the
studies evincing that similar projects in other locations have not affected property values
in those areas, and that concerns with property values do not render the project contrary
to the public interest, convenience, and necessity. Additionally, in light of the Board's
conclusion, the Board finds it is unnecessary to require Applicant to enter into a property
value protection agreement as a condition of the certificate. (Co. Ex. 8 at 2-6, 19; Tr. at
1053-1054,1057-1060,1062.)
g.

Operational Noise

In its application. Champaign explains that the operational noise associated with
the facility wall have a minimal impact on surrounding landowners. Champaign points
out that it sited turbine locations in order to keep the modeled sound level at
nonparticipating residences below the average sound level (Leq) for the site, plus
5 decibels (dBA), consistent, noting this methodology is consistent with the Board's
acceptable noise conditions in recently approved facility certificates. In support of its
assertion that the operational noise of the facility will provide minimal impacts.
Champaign relies on the modeling performed by Champaign witness Hessler, a noise
consultant. (Co. Ex. 1 at 73-74.)
Champaign witness Hessler reasons that sound levels associated with turbine
rotors correlate with meteorological tower data on wind speeds, indicating that wind
speed accounts for the largest differential between turbine noise and background noise
levels. According to Champaign witness Hessler, the wind speed differential, known as
the critical wind speed, results in a wind speed of 6 meters per second. In establishing a
nighttime design goal. Champaign witness Hessler utilized the critical wind speed to
determine an average nighttime Leq of 39 dBA. Therefore, Champaign's nighttime noise
design goal for the project, based on the average Leq of 39 dBA sound level, plus 5 dBA, is
44 dBA. (Co. Ex. 1 at 76; Co. Ex. 11 at 7; Co. Ex. 11 at 5.)
Champaign witness Hessler explains that his model focuses on the worst-case
scenario, meaning he assumes Champaign will select the noisiest turbine model (Nordex)
of the five being considered. The noise model indicates that, in order to achieve the 44
dBA design goal under the worst-case scenario, 16 of the turbines would need to be
operated in low-noise mode to ensure sound levels below the 44 dBA. Champaign's
application indicates that, while some property boundaries may experience dBA levels as
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high as 52 dBA, all nonparticipating residences will experience sound levels below 43
dBA, remaining outside the 44 dBA design goal. In addition, the application provides that
the majority of nonparticipating residences would experience levels lower than 40 dBA,
based on the worst-case scenario. (Co. Ex. 1 at 76; Co. Ex. 11 at 7.)
In support of Champaign's dBA design goal. Champaign witness Hessler explains
that complaints are rare when sound levels remain below 45 dBA, pointing out that the
rate of complaints for project sound levels between 40 and 45 dBA is only about 2 percent
of the population within 2,000 feet of a turbine. In addition. Champaign notes that the
World Health Organization (WHO) found that an outside noise level of 40 dBA is
equivalent to the lowest observed adverse effect level for night noise, and that the WHO
has a recommended interim target level of 55 dBA for outside night noise. (Co. Ex. 11 at
7.)
Regarding LFN from turbines. Champaign indicates that modern wind turbines do
not generate significant LFN or infrasonic noise. While Champaign witness Hessler
acknowledges that he is currently studying LFN and infrasound noise in a pending
Wisconsin proceeding; Champaign witness Mundt points out that there is no evidence to
support the claim that noise from wind turbines, including infrasound noise, causes
adverse health effects. (Co. Ex. 1 at 11; Co. Ex. 29 at 28.)
UNU opines that Champaign's proposed design goal of 44 dBA will cause
widespread discomfort, annoyance, sleep deprivation, and health disorders. In support of
its assertion, UNU relies on the testimony of Richard James, an acoustical engineer,
indicating that Champaign's proposed noise limit is excessive, and Champaign's
methodology in calculating its proposed noise limit is questionable and contrary to
traditional acoustical engineering methodologies. Specifically, UNU witness James
explains that the ambient background sound level must be measured to accurately reflect
existing noise levels and should utilize the L90 metric as opposed to the Leq metric. UNU
explains that the L90 metric is preferable because it measures the quietest 10 percent of a
time interval, filtering out short-term noise spikes. (UNU Br. at 21-29, Tr. at 786-788.)
UNU explains that Champaign witness Hessler's background sound readings were
inconsistent and varied substantially between the reading stations. UNU points out that
the daytime sound range varies as much as 11 dBA and the nighttime ranges were up to 10
dBA apart. In addition, UNU alleges that all ten noise stations were exposed to significant
noise sources, including harvesting machinery and roads, elevating the sound levels at the
sites. UNU also questions why Champaign witness Hessler disregarded the results from
one of the testing stations, noting that the average dBAs are essentially the same as the
averages from other monitoring stations.
While Champaign witness Hessler
acknowledged some of the wind noise in the background noise measurements result from
the sound of wind blowing through trees, UNU explains that the inclusion of leaf rustle in
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background noise measurements violates typical acoustic practices. (UNU Br. at 21-24;
UNU Ex. 19 at 17.)
In addition, UNU states that Champaign witness Hessler's L90 background sound
level of 33 dBA is significantly higher than his 29 dBA critical wind speed calculation from
Buckeye I, and noticeably higher than UNU witness James' measurement of 27 dBA. UNU
witness James explains that conditions in the project area remain the same from the
previous background measurements, therefore. Champaign w^itness Hessler's previous
study results should still be valid. (UNU Br. at 24-25; UNU Ex. 19 at 13.)
UNU also argues that the L90 metric is superior to the Leq methodology that
Champaign witness Hessler utilized in his study. UNU witness James explains that the
acoustical engineering profession prefers the L90 statistical sound level, which measures
the quietest 10 percent interval and identifies the sound level available to mask turbine
noise. In addition, UNU witness James explains that the L90 measure removes sporadic
noise spikes that could taint the Leq noise study, which instead focuses on the average
sound level during a specific measurement period. UNU notes that Champaign witness
Hessler's consulting firm and his testimony in other proceedings supports the preference
for the use of the L90 metric. (UNU Br. at 26-28.)
UNU witness James elaborates that Champaign's proposed noise limits are flawed
as they focus only on measurements representing windy conditions, as stable atmospheric
conditions might result in light winds at ground level but sufficient wind conditions at the
level of the turbine blades to power the wind turbine. When stable atmospheric conditions
occur, UNU explains that there is no ground level wind noise to mask the noise emitted
from the wind turbines. In addition, UNU questions whether the proposed project would
not exceed the design goal of 44 dBA and points out that Champaign witness Hessler
relied on computer modeling software that was not designed for wind turbines. UNU
proposes that the sound levels estimated by Champaign be increased by 5 dBA to more
accurately reflect actual noise levels, as supported by UNU witness James's testimony.
(UNU Br. at 31-32, 34; UNU Ex. 19 at 15-18; Tr. at 786-787.)
UNU proposes that a design goal of 35 dBA is more appropriate for the proposed
project. In support of its proposition, UNU witness James testifies that 10 percent of the
population experience annoyance with turbine noise levels of 30 to 35 dBA and this
increases to 20 percent when exposed to turbine noise of 37.5 to 40 dBA. In addition, he
states that up to 36 percent of the population experiences annoyance at sound levels above
40 dBA. In further support of UNU's proposed 35 dBA design limit, UNU witness James
points out that WHO recommends noise levels of 40 dBA or below, and the United States
EPA suggests a standard of 30 dBA at night for rural regions. Further, UNU opines that
Champaign's model does not accurately represent a worst-case noise mode, as the Gamesa
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G97 model has no low noise operating mode, and produces much louder noise than the
Nordex turbine model. (UNU Ex. 19 at 14, Tr. 2793-2794, 2946.)
In addition to its contentions with Champaign's noise models conducted by
Champaign witness Hessler, UNU argues that Champaign failed to model or evaluate
LFN that is anticipated from the proposed project and, thus, failed to comply with Rule
4906-17-08(A)(2)(b), O.A.C. UNU explains that the noise wind turbines produce is
primarily LFN, which travels further and with less attenuation over distance that higher
frequency noise. Not only is LFN quantification feasible, UNU explains, but UNU witness
James and other acousticians have measured LFN both inside and outside of homes near
wind turbines and recorded substantially high levels of LFN. UNU adds that turbine
manufacturers have LFN test data that can easily be modeled in order to comply wdth Rule
4906-17-08(A)(2)(b), O.A.C (UNU Br. at 35-38.)
UNU contends that, in addition to annoyance, turbine noise can lead to health
disorders for neighbors living near the proposed project area. In support of its assertion,
UNU relies on the testimony of audiologist Jerry Punch. UNU witness Punch explains
that adverse health effects from noise begin between 30 and 40 dBA and worsen at 40 dBA,
as observed by WHO, with children and the elderly being particularly vulnerable.
According to UNU witness Punch, audible sounds from wind turbines can not only cause
annoyance but may also create stress, loss of concentration, loss of sleep, and may lead to
serious health consequences. (UNU Br. at 7-10; UNU Ex. 23 at 11-23.)
While UNU believes that the WHO's recommendation is important, UNU opines
that it would not provide sufficient protection for neighbors near wind turbines, because
turbine noise is more intrusive, as evidenced by Dr. Punch's interview and visit with
families living near wind turbines. UNU witness Punch explains that one family suffered
from pressure, pulsations, and tinnitus when nearby wind turbines were operating. (UNU
Ex. 23 at 20.)
UNU contends that nonparticipating neighbors near the project footprint could be
adequately protected from negative health consequences associated with turbine noise by
preventing any wind turbines from being located within 0.87 miles (4,594 feet) of
nonparticipating property owners. In support of its proposed 4,594 foot setback, UNU
witness Punch relies on two wind project studies that found residents located within 0.87
miles of a wind turbine suffered more health consequences than those living at distances
greater than two miles away. UNU witness Punch adds that the health scores directly
correlate with noise exposure levels. (UNU Br. at 15-18; UNU Ex. 23 at 14-16.)
UNU also expresses concern that the proposed noise standards pertain to
residences of nonparticipating landowners, as opposed to nonparticipating landowners'
property lines. UNU reasons that the wind project should comply with appropriate noise
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standards at the property lines, not just the residences. UNU notes that even Champaign
witness Hessler concedes that Champaign's consideration of only residences in evaluating
noise levels could discourage property owners from utilizing their entire property. (UNU
Br. at 38-39; Tr. at 744-745.)
Champaign asserts that there is no epidemiological evidence that confirms that
residential proximity near wind turbines can cause disease or serious harm to human
health. In support of its argument that turbine noise will not cause health disorders.
Champaign relies on the testimony of witness Kertneth Mundt, an epidemiologist.
Champaign witness Mundt explains that, while some people may find turbine noise
distracting or annoying, there is no scientific or epidemiological evidence to support
UNU's claims that turbine noise harms human health. Champaign witness Mundt adds
that it is inappropriate to conclude there are any causal health effects until there is
affirmative and qualitative scientific evidence to support the premise. (Co. Ex. 29 at 17, 3338.)
Champaign argues that, not only are there no causal relationships between turbine
noise and health disorders, but the evidence presented by UNU witness Punch is not
credible and should be disregarded by the Board. Champaign witness Mundt explains
that UNU witness Punch relied on deposition transcripts from court proceedings to
develop his treatise and failed to offer any citations or conduct an appropriate peer review
in support of his opinions. Champaign adds that self-reported symptoms are not
sufficient to support any causal connection and are unlikely to be objectively peer
reviewed by medical professionals. In addition. Champaign points out that, while UNU
witness Punch may be an expert in audiology, he is not a medical doctor and does not
understand how infrasound can result in adverse health effects. (Co. Reply Br. at 3-4.)
Champaign urges the Board to disregard UNU's suggestion of a proposed setback
of 0.87 miles, as it is unwarranted due to the lack of credible evidence supporting a causal
relationship between turbine noise and health problems. Specifically, Champaign points
out that UNU's reliance on a study conducted by Dr. Michael Nissenbaum falls short of
epidemiological standards, as it relied on self-reported measures and utilized subjectively
titled surveys to gather information. (Co. Ex. 29 at 30.)
Champaign notes that Champaign witness Hessler utilized the L90 metric in taking
background measurements. Champaign explains that, while Champaign witness Hessler
used Leq measurements as well, UNU's arguments are misguided because the relevant
consideration is that the turbines are modeled for the project and the rdghttime noise will
not exceed 44 dBA. In addition. Champaign argues that UNU's proposed sound limitation
of 35 dBA is unw^arranted and unnecessary. Champaign points out that, while WHO's
noise guidelines are merely recommendations, they are at odds with UNU's
recommendation. Further, Champaign provides that Champaign witness Hessler did
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address UNU's concerns about stable atmospheric conditions in the adjudicatory hearing,
noting that, while these conditions frequently occur, there are very few complaints, as long
as the long-term noise level remadns below 45 dBA. (Co. Reply Br. at 12-14.)
Champaign responds to UNU's allegations of background noise interference by
pointing out that Champaign witness Hessler spoke with the majority of property owners
about their property activities and that there were no known harvesting activities
occurring during the study. Champaign adds that UNU's allegations of interference by
wind noise through leaves and grass is unfounded, as Champaign witness Hessler
indicated that there was a correlation between wind speed and the L90 background levels,
which increased as the wind speed increased. Champaign witness Hessler explains that,
while there were some sound increases as a result of wind blowing through frees, it was
inevitable, considering measurements were taken over a period of 18 days. Champaign
points to UNU witness James' study in which he took background measurements in areas
with trees and hedges. Finally, Champaign notes that property line noise limits are
unnecessary, as the point of a noise regulation is to control the noise where people spend
the majority of their time, particularly at night. (Co. Reply Br. at 10-12; Co. Ex. 1, Ex. O at
26; Tr. at llA-115,1168-1169.)
Furthermore, Champaign believes its application adequately addresses LFN and is
comphant with Rule 4906-17-08(A)(2)(b), O.A.C. Champaign points out that several
sections in its application contain discussions of modeling on lower ends of the frequency
spectrum, as well as information on low frequency levels from wdnd turbines, including a
graph of field measurements indicating no significant LFN levels as a result of turbine
operation. Champaign argues it is a stretch for UNU to use testimony of Champaign
witness Hessler from a separate state proceeding where he stated he was uncertain
whether homeowners were bothered by LFN noise as supportive evidence that LFN will
be heard and lead to serious health consequences. Accordingly, Champaign believes LFN
noise limits are unnecessary. (Co. Reply Br. at 18; Co. Ex. 1 at 77-78; Tr. at 865-866.)
UNU contends that, despite concluding there is no causal relationship between
wind turbines and negative health consequences. Champaign witness Mundt is
unqualified to formulate this opinion because he has no training in acoustics and has
never actually interviewed anyone suffering from health disorders due to wdnd turbine
noise. UNU adds that Champaign witness Mundt admitted that it is common for
epidemiologists to have contrary opinions, and that it is impossible to perform a perfect
epidemiological study. (UNU Br. at 17; UNU Reply Br. at 15; Tr. at 2863-2864, 2885-2886.)
Staff indicates that, upon review of Champaign's noise modeling, it is unlikely that
the worst-case scenario operation sound levels will generate nighttime noise levels above
44 dBA for nonparticipating residences. In addition. Staff witness Strom explains that, of
the two operating wind farms in Ohio, both of which have similar noise conditions
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imposed, only two complaints have been received, one of which turned out to be noise
coming from an outside source and not a wind turbine. Nonetheless, Staff recommends
that, as a precaution. Champaign operate its turbines at no more than 44 dBA during
nighttime hours, and no more than the greater of 44 DBA or the actual measured ambient
Leq, plus 5 dBA, at the location receptor during daytime hours. In addition. Staff
recommends Champaign establish a complaint resolution process for any complaints that
may arise due to excessive noise. Staff also explains that, while short-term deviations are
likely, because they are impossible to determine, it is especially important to have a
complaint resolution process included in the certificate. (Staff Report at 59; Tr. at 2798-99.)
Staff believes Champaign witness Hessler's noise assessment was reasonable. Staff
acknowledges that both UNU witness James and Champaign witness Hessler utilized
different methodologies in establishing their noise models. However, Staff notes that there
is no uniform standard that exists in this field of study and, therefore, the Board should
continue to review the studies on a case-by-case basis. Staff adds that the focus should
remain on the fact that the likelihood of noise complaints is minimal, as long as the
average sound level remains below 45 dBA, regardless of whether the Leq or L90 model is
adopted. Staff witness Strom explains that, of the two fully-developed wind farms in Ohio
with similar noise restrictions, only two complaints have been raised with Staff, one of
which was entirely unrelated to wind turbine noise. Staff explains that this supports the
assertion that sound levels below 45 dBA will result in minimal complaints. (Staff Br. at
19-25; Tr. at 2798-2799.)
Furthermore, Staff explains the noise mitigation condition recommended in the
Staff Report will provide even more restrictive noise limitations during the nighttime
hours in order to ensure noise levels are properly naitigated for nonparticipating property
owners. Therefore, Staff recommends the Board find that Champaign's noise assessment,
coupled with Staff's proposed noise condition, are reasonable. (Staff Report at 59; Staff Br.
at 42-43.)
UNU questions the validity of Staff's recommendations, noting Staff witness Strom
has no training in acoustical engineering, and he was unaware that UNU witness Milo
Schaffner, who lives in the Blue Creek Wind Farm footprint, is experiencing discomfort
from the wind turbine noise. Regarding Staff's noise recommendation, UNU opines that
both Champaign witness Hessler and UNU witness James testified that the Board should
not use the Leq method to set the nighttime noise standard. UNU adds that the condition
allows for short-term duration above the noise level and lacks noise protection for
nonparticipating landowners' entire premises. UNU points out that the condition again
wrongly relies on the Leq standard for daytime noise limitations, fails to employ an LFN
standard, and does not include the averaging period for calculating the Leq limits of the
turbine noise. (UNU Reply Br. at 17-19.)
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Champaign believes that, by establishing a set dBA limit during nighttime hours.
Staff fails to take into account potential increases in ambient noise that may occur during
periods of high wdnds. Champaign points out that Staff witness Strom agreed that turbine
noise may not be detectible if there is high ambient wind. (Co. Br. at 56-57; Co. Ex. 11 at 89; Tr. at 2824-2825.)
The Board finds that, upon review of the record, it is apparent that no party
disputes that operational noise is anticipated with the proposed project. There is dispute,
however, as to whether the anticipated noise levels as modeled by Champaign are
accurate and appropriate, and, if appropriate, whether any adverse effects contrary to the
public interest are likely to occur as a result of the facility's operational noise. The Board
must first determine if Champaign's background noise evaluation is reliable. If
Champaign's studies are deemed to be reliable, we must next consider whether
Champaign's design goal of 44 dBA is aligned with the public interest and consider
whether there is evidence to support a lower threshold or greater setback requirements
than what is proposed.
In beginrdng our analysis, we first look to the preconstruction background noise
study conducted by Champaign. UNU alleges that Champaign's noise study contains
serious flaws leading to biased modeling figures, however, we believe the record affirms
that Champaign's preconstruction background noise study is reliable. While UNU may be
correct in that the project footprint covers an area where farming machinery and grain
dryers could potentially influence background noise levels. Champaign witness Hessler
explains that he was not aware of any such activity occurring during the time of his study.
In addition, the photographs contained within Champaign's application support
Champaign witness Hessler's assertion that harvesting was mostly complete at the time of
his study and there were no outlying readings to indicate potential influence of farm
machinery. Further, to the extent some of Champaign's stations may have been located
near frees or grasses, we note that it is inevitable that some stations may occasionally
include outdoor noise from surrounding vegetation. It is disingenuous for UNU to point
this out as a flaw when both Champaign witness Hessler and UNU witness James
indicated at hearing that there was some degree of noise being observed as a result of
nearby vegetation and wildlife. Accordingly, we see no undue influence or bias in
Champaign's preconstruction background noise study. (Co. Ex. 1, Ex. O at 9-10; Tr. at
769-770, 775,1168-1169.)
Turning to Champaign's noise modeling, UNU and Champaign dispute whether
Champaign's use of the Leq metric was inappropriate in establishing background noise
figures. Although the evidence in the record indicates that the L90 noise metric is a higher
threshold by measuring the quietest 10 percent of a time interval, there is no credible
evidence that the use of the Leq to establish the background sound level is in anyway
unreasonable or inappropriate. Rather, the evidence presented focuses on the fact that
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because the L90 metric is a higher noise threshold it should be adopted. However, we
believe that the reliability of the Leq is still appropriate, as it represents an average
background sound level over a ten minute picture and, while we note that Champaign
witness Hessler concedes that he normally utilizes the L90 standard, the evidence
presented in this case supports our finding that the Leq is a reasonable standard. We
appreciate UNU's effort to promote the higher L90 methodology, but, ultimately, the
record is devoid of any evidence that supports a finding that the Leq is unreasonable or
that it is necessary for the Board to depart in our conclusion in this case from recent Board
precedent. We point out that the governing statute is devoid of any mandate that
applicants have to utilize a metric higher than the Leq, and we find that the Leq mettic is
reasonable and protects the pubhc interest. (UNU Ex. 19 at 12-16; Tr. at 794, 795-797.)
Next, the Board will determine the appropriate design goal for the proposed
project. Initially, we note that UNU, Staff, and Champaign all agree that the appropriate
starting point is to utilize a threshold of 5 dBA over the average ambient nighttime noise
level. Champaign and UNU propose ambient noise levels of 39 plus 5 dBA and 30 plus 5
dBA, respectively. Therefore, taking into consideration a 5 dBA threshold, UNU proposes
a goal of 35 dBA, while Champaign's application proposes a goal of 44 dBA. Much of
UNU's rationale in support of the 35 dBA limit relies on its arguments that turbine noise
above 35 dBA causes unacceptable levels of annoyance and sleep disturbance, which, in
turn, causes negative health consequences. Despite UNU's attempts to persuade the
Board through the use of emotional rhetoric and the parade of negative scenarios that
could occur upon approval of the proposed project, we find that UNU's evidence in
support of alleged health consequences lacks credibility. (Staff Report at 32-33; UNU Ex.
19 at 10; Co. Ex. 11 at 4-5.)
As Champaign witness Mundt points out, UNU's reliance on UNU witness Punch's
treatise is misguided, as the article not only failed to undergo proper peer review or
scientific analysis, but also relied exclusively on self-reported complaints or symptoms of
health effects, which casts doubt over the treatise's findings. Likewise, UNU's reliance on
Dr. Michael Nissenbaum's study in requesting a 4,594 foot setback from property
boundaries relies on self-reported health effects, and failed to meet epidemiological
standards to prove an actual causal connection between turbine noise and health effects.
The Board cannot in good conscience find that health disorders are caused by wind
turbine noise based on UNU's reliance on studies that were not properly peer reviewed
and were formed on the basis of self-reporting. Accordingly, the Board finds that UNU's
requests for a minimum turbine setback of 4,594 feet and the imposition of noise limits at
property lines be denied, as there is no record support for UNU's claims of adverse health
effects. As discussed below, we believe the inclusion of Staff's recommended condition for
a noise complaint resolution process provides continued protection of the public interest
by providing a procedure that will ensure nonparticipating property owners' use and
enjoyment of their property will not be compromised by the operation of the proposed
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facility. The Board emphasizes that the worst-case scenario noise limits will be strictly
enforced and nonparticipating landowners will have a remedial process in the event noise
levels exceed what is approved herein. (Co. Reply Br. at 4; Co. Ex. 29 at 30.)
Turning back to UNU's request for a design goal of 35 dBA, UNU argues that, in
the absence of a reasonable noise limit, the proposed project wall cause extreme annoyance
to neighboring landowners in the proposed project's footprint. We understand UNU's
assertion that any new project may possibly cause incidents of annoyance, but we find
UNU's proposed limit of 35 dBA to be too extteme. As both UNU and Champaign
acknowledge, WHO determined that a nighttime sound level of 40 dBA is the threshold at
which sound goes from being relatively unnoticed to intrusive and annoying. Therefore,
based on the record, we find UNU's proposed design goal of 35 dBA is unreasonably
restrictive. The only other figure recommended in the record is the 44 dBA, which
Champaign proposes and Staff recommends. Based on the determination of the average
ambient nighttime noise level of 39 dBA, and upon the addition of 5 dBA to the nighttime
average, we believe a design goal of 44 dBA is a reasonable and appropriate level that is
supported by the record in this case. The basis of this figure is consistent with both UNU
and Champaign's agreement that a threshold of 5 dBA over the nighttime average is
appropriate, and is consistent with public policy, as approximately 98 percent of the
population would take no issue of a project sound level between 40 and 45 dBA. We
realize that this figure also means that the rate of complaints at sound levels of 40 to 45
dBA is 2 percent. However, we believe that Staff's recommended condition, which calls
for Champaign to establish a complaint resolution process, will protect the public interest
by ensuring that nonparticipating residents will have an avenue by which their concerns
about unacceptable levels of noise for the proposed project can be resolved. (UNU Ex. 19
at 10; Co. Ex. 11 at 7; Tr. at 738.)
We find that Staff's proposed complaint resolution process adequately addresses
UNU's concerns by protecting the population in the footprint in the event there are shortterm deviations above the 44 dBA nighttime design goal and the overall 50 dBA design.
Furthermore, Staff's recommended condition also addresses UNU's concerns that
Champaign's model does not represent a worst-case scenario noise mode, as this condition
mandates that Champaign cannot operate any turbine, regardless of which of the five is
ultimately selected, at levels exceeding 44 dBA at night. However, we agree with UNU
that Staff's condition should include an Leq averaging system to define what a short-term
deviation is and, accordingly, we believe the condition should be amended to protect any
nonparticipating residents from an average Leq of 44 dBA over a 60-minute time period.
Regarding UNU's allegations that Champaign's application fails to adequately
address LFN, we ffrst turn to the rule before us. Rule 4906-17-08(A)(2)(b), O.A.C,
provides that the applicant shall evaluate and describe the cumulative operation noise
levels for the wind facility when modeling the operational noise levels and, among other
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things, should consider LFN levels. Upon our review of the application, we believe
Champaign adequately considers and addresses LFN. In its application. Champaign's
model input sound power level considers LFN emissions from the noisiest turbine model
(Nordex 100) and calculates frequency dependent propagation losses, including ground
and air absorption. Not only does Champaign include LFN in its modeling, but it
addresses the argument that turbines produce high levels of LFN by explaining that windinduced microphone error can cause false-signal indicators of LFN, even when a wind
turbine is not present in noise calculations. Accordingly, as Champaign's modeling
adequately addresses the presence of LFN for the proposed project, we find an LFN limit
is unnecessary. Even if the record contained credible evidence indicating the presence of
LFN being emitted from wind turbines, the record confirms that there are no proven links
between turbine noise and adverse health effects. (Co. Ex. 1, Ex. O at 30-33, 39-41.)
h.

Construction Noise

Champaign indicates that construction activities associated with the proposed
project will be temporary in nature and, at most, sound levels ranging from 56 to 63 dBA
could occur over several weeks at homes nearest to the turbine sites. Champaign notes
that the application includes a proposal to mitigate noise by utilizing mufflers and limiting
construction hours to normal working hours. (Co. Ex. 1 at 70-72, 79.)
Staff notes that any adverse impacts of construction noise will be minimal as the
construction activities are temporary and intermittent in nature, and occur away from
most residential structures. Staff recommends that, in order to ensure impacts are limited
to daytime hours, construction activities shall be limited to the hours of 7:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m. On brief. Staff recommends the addition of a provision that would allow night
construction, as long as it does not increase noise levels at sensitive receptors. (Staff
Report at 32,51; Staff Br. at 40.)
Champaign requests a modification to Staff's recommended condition to permit
construction that is safer during lower wind time frames that often occur in the evening
hours past 7:00 p.m. In support of its request. Champaign explains that the Board
previously approved a similar condition in In the Matter of the Application of Black Fork Wind
Energy, LLC, Case No. 10-2865-EL-BGN, Opinion and Order Qanuary 23, 2012) (Black Fork).
(Co Ex. 5 at 24; Tr. at 391-393.)
UNU believes that Staff's proposal to allow night construction if it does not increase
noise levels to be a reasonable compromise and recommends the Board adopt the
condition (UNU Reply Br. at 19).
The Board concludes that, based on the record. Champaign has appropriately
considered potential construction noise impacts associated with construction of the
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proposed project. While Champaign proposes to amend Staff's condition to allow for
nighttime construction of certain aspects of the proposed project, we agree with UNU that
Staff's proposal is an appropriate compromise. Staff's proposal not only allows for
construction, as long as it does not increase noise levels, but it protects neighboring
property owners from any nighttime noise disturbances. Accordingly, the Board finds
that the issue of construction noise, with the inclusion of Staff's recommended Condition
(35), as amended on brief, is not contrary to the public interest.
i.

Conclusion

Based on our review of the record, the statutory requirements set forth in Chapter
4906, Revised Code, and the arguments raised by the parties in regard to setbacks in
general, as well as setbacks in relation to blade shear, ice throw, fire, aesthetics, shadow
flicker, property values, and noise, the Board concludes, for the reasons more specifically
set forth above, that the setbacks for the proposed facility set forth in the application, as
modified herein, are appropriate and support a finding that the proposed project is in the
public interest, convenience, and necessity.
3.

Communications Systems Interference

In its application. Champaign states that it hired a contractor, Comsearch, to
conduct analyses of off-air television reception, AM/FM broadcast station operations,
licensed microw^ave paths, and mobile phone carrier services in the vicinity of the project
area. (Co. Ex. 1 at 153.)
Off-air television stations transmit broadcast signals from terrestrially located
facilities that can be received directly by a television receiver or house-mounted antenna.
According to the application, the results of the off-air television analysis indicated that
there are 127 off-air television stations within 150 kilometers of the project area. However,
stations most likely to produce off-air coverage to Champaign County are those located at
a distance of 40.4 miles or less. Within this area, there are 24 licensed and operating
stations. Thirteen of these stations include low-power digital stations or franslators, which
typically have limited range and limited programming. The application states that the
turbines are located beyond the coverage area of all 13 low-power stations and translators;
thus, where will be no impact to these stations. (Co. Ex. 1 at 153-154.)
Champaign also notes that it can be expected that the 11 full-power stations may
suffer some degradation of off-air television signal reception once the proposed facility is
constructed, as a result of television signal attenuation or reflection caused by one or more
of the turbines. The application notes that this affect is due to the relative location of the
off-air television antenna, turbines, and the point of reception. The application further
notes that, based on the low number of channels available and, because the closest full
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power station is 29 miles away, it is unlikely that off-air television stations are the primary
mode of television service for the local communities. Nevertheless, Champaign asserts
that, if the proposed facility results in impacts to existing off-air television coverage.
Applicant will address and resolve each problem individually by offering cable television
hookups or direct broadcast reception systems. (Co. Ex. 1 at 154.)
Regarding the AM/FM analysis, Comsearch identifies one AM station within
18.6 miles of the project, and notes that problems with AM broadcast coverage can occur
when stations with directive antennas are located within 2 miles of turbines or when
stations with nondirective antennas are located within 0.5 mile.
Consequently,
Champaign notes that, as the closest AM station is 18.6 miles from the project, no
degradation of AM broadcast coverage is anticipated. Comsearch also determined that
two FM stations are located within 18.6 miles of the project, and notes that a separation
distance of 2.5 miles is recommended for FM stations. Champaign asserts that one FM
station is located 2.47 miles from the nearest proposed turbine site, which may cause a
slight reduction in the range obstructed by the turbine; however, the area impacted
consists of approximately 14.8 acres of active farm fields, so there will be no loss of
coverage at any structure or roadway. (Co. Ex. 1 at 154-155.)
Microwave telecommunications systems are wireless point-to-point links that
communicate between two antermas and require clear line-of-sight conditions between
each antenna. The application provides that Comsearch found 14 microwave paths in the
vicinity of the proposed facility. Champaign states that, to assure an uninterrupted line of
communications, a microwave link should be clear, not only along the axis between the
center point of each antenna, but also within a mathematical distance around the center
axis known as the Fresnel Zone. The application indicates that Comsearch calculated a
worst-case Fresnel Zone for each of the microwave paths identified and determined that
none of the turbines conflict with microwave paths and no degradation of microwave
telecommunications is anticipated. (Co. Ex. 1 at 155.)
Comsearch investigated the potential impact of wind turbines on mobile phone
operations in and around the proposed project. Comsearch found 18 mobile phone
services across three frequency bands and noted that phone signals are typically not
affected by physical structures because the widths of the signal are very wide and wrap
around objects. Further, Comsearch found that the mobile phone network consists of
multiple base stations designed to shift adjacent base stations to make a connection.
Comsearch concludes that the presence of turbines would not require a special setback for
signal obstruction consideration and that electromagnetic interference will not affect
mobile telephone service in the vicinity of the proposed facility. (Co. Ex. 1 at 155-156,
Ex. T.)
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The Staff Report indicates that wind turbines can potentially interfere with civilian
and military radar in some scenarios. Staff notes that a notification letter was sent to
National Telecommunication and Information Adminisfration (NTIA) on October 11, 2012,
and that NTIA provided plans for the proposed facihty to the federal agencies represented
in the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee, which did not identify any concerns
regarding blockage of communications systems. Therefore, Staff asserts that no impacts to
radar systems are expected, but asserts that Applicant should be required to mitigate any
such impacts if they are observed during operation of the facility, as outlined in the
recommended conditions in the Staff Report. (Staff Report at 36; Co. Ex. 1 at 156.)
Urbana asserts that, in addition to television, radio, microwave paths, and mobile
phone operations. Champaign should also have included public safety commurtications in
its report.
Urbana asserts that it will be implementing a Multi-Agency Radio
Communications System for voice communications in the near future, citing the testimony
of Urbana witness Mindy North, and contends that, although Comsearch reported that the
turbines will not affect mobile telephone service, any additional interference could delay
an emergency response. Additionally, Urbana asserts that technological innovations could
pose new problems to public safety and contends that, consequently, the Board should
require a condition that Champaign perform an updated analysis of communications
impacts every two years and mitigate any impacts. In its brief, the County/Townships
join this argument, stating that the Board should require a condition to prevent
interference to the countywide 9-1-1 system due to concerns about potential interference
with wireless phone signals. (Urbana Br. at 9-11; Urbana Reply Br., Appendix A at 5;
County/Townships Br. at 16; City Ex. 11 at 2; Tr. at 1296,1884.)
Champaign replies to the arguments made by Urbana and the County/Townships
by noting that Staff's recommended conditions to the certificate require Champaign to
complete a study and mitigate any interference it might discover. Champaign asserts that
these conditions are appropriate given that little to no interference was discovered as set
forth in the application, and that a reevaluation every two years of the area would be
burdensome and unnecessary. (Co. Reply Br. at 47; Staff Report at 35-36.)
The Board notes that Staff's recommended Condition (50) requires Applicant to
mitigate all observed impacts to microwave paths and systems identified in the
communications studies. The Board also notes that Urbana witness North testified on
cross-examination that she had not reviewed the Staff Report prior to being on the stand
and was not aware that Staff and Applicant had concluded the turbines were not expected
to affect mobile telephone service. Considering Staff's recommended condition and that
the communications study included with the application indicated that phone signals are
typically not affected by physical structures; that mobile phone networks can shift adjacent
base stations to make a connection; and that electromagnetic interference will not affect
mobile telephone service near the proposed facility, the Board finds that Urbana's and the
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County/Townships' requested modification is unnecessary. (Staff Report at 36; Co. Ex. 1
at 153-156, Ex. T; Tr. at 2184, 2192.)
4.

Traffic and Transportation

According to the application, state and local roads in the vicinity of the proposed
project will experience increased traffic during construction due to delivery of materials
and equipment. As part of the application. Champaign caused a Route Evaluation Study
to be performed. The study concludes that, while sufficient infrastructure exists via
primary and secondary roads to transport the turbine components, a number of
intersection and sharp curve radii improvements will be required. Additionally, the study
concludes that a transportation provider experienced with oversized loads will be engaged
in the final route study, which will be performed in conjunction with special hauling
permit processes for ODOT. (Co. Ex. 1, Ex. E at 1-2,15.)
5.

Landowner Leases

The Staff Report indicates that the construction of the facility involves lease of
private land from approximately 100 landowners, collectively comprising approximately
13,500 acres. Additionally, Staff notes that the standardized lease for this project includes
a 25-year term with an option to extend for two additional 10-year terms. Staff further
indicates that the lease payments will be provided to local landowners participating in the
project and that Applicant expects such payments to enhance the ability of those in the
agricultural industry to continue farming. Finally, a consultant engaged by Applicant has
estimated total lease payments to be $975,000 per year. (Staff Report at 47; Co. Ex. 1 at 4,
141, Ex. G at 14.)
6.

Roads and Bridges

Champaign engaged Hull & Associates to conduct the preliminary Route
Evaluation Study. Champaign indicates that Interstate 70 and U.S. Route 33 will be the
primary roads used to access the project area. In addition, the roads used to transport
materials and equipment wall be documented by video prior to construction
commencement and returned to preconstruction condition after completion of
construction. (Co. Ex. 1 at 78,156-159.)
The Staff Report notes that the delivery of materials and equipment will impact
local roads and that township and county roads could be damaged by construction and
material delivery equipment. Further, Staff indicates that some modifications to local
roads would be needed, including expansion of intersections, subsurface drilling and test
borings, temporary turnouts, and gravel access roads. Staff notes further that, once
deliveries are completed, temporary roads and gravel roads would be removed and
disturbed areas would be restored to previous conditions, unless requested otherwise by
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the property owner or county engineer. Staff recommends that conditions be included
that require Applicant to make all necessary improvements to roads used for the project,
repair all damage to roads, and enter into a road use agreement with the county engineer.
(Staff Report at 29.)
The Coimty/Townships acknowledge Staff's proposed road use agreement, but
contend that testimony from County/Township witness Wendel, County Engineer for
Van Wert County, Ohio, demonstrates that negotiations for a road use agreement can be
lengthy and a "headache" for the parties to the agreement, as that was the witness's
experience in Van Wert County. Further, the County/Townships contend that the boards
of township trustees are responsible for township roads and they should be included in
negotiations of road use agreements. Consequently, the County/Townships contend that
the Board should establish a condition mandating Applicant to "meet the requirements" of
the relevant township, the county engineer, and the director of ODOT regarding the use of
roads and bridges, and to execute such agreement in writing. The County/Townships did
not submit complete wording for its proposed condition nor did they define the phrase
"meet the requirements." (County/Townships Br. at 8-11; County Townships Reply Br. at
6-7; Tr. at 2319, 2335-2339.)
Urbana acknowledges that the preliminary route plan in the application shows that
turbine components will not be transported through Urbana, but contends that Staff's
proposed conditions regarding roads and bridges should be modified to include the
Urbana city engineer, claiming that it is likely subcontractors will haul construction
materials for the project through Urbana (Urbana Br. at 6-7; Urbana Reply Br., Appendix A
at 2).
Champaign responds to the arguments of the County/Townships by contending
that the terminology used by the County/Township seems to be intended to automatically
hold Applicant to the requirements of the parties without any ability to negotiate the terms
of the agreement. Champaign submits that Staff's proposed conditions are appropriate to
address any repair concerns. Further, Champaign points out that Staffs conditions
require Applicant to enter into a road use agreement with the "County Engineer(s) or
other appropriate public authority[,]" which could include the relevant township.
Additionally, Champaign argues that Urbana's recommendation that these conditions
include the Urbana city engineer is unnecessary because the preliminary route study in the
application shows that turbine components will not be transported through Urbana.
Further, Champaign points out that, although Urbana has raised concerns as to
subcontractors, those subcontractors would be subject to Urbana's existing road
restrictions and the city has acknowledged that it can enter into road use maintenance
agreements with any subcontractors hired. (Co. Reply Br. at 46-47.)
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The Board finds that Staff's proposed conditions requiring Applicant to repair
damage to government-maintained roads and bridges caused by construction activity and
to enter into a road use agreement with the coimty engineer(s) or other appropriate public
authority is reasonable and appropriate. The Board is mindful of the County/Townships'
argument that negotiating a road use agreement could be lengthy or bothersome for
parties; however, the Board is unclear how requiring Applicant to "meet the
requirements" of various entities would alleviate these concerns and cultivate fair
negotiations. Additionally, the testimony of the County/Townships' witness Shokouhi,
the Champaign County Engineer, reflected that he had not actually read Staff's proposed
conditions regarding the road use agreement prior to filing his testimony. Further, the
Board notes that Urbana could enter into road use maintenance agreements wdth any
subcontractors hired by Applicant. Upon consideration of all of the evidence of record,
the Board finds that Staff's proposed condition is the best practical option available to
ensure that the project serves the public interest, convenience, and necessity. (Co. Ex. 1 at
78,156-159; Staft Report at 29; Tr. at 1858-1859.)
7.

Decommissioning

In its application. Champaign notes that commercial grade wind turbines have a
typical life expectancy of 20 to 25 years and the current trend in the wind industry is to
replace older wind energy projects by upgrading old equipment with more efficient
turbines. Where the turbines are nonoperational for an extended period of time, however.
Champaign explains that they will be decommissioned. Champaign contends that
decommissiordng includes two components: removal of facility improvements and
financial assurance. According to Champaign, removal of the facility improvements
involves the dismantling and removal of the facilities and other above-ground property
owned or installed by Champaign. Below-ground property, such as foimdations and
buried lines, will be removed to a minimum depth of 36 inches. This portion of the
decommissioning process also includes regrading disturbed areas and restoration of
slopes and contours to their original grade. Champaign goes on to discuss financial
assurance and explains that Champaign will post and maintain financial assurance in the
amount of $5,000 per turbine prior to consfruction of each turbine until the facility has
been operational for one year. Thereafter, an independent and registered engineer will
estimate the total cost of decommissioning and the net decommissioning costs (less the
salvage value of the equipment). Champaign asserts that this per-turbine estimate will be
submitted for Staff review and approval after one year of operation and every third year
thereafter. After Staff approval. Champaign will post and maintain financial assurance in
an amount equal to the net decommissioning costs. (Co. Ex. 1 at 159-160.)
Staff states that it is only appropriate to offset the total decommissioning costs with
the salvage value when no other person or entity holds a lien against the property.
Further, Staff asserts that it is unclear whether the $5,000 proposed by Applicant would be
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sufficient financial assurance for the first year of the project. Consequently, Staff
recommends several conditions to ensure availability of sufficient funds for
decommissioning, including Applicant's: provision of a final decommissioning plan to
Staff and the county engineer(s) at least 30 days prior to the preconstruction conference;
filing of a revised decommissioning plan with Staff and the county engineer(s) every five
years from the commencement of construction; complete decommissioning of the facility
or individual wind turbines within 12 months after the end of the useful life; and removal
of turbines off site, removal of associated facilities, and removal of physical material, and
repair of damaged field tile systems. Further, Staff recommends a condition requiring
Applicant to retain an independent, registered professional engineer to estimate the total
cost of decommissioning in current dollars, without regard to salvage value of equipment,
converted to a per-turbine basis and conducted every five years.
Staff further
recommends that Applicant post and maintain for decommissioning an amount equal to
the per-turbine decommissioning cost multiplied by the sum of the number of turbines
constructed and under construction. (Staff Br. at 45-46; Staff Report at 36, 60-62.)
In its brief. Champaign asserts its position that no decommissioning funds are
necessary in the beginning of turbine operation, citing the testimony of Champaign
witness Speerschneider that the possibility a newly built project would be
decommissioned is practically zero, because newly installed technology is still useful cind
highly valuable. Consequently, Champaign argues that Staff should revise its proposed
condition regarding financial assurance. (Co. Br. at 29-30; Tr. at 128,133-134.)
The Coimty/Townships support Staff's proposed conditions regarding
decommissioning; however, they believe that the financial assurance posted should be
equal to the aggregate cost of decommissioning every planned turbine, not solely the cost
of decommissiordng for each turbine actually constructed or under construction. Further,
the County/Townships advocate that Applicant be required to file a revised
decommissioning plan with Staff and the county engineer(s) every three years instead of
every five years, citing the testimony of County/Townships witness Knauth.
(County/Townships Br. at 11-13; Coimty/Townships Reply Br. at 7-8; Tr. at 1377, 1384,
1386-1387,1390.)
In its reply brief. Champaign responds to the County/Townships' arguments,
contending that the County/Townships have failed to support their request that the
decommissioning plan be revised every three years and that this request is economically
unnecessary. Further, Champaign contends that the County/Townships' and Staff's
recommendations that the financial assurance posted should be equal to the total
decommissioning costs rather than on a per-turbine basis would require Champaign to
post money for turbines that may not yet be in existence. (Co. Reply Br. at 48.)
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In its reply brief. Staff points out that its proposed condition matches financial
assuramces to the actual turbines that must be decommissioned, both constructed or under
construction, which differs from the County/Townships' argument that Champaign
should post financial assurance for sums to decommission ail turbines planned regardless
of the number constructed or under construction.
Staff asserts that the
County/Townships' approach requires excessive assurances and costs, as it would require
financial assureince for turbines that may never be built. Further, Staff submits that the
County/Townships' request that a revised decommissioning plan be filed every three
years, instead of five, is too short of a period, and that a five-year period is consistent with
the Board's most recent decision in Black Fork, Opinion and Order (January 23, 2012) at 2425,47-49. (Staft Reply Br. at 3; Staff Report at 60, 62.)
The Board stresses that decommissioning and the accompanying financial
assurance is an important issue in this case. Having reviewed the proposals set forth by
Staff, Champaign, and the County/Townships, the Board finds that Staff's recommended
condition regarding decommissioning should be adopted without the changes
recommended by Champaign or the County/Townships. Regarding Champaign's
arguments, the Board agrees with Staff that it is unclear whether the $5,000 proposed by
Applicant would be sufficient financial assurance in the first year of the project and that it
would be inappropriate to consider salvage value where another person or entity might
hold a lien against the property. Further, regarding the County/Townships' argument,
the Board agrees with Staff that the County/Townships' proposed condition would
require Champaign to post financial assurance without consideration of the number of
turbines actually constructed or under construction, and would require a revised
decommissioning plan every three years, which is too short to be practicable and does not
align with the Board's most recent decisions regarding decommissioning. The Board finds
that, with Staff's proposed Condition (52) regarding decommissioning and financial
assurance, the public interest will be protected. (Staff Report at 36, 60-62.)
8.

Conclusion - Public Interest, Convenience, and Necessity

The Board emphasizes that, in considering whether the proposed project is in the
public interest, convenience, and necessity, we have taken info account that the renewable
energy generation by the proposed facility will benefit the environment and consumers.
Additionally, the Board notes that the proposed project will assist Ohio's electric utilities
in meeting their renewable energy benchmarks required under statute. Further, in light of
the Board's review of the record, the Board finds that this project has been designed to
have minimal aesthetic impact on the local community. Further, the Board finds that, with
respect to health and safety concerns, such as setbacks (including blade shear, ice throw,
shadow^ flicker, and noise), these concerns have been thoroughly considered and
appropriately addressed in the conditions contained in the Conclusions and Conditions
section of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate. Based upon our conclusions set forth
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herein, the Board finds the nature of the probable environmental impact has been
determined for the proposed project, consistent with Section 4906.10(A)(2), Revised Code,
and we find the application complies with all terms and conditions set forth within the
statute. In addition, we believe the facility, as modified by the Board and subject to Staff's
proposed conditions adopted herein, represents the minimum adverse environmental
impact consistent with Section 4906.10(A)(3), Revised Code.
Further, in light of the Board's review of the record, the Board finds that, with
respect to communications, fraffic, and transportation, the proposed project has been
designed to avoid any alteration of the resources available to the community. Further,
with respect to traffic, road and bridge repair, and decommissioning, the Board finds that
potential impacts have been ascertained, and the conditions contained in the Conclusions
and Conditions section of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate require the appropriate
financial assurances to ensure the community is not harmed by those aspects of the
proposed project. Based on our consideration of all of these issues discussed in the above
section, the Board finds that the proposed project serves the public interest, convenience,
and necessity, in accordance wdth Section 4906.10(A)(6), Revised Code, provided
Applicant adheres to the conditions set forth in the Conclusions cind Conditions section of
this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
G.

Agricultural Districts - Section 4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code

Staff explains that, pursuant to Section 4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code, the Board must
determine the facility's impact on the agricultural viability of any land in an existing
agricultural district within the project area of the proposed facility. Staff further explains
that agricultural district land can be classified such through an application and approval
process administered through local county auditors' offices. Staff notes that, within the
area of the proposed project, a total of 15.46 acres of permanent impacts would occur to
agricultural district land, but that these impacts would not affect the agricultural district
designation of any of the properties within the project area. (Staff Report at 49.)
Staff further notes that construction-related activities such as vehicle traffic and
materials storage could lead to temporary reductions in farm productivity caused by crop
damage, soil compaction, broken drainage tiles, and reduction of planting space.
However, Staff reports that Champaign has discussed and approved the siting of facility
components with landowners in order to minimize these impacts and also intends to take
steps to reduce impacts to farmland including: repairing any drainage tiles damaged
during construction, removing construction debris, compensating farmers for lost crops,
and restoring temporarily impacted land to its original use. Additionally, Staff notes that,
after construction, only the agricultural land associated with turbines and access roads
would be removed from farm production. Staff concludes that the impact of the proposed
facility on the viability of existing agricultural land in an agricultural district has been
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determined and, therefore, complies with the requirements specified in Section
4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code, provided that any certificate issued by the Board for the
proposed facility includes the conditions specified in the Staff Report. (Staff Report at 49.)
Initially, the Board notes that no intervenor raised any concerns regarding Section
4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code. The Board concludes that, in accordance with this section,
the impact of the proposed facility on the viability of existing farmland and agricultural
districts has been determined and the impact will be minimal. Therefore, the Board finds
that the proposed project complies with Section 4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code, provided
Applicant adheres to the conditions set forth in the Conclusions and Conditions section of
this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
H.

Water Conservation Practice - Section 4906.10(A)(8), Revised Code

In its report. Staff notes that, pursuant to Section 4906.10(A)(8), Revised Code, a
proposed facility must incorporate maximum feasible water conservation practices,
considering available technology and the nature and economics of the various alternatives.
Staff indicates, however, that wind-powered electric generating facilities do not utilize
water in the process of electricity production; therefore, water consumption associated
with the proposed project does not warrant specific conservation efforts. Staff further
notes that a potable water supply would be provided to the operations and maintenance
building for project and personal needs of employees, but that the amount of water w^ould
be minimal. Consequently, Staff recommends that the Board find that the requirements of
Section 4906.10(A)(8), Revised Code, are not applicable to this project. (Staff Report at 50.)
The Board, initially, notes that no intervenor raised concerns with this criterion.
Accordingly, upon consideration of Staff's recommendation, the Board concludes that
Section 4906.10(A)(8), Revised Code, does not apply to the proposed project.
I.

Other Issues
1.

Emergency Services

Urbana raises concerns pertaining to the ability of local emergency services to
respond to emergency incidents at the site of the proposed project and asserts that a
condition should be included requiring each turbine to display a 24-hour toll-free
telephone number to report emergencies. Further, Urbana contends that a condition
should be included that requires each fire department to be provided with a copy of the
manufacturer's turbine safety manual. Finally, Urbana asserts that its local fire and rescue
first responders will need to be able to respond to emergencies that may occur at turbines.
Consequently, Urbana contends that Champaign should provide annual training and
equipment to first responders at its own expense, as well as overtime compensation for
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first responders for time spent in training. (Urbana Br. at 5, 7-8; Urbana Reply Br. at 3-4;
Tr. at 2218,2224.)
Champaign responds that it should not be required to display a telephone number
on each turbine for emergencies because the area surrounding each turbine will be
restricted, making an emergency number superfluous. Further, Champaign contends that
it should not be required to provide turbine safety manuals to local first responders
because such manuals could be confidential and Champaign might not be allowed to
distribute them to first responders. Champaign also points out that it will be required to
house a copy of the most current safety manual in the facility's operations and
maintenance (O&M) building, which it argues renders the city's request unnecessary.
Finally, Champaign points out, as reflected in the record, Champaign holds annual
training for first responders and will provide training for first responders in Champaign
County. In addition. Champaign notes that Staff's conditions require Applicant to submit
a fire protection and medical emergency plan to be developed in consultation with first
responders. Champaign asserts that, rather than mandate the purchase of equipment, the
better practice is to allow Champaign and the first responders to develop a plan to
determine what equipment, if any, is necessary and appropriate. (Co. Reply Br. at 48-49;
Tr. at 42-43.)
The Board finds that the conditions proposed by Urbana regarding toll-free
telephone numbers and provision of turbine safety inanuals are reasonable and serve the
interest of public safety. Consequently, the Board has incorporated the requirements into
Conditions (70) and (71). Regarding the confidentiality of turbine safety manuals, the
Board notes that the public version of the application in the record contains safety manuals
for GE, Nordex, and REpower. Should a more recent safety manual for the manufacturer
of the turbine selected, or the Gamesa safety manual, if the Gamesa turbine model is
selected, contain confidential information. Applicant should enter into an appropriate
protective agreement with first responders. Regarding Urbana's proposal that Champaign
provide mandated equipment to first responders, the Board agrees with Applicant that
Staff's proposed condition requiring creation of an emergency plan in consultation with
first responders is the more appropriate mechanism to permit Champaign and the first
responders to determine what equipment is necessary.
2.

Surveillance Cameras

UNU contends that some wind farms install surveillance cameras on their turbines
that are sometimes used to watch neighboring properties, citing the testimony of UNU
witness James. UNU argues that this would violate the privacy of nearby neighbors.
Although UNU acknowledges that Champaign witness Speerschneider denied any intent
to install surveillance cameras on the turbines in the proposed project, UNU contends that
the certificate should contain a condition prohibiting surveillance cameras in order to
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prevent Champaign from spying on its neighbors. (UNU Br. at 60-61; UNU Ex. 19 at 32;
Tr. at 199-200.)
Champaign notes that Applicant has no plans to install surveillance cameras on the
turbines and that it does not object to a condition prohibiting installation of surveillance
cameras for surveillance of neighboring properties. However, Champaign contends that it
is uncomfortable with a blanket ban on cameras because it may be helpful to install
cameras at some point for safety purposes. Champaign asserts that, if safety reasons arise,
it will work to ensure neighbors' privacy is not invaded. (Co. Reply Br. at 49; Tr. at 199201.)
The Board agrees that Champaign should not be permitted to install surveillance
cameras for any reason other than operational needs, such as safety or security. Should a
justifiable operational reason arise and Champaign believes it is necessary to install
surveillance cameras on any of the turbines. Champaign must notify Staff prior to such
installation and take measures to ensure no invasion into the privacy of neighboring
properties. The Board has created Condition (69) to advance this objective.
3.

Changes in conditions after certificate issuance

UNU contends that Staff's recommended conditions would allow Champaign to
relocate Turbines 87 and 91 without a hearing, as long as they were distanced a minimum
of 150 percent of the sum of the hub height and rotor diameter from occupied structures,
and that Champaign has also requested to relocate Turbines 79 and 95 in a similar manner.
UNU states that allowing Champaign to relocate these turbines after issuance of the
certificate and without a hearing would violate due process rights of affected landowners.
(UNU Reply Br. at 39-40.)
As the Board previously stated in the sections regarding blade shear and ice throw.
Staff found in its report that proposed Turbines 79, 87, 91, and 95 do not comply with the
setbacks Staff has recommended for the proposed project, due to proximity to
nonparticipating residences a n d / o r arterial roads. Despite Staff's and Champaign's
recommended conditions permitting relocation a n d / o r resizing of these turbines, the
Board made a finding in Section VI(F)(2), Setbacks, that proposed Turbines 79, 87, 91, and
95 shall not be constructed. Additionally, the Board notes that, consistent with the Board's
procedure as summarized in Section III, Procedural Process, should Champaign wish, in
the future, to relocate any of the turbines approved in this order or to use a turbine model
not considered in this order. Champaign must file an amendment application pursuant to
Section 4906.06, Revised Code.
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CONCLUSION AND CONDITIONS:
The Board has considered the record in this proceeding, and the interests and
arguments of each party. Based upon the record, the Board finds that all of the criteria
established in accordance with Chapter 4906, Revised Code, are satisfied for the
construction, operation, and maintenance of the facility as described in the application
filed with the Board, subject to certain conditions proposed by Staff and other parties, and
modified herein. In addition, upon review of the record and certain issues raised in this
case, the Board finds that certain requirements delineated in this order are appropriate. To
the extent that a request to amend a particular condition or to supplement the conditions is
not discussed or adopted in the conditions set forth below, it is hereby denied.
Accordingly, the Board approves the application and hereby issues a certificate to
Champaign for the construction, operation, and maintenance of the proposed facility,
subject to the conditions set forth below:
(1)

The facility shall be installed as presented in the application,
and as modified a n d / o r clarified by Applicant's supplemental
filings and the recommendations in the Staff Report, as
modified and adopted in this Order.

(2)

Applicant must utilize the equipment and construction
practices as described in the application and as modified
a n d / o r clarified in supplemental filings, replies to data
requests, and recommendations in the Staff Report, as modified
and adopted in this Order.

(3)

Applicant must implement the mitigation measures as
described in the application and as modified a n d / o r clarified in
supplemental
filings,
replies to data requests, and
recommendations in the Staff Report, as modified and adopted
in this Order.

(4)

Applicant must conduct a preconstruction conference prior to
the start of any construction activities. Staff, Applicant, and
representatives of the prime contractor and all subcontractors
for the project must attend the preconsfruction conference. The
conference must include a presentation of the measures to be
taken by Applicant and contractors to ensure compliance with
all conditions of the certificate, and discussion of the
procedures for on-site investigations by Staff during
construction. Prior to the conference. Applicant must provide a
proposed conference agenda for Staff review. Applicant may
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stage separate preconstruction meetings for grading versus
clearing work.
(5)

At least 30 days prior to the preconstruction conference.
Applicant must have in place a complaint resolution procedure
to address potential public grievances resulting from project
construction and operation. The resolution procedure must
provide that Applicant will work to mitigate or resolve any
issues with those who submit either a formal or informal
complaint and that Applicant will immediately forward all
complaints to Staff. Applicant must provide the complaint
resolution procedure to Staff, for review and confirmation that
it complies with this condition, prior to the preconstruction
conference.

(6)

At least 30 days before the preconsfruction conference.
Applicant must submit to Staff, for review and acceptance, one
set of detailed engineering drawings of the final project design,
including the wind turbines, collection lines, substation,
temporary and permanent access roads, any crane routes,
construction staging areas, and any other associated facilities
and access points, so that Staff can determine that the final
project design is in compliance with the terms of the certificate.
The final project layout must be provided in hard copy and as
geographically referenced electronic data. The final design
must include all conditions of the certificate and references at
the locations where Applicant a n d / o r its contractors must
adhere to a specific condition in order to comply w^ith the
certificate.

(7)

If any changes are made to the project layout after the
submission of final engineering drawings, all changes must be
provided to Staff in hard copy and as geographically
referenced electrordc data.
All changes outside the
environmental survey areas and any changes within
environmentally sensitive areas will be subject to Staff review
and acceptance, to ensure compliance with all conditions of the
certificate, prior to construction in those areas.

(8)

Within 60 days after the commencement of commercial
operation. Applicant must submit to Staff a copy of the as-built
specifications for the entire facility. If Applicant demonstrates
that good cause prevents it from submitting a copy of the
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as-built specifications for the entire facility within 60 days after
commencement of commercial operation, it may request an
extension of time for the filing of such as-built specifications.
Applicant must use reasonable efforts to provide as-built
drawings in both hard copy and as geographically referenced
electronic data.
(9)

Any wind turbine site approved by the Board as part of this Opinion,
Order, and Certificate, but not built as part of this project, may be
available for Board review in a future case.

(10)

If construction has commenced at a turbine location and it is
determined that the location is not a viable turbine site, that site must
be restored to its original condition within 30 days from such
determination. If Applicant believes it is prevented from completing
the site restoration within 30 days, it must file a motion for extension
of time for completing such site restoration.

(11)

At least 60 days before the preconstruction conference. Applicant must
file a letter with the Board that identifies which of the turbine models
listed in the application has been selected. If Applicant selects the
GE103 turbine model. Applicant must submit a complete copy of the
manufacturer's safety manual or similar document to Staff.

(12)

The certificate shall become invalid if Applicant has not commenced a
continuous course of construction of the proposed facility within five
years of the date of journalization of the certificate.

(13)

As the information becomes known. Applicant must provide to Staff
the date on which construction will begin, the date on which
construction was completed, and the date on which the facility begins
commercial operation.

(14)

Applicant shall not commence any construction of the facility until it
has a signed interconnection service agreement with PJM, which
includes construction, operation, and maintenance of system upgrades
necessary to reliably and safely integrate the proposed generating
. facility into the regional transmission system. Applicant must provide
either a letter stating that the agreement has been signed or a copy of
the signed interconnection service agreement to Staff.

(15)

Prior to commencement of any construction. Applicant must prepare a
Phase I cultural resources survey program for archaeological work
within the construction disturbance area, in consultation with Staff and
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the OHPO. If the resulting survey work discloses a find of cultural or
archaeological significance, or a site that could be eligible for inclusion
in the NRHP, then Applicant must submit a mitigation plan to the
Board.
(16)

Prior to commencement of any construction. Applicant must develop a
cultural resource avoidance plan in consultation with Staff and the
OHPO, detailing procedures for flagging and avoiding all potentially
NRHP-eligible archaeological sites in the project area, which shall be
reviewed by Staff for confirmation that it complies with this condition.
The avoidance plan must also contain measures to be taken should
previously unidentified archaeological deposits or artifacts be
discovered during construction of the project.

(17)

Prior to commencement of construction. Applicant must develop a
historic preservation mitigation plan in consultation with Staff and the
OHPO, detailing procedures for promoting the continued
meaningfulness of the survey area's rural history, which shall be
reviewed by Staff for confirmation that it complies with this condition.

(18)

No commercial signage or advertisements may be located on any
turbine, tower, or related infrastructure.
If vandalism occurs.
Applicant must remove or abate the damage within 30 days of
discovery to preserve the aesthetics of the project. If Applicant does
not believe the removal or abatement can be completed within 30 days
of discovery. Applicant must request an extension of time for the
removal or abatement of damage. Any abatement other than the
restoration to prevandalism condition is subject to review by Staff to
ensure compliance with this condition.

(19)

Applicant must have a Staff-approved environmental specialist on site
during construction activities that may affect sensitive areas, as
mutually agreed upon betv/een Applicant and Staff, and as shown on
Applicant's final approved construction plan. Sensitive areas include,
but are not limited to, areas of vegetation clearing, designated
wetlands and streams, and locations of threatened or endangered
species or their identified habitat. The environmental specialist must
be familiar with water quality protection issues and potential
threatened or endangered species of plants and animals that may be
encountered during project construction.

(20)

Applicant must contact Staff, ODNR, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) within 24 hours if state or federal threatened or
endangered species are encountered during construction activities.
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Construction activities that could adversely impact the identified
plants or animals must be halted until an appropriate course of action
has been agreed upon by Applicant, Staff, and ODNR in coordination
with the USFWS. Nothing in this condition shall preclude agencies
having jurisdiction over the facility with respect to threatened or
endangered species from exercising their legal authority over the
facility consistent with law.
(21)

Applicant must adhere to seasonal free cutting dates of November 1st
through March 31st for removal of trees, if avoidance measures cannot
be achieved.

(22)

Applicant must implement all conservation measures and conditions
outlined in the final HCP and USFWS' ITP. Applicant must also
implement all conservation measures and conditions outlined in the
USFWS' draft environment impact statement (EIS), EIS No. 20120211,
which is subject to inclusion as an environmental commitment in the
USFWS' Record of Decision. Following USFWS a n d / o r ODNR
approval of any modifications to the Avian and Bat Protection Plan,
Applicant must implement the draft conditions in the Avian and Bat
Protection Plan, as amended.

(23)

Applicant shall not work in the types of streams listed below during
fish spawoting restricted periods (April 15th to June 30th), unless a
waiver is sought from and issued by ODNR and approved by Staff
releasing Applicant from a portion of or the entire resfriction period.

(24)

(a)

Class 3 primary headwater streams (watershed <
one mi2)

(b)

Exceptional Warmwater Habitat

(c)

Coldwater Habitat

(d)

Warmwater Habitat

(e)

Streams supporting threatened or endangered
species

Sixty days prior to the first turbine becoming operational.
Applicant shall submit a post-construction avian and bat
monitoring plan for ODNR-EKDW and Staff review and
confirmation that it complies with this condition. Applicant's
plan must be consistent with ODNR-approved, standardized
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protocol, as outlined in ODNR's On-Shore Bird and Bat Pre- and
Post-Construction Monitoring Protocol for Commercial Wind
Energy Facilities in Ohio. This includes having a sample of
turbines that are searched daily.
The post-construction
monitoring must begin within two weeks of operation of the
first turbine and be conducted for a minimum of two seasons
(April 1st to November 15th), which may be split between
calendar yecu*s. If monitoring is initiated after April 1st and
before November 15th, then portions of the first season of
monitoring must extend into the second calendar year (e.g.,
start monitoring on July 1, 2013, and continue to November 15,
2013; resume monitoring April 1, 2014, and continue to June 30,
2014).
Applicant may request a waiver of the second
monitoring season. The monitoring start date and reporting
deadlines will be provided in the ODNR-DOW approval letter
and the Board's concurrence letter. If it is determined that
significant mortality, as defined in ODNR's approved,
standardized protocols, has occurred to birds a n d / o r bats, or a
state-listed species is killed, then ODNR-DOW and Staff will
require Applicant to develop and implement a mitigation plan.
If required. Applicant shall submit a mitigation plan to the
ODNR-DOW and Staff for review and confirmation that it
complies with this condition within 30 days from the date
reflected on ODNR's letterhead, in coordination with Staff, in
which ODNR-DOW is requiring Applicant to mitigate for
significant mortality to birds a n d / o r bats. Mitigation initiation
timeframes shall be outlined in the ODNR-DOW approval
letter and Staff's concurrence letter.
(25)

Applicant must conduct a presence/absence survey for the
presence of the Eastern massasauga rattlesnake at the 20-acre
wetland. The survey must be conducted by an USFWS- and
ODNR-approved herpetologist.
If Eastern massasauga
rattlesnakes are not detected, then no further avoidance and
minimization measures are required. If Eastern massasaugas
are detected, or if a survey is not conducted, then presence of
this species will be assumed and Applicant must implement
USFWS- and ODNR-approved avoidance and minimization
measures for protection of this species.

(26)

Applicant must restrict public access to the facility with
appropriately placed warning signs or other necessary
measures.
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(27)

Applicant must ensure all transportation permits are obtained
prior to fransport. Applicant must coordinate with the
appropriate authority regarding any temporary or permanent
road closures, lane closures, road access restrictions, and traffic
control necessary for construction and operation of the
proposed facility. Coordination must include, but not be
limited to, the county engineer, ODOT, local law enforcement,
and health and safety officials. This coordination must be
detailed as part of a final traffic plan submitted to Staff prior to
the preconstruction conference for review and confirmation
that it complies with this condition.

(28)

Applicant must provide the final Champaign County delivery
route plan and the results of any traffic studies to Staff and the
county engineer(s) 30 days prior to the preconstruction
conference. Applicant must complete a study on the final
equipment delivery route to determine what improvements
will be needed in order to transport equipment to the wdnd
turbine construction sites.
Applicant must make all
improvements outlined in the final delivery route plan prior to
equipment and wind turbine delivery. Applicant's delivery
route plan and subsequent road modifications must include,
but not be limited to, the followdng:
(a)

Perform a survey of the final delivery routes to
determine the exact locations of vertical
constraints where the roadway profile will exceed
the allowable bump and dip specifications and
outline steps to remedy vertical constraints.

(b)

Identify locations along the final delivery routes
where overhead utility lines may not be high
enough for over-height permit loads and
coordinate with the appropriate utility company
if lines must be raised.

(c)

Identify roads and bridges that are not able to
support the projected loads from delivery of the
wind turbines and other facility components and
make all necessary upgrades.

(d)

Identify locations where wide turns would
require modifications to the roadway a n d / o r
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alterations. Any alterations for wide turns must
be removed and the area restored to its
preconstruction condition, unless otherwise
specified by the county engineer(s).

(29)

(30)

Applicant must repair damage to government-maintained
(public) roads and bridges caused by construction activity. Any
damaged public roads and bridges must be repaired promptly
to their preconstruction state by Applicant under the guidance
of the appropriate public authority.
Any temporary
improvements must be removed, unless the county engineer(s)
request that they remain. Applicant must provide financial
assurance to the Board of Commissioners of Champaign
County that it will restore the public county and township
roads in Champaign County it uses to their preconstruction
condition. Applicant must also enter into a road use agreement
with the county engineer(s) or other appropriate public
authority prior to construction and subject to Staff review and
confirmation that it complies with this condition. The road use
agreement must contain provisions for the following:
(a)

A preconstruction survey of the conditions of the
roads.

(b)

A post-construction survey of the condition of the
roads.

(c)

An objective standard of repair that obligates
Appliccint to restore the roads to the same or
better condition as they were prior to
construction.

(d)

A timetable for posting of the construction road
and bridge bond prior to the use or fransport of
heavy equipment on public roads or bridges.

The facility owner a n d / o r operator must repair damage to
government-maintained (public) roads and bridges caused by
decommissioning activity. Any damaged public roads and
bridges
must
be
repaired
promptly
to
their
predecommissioning state by the facility owner and/or
operator under the guidance of the appropriate public
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authority. Applicant must provide financial assurance to the
Board of Coimty Commissioners of Champaign County that it
will restore the public roads and bridges it uses in Champaign
County to their predecommissioning condition. These terms
must be defined in a road use agreement between Applicant
and the county engineer(s) or other applicable public authority
prior to construction. The road use agreement is subject to
Staff review and confirmation that it complies with this
condition, and must contain provisions for the following:
(a)

A predecommissioning survey of the condition of
public roads and bridges conducted within a
reasonable time prior to decommissiordng
activities.

(b)

A post-decommissioning survey of the condition
of public roads and bridges conducted within a
reasonable time after decommissioning activities.

(c)

An objective standard of repair that obligates the
facility owner a n d / o r operator to restore the
public roads and bridges to the same or better
condition as they were prior to decommissioning.

(d)

A timetable for posting of the decommissioning
road and bridge bond prior to the use or
transport of heavy equipment on public roads or
bridges.

(31)

General construction activities must be limited to the hours of
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m., or until dusk when sunset occurs after
7:00 p.m. Impact pile driving operations and blasting if
required, must be limited to the hours between 10:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. Construction activities that
do not involve noise increases above ambient levels at sensitive
receptors are permitted outside of daylight hours when
necessary. Applicant must notify property owners or affected
tenants within the meaning of Rule 4906-5-08(C)(3), O.A.C, of
upcoming construction activities including potential for
nighttime construction activities.

(32)

Applicant must complete a full detailed geotechnical
exploration and evaluation at each turbine site to confirm that
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there are no issues to preclude development of the wind farm.
The geotechnical exploration and evaluation must include
borings at each turbine location to provide subsurface soil
properties, static water level, rock quality description, percent
recovery, and depth and description of the bedrock contact and
recommendations needed for the final design and construction
of each wind turbine foundation, as well as the final location of
the transformer substation and interconnection substation.
Applicant must fill all boreholes, and borehole abaindonment
must comply with state and local regulations. Applicant must
provide copies of all geotechnical boring logs to Staff and to the
ODNR Division of Geological Survey prior to construction.
(33)

Should site-specific conditions warrant blasting, Applicant
must submit a blasting plan, at least 60 days prior to blasting,
to Staff for review and confirmation that it complies with this
condition. Applicant must submit the following information as
part of its blasting plan:
(a)

The name, address, and telephone number of the
drilling and blasting company.

(b)

A detailed blasting plan for dry a n d / o r wet holes
for a typical shot. The blasting plan must address
blasting times, blasting signs, warnings, access
control, confrol of adverse effects, and blast
records.

(c)

A plan for liability protection and complaint
resolution.

(34)

Prior to the use of explosives. Applicant or the explosive
contractor must obtain all required local, state, and federal
licenses/permits. Applicant must submit a copy of the license
or permit to Staff within seven days of obtaining it from the
local authority.

(35)

The blasting contractor must utilize two blasting seismographs
that measure ground vibration and air blast for each blast. One
seismograph must be placed at the nearest dwelling and the
other placed at the discretion of the blasting contractor.
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(36)

At least 30 days prior to the initiation of blasting operations.
Applicant must notify, in writing, the local fire departments
and all residents or owners of dwellings or other structures
within 1,000 feet of the blasting site. Applicant or the explosive
contractor must offer and conduct a pre-blast survey of each
dwelling or sfructure within 1,000 feet of each blasting site,
unless waived by the resident or property owner. The survey
must be completed and submitted to Staff at least ten days
before blasting begins.

(37)

Applicant must comply with the turbine manufacturer's most
current safety manual and must maintain a copy of that safety
manual in the O&M building of the facility.

(38)

At least 30 days before the preconsfruction conference.
Applicant must submit to Staff, for review and confirmation
that it complies with this condition, a proposed emergency and
safety plan to be used during construction, to be developed in
consultation with the fire department(s) having jurisdiction
over the area.

(39)

Before the first turbine is operational. Applicant must submit to
Staff, for review and confirmation that it complies with this
condition, a fire protection and medical emergency plan to be
used during operation of the facility, which must be developed
in consultation wdth the first responders having jurisdiction
over the area.

(40)

Applicant must establish a postal address compatible with the
local 9-1-1 system at each turbine site, which must be clearly
labeled with that address in case of fire or other emergencies
prior to commercial operation. These addresses must be
provided to the 9-1-1 Dispatch Center Director located at 1512
South U.S. Route 68, Urbana, Ohio, prior to commercial
operation.

(41)

Applicant must instruct workers on the potential hazards of ice
conditions on wind turbines.

(42)

Applicant must install and utilize an ice warning system that
may include an ice detector installed on the roof of the nacelle,
ice detection software, warranted by the manufacturer to detect
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ice, for the wind turbine controller, or an ice sensor alarm that
triggers an automatic shutdown.
(43)

Applicant shall not construct Turbines 87 and 91 in accordance
with Section VI(F)(2)(c) of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.

(44)

Applicant must adhere to a setback distance of at least 1.1 times
the total height of the turbine structure, as measured from its
tower's base (excluding the subsurface foundation) to the tip of
its highest blade, from any natural gas pipeline in the ground at
the time of commencement of construction.

(45)

Within six months of commencement of operation of the
facility. Applicant must register the as-built locations of all
underground collection lines with the Ohio Utilities Protection
Service. Applicant must also register with the Ohio Oil and
Gas Producers Underground Protection Service, if it operates in
the project area. Confirmation of regisfration(s) must be
provided to Staff.

(46)

The facility shall be operated so that the facility noise
contribution does not result in noise levels at the exterior of any
currently existing nonparticipating sensitive receptor that
exceed the project area ambient rdghttime Leq of 39 dBA, plus
five dBA. During daytime operation only, 7:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m., the facility may operate at the greater of: (a) the project
area ambient nighttime Leq, 39 dBA, plus five dBA; or, (b) the
validly measured ambient Leq, plus five dBA, at the location of
the sensitive receptor. After commencement of commercial
operation. Applicant shall conduct further review of the impact
and possible mitigation of all project-related noise complaints
through its complaint resolution process. The complaint
resolution process must include an Leq averaging system over
a 60-minute interval.

(47)

The facility must be operated so that the facility shadow flicker
contribution does not result in shadow flicker levels that exceed
30 hours per year for any nonparticipating sensitive receptor.
Applicant must complete a shadow flicker analysis for all
inhabited nonparticipating sensitive receptors that have
already been modeled to be in excess of 30 hours per year of
shadow flicker. The analysis must show how modeled shadow
flicker impacts have been reduced to 30 or fewer hours per year
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for each such receptor. The analysis must be provided to Staff
at least 30 days prior to the preconstruction conference, for
review and confirmation that it complies with this condition.
This analysis may incorporate shadow flicker reductions for
trees, vegetation, buildings, obstructions, turbine line of sight,
operational hours, wind direction, sunshine probabilities, and
other mitigation confirmed by Staff to be in compliance with
this condition. After commencement of commercial operation.
Applicant shall conduct further review of the impact and
possible mitigation of all project-related shadow flicker
complaints through its complaint resolution process.
(48)

Applicant must develop a complaint resolution process that
shall include procedures for responding to complaints about
excessive noise during construction, and excessive noise and
excessive shadow flicker caused by operation of the facility.
The complaint resolution process must include procedures by
which complaints can be made by the public, how complaints
will be tracked by Applicant, steps that will be taken to interact
with the complainant and respond to the complaint, steps that
will be taken to verify the merits of the complaint, and steps
that will be taken to mitigate valid complaints. Mitigation, if
required, must consist of either reducing the impact so that the
project contribution does not exceed the requirements of the
certificate, or other means of mitigation reviewed by Staff for
confirmation that it complies with this condition.

(49)

At least 30 days prior to construction. Applicant must perform
a study of the potential impacts of the project to any known
microwave path or system. Applicant must contact all electric
service providers that operate within the project area for a
description of specific microwave paths to be included in the
study. A copy of this study must be provided to the electric
service providers for review, and to Staff for review and
confirmation that it complies with this condition. The
assessment must conform to the following requirements:
(a)

An independent and registered surveyor, licensed
to survey within the state of Ohio, shall determine
the exact locations and worst-case Fresnel Zone
dimensions of all known microwave paths or
systems operating within the project area,
including all paths and systems identified by the
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project area. In addition, the surveyor shall
determine the center point of all turbines within
1,000 feet of the worst-case Fresnel Zone of each
system, using the same survey equipment.

(50)

(b)

Provide the distance (feet) between the surveyed
center point of each turbine identified within
section (a) above and the surveyed worst-case
Fresnel Zone of each microwave system path.

(c)

Separately provide the distance (feet) between the
nearest rotor blade tip of each surveyed turbine
identified within section (a) above and the
surveyed worst-case Fresnel Zone of each
microwave system path.

(d)

Provide a map of the surveyed microwave paths
and turbines at a legible scale.

(e)

Describe the specific, expected impacts of the
project on all microwave paths and systems
considered in the study.

Applicant must mitigate all observed impacts to: (a) microwave
paths and systems identified in the communication studies
performed for this project or required by the Board; (b) new
microwave paths or systems identified by an electric service
provider after the communication studies are performed but
prior to the date Applicant advises such electric service
provider of the final turbine layout, provided construction has
commenced on such new paths or system prior to the date
Applicant advises such electric service provider of the final
turbine layout; or (c) new microwave paths or systems
identified by an electric service provider following the date
Applicant advises such electric service provider of the final
turbine layout, but only if Applicant subsequently modifies the
final turbine layout and such microwave paths or systems were
modified or introduced in reliance upon the original final
layout, provided construction has commenced on such new
paths or systems prior to the date Applicant advises such
electric service provider of the modified final turbine layout.
Avoidance and mitigation must consist of measures acceptable
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to Staff, Applicant, and the affected path owner, operator, or
licensee(s).
(51)

If any turbine is determined to cause Next-Generation Radar
interference. Applicant must propose a technical or
admirdstrative work plan, protecting proprietary interests in
wind speed data, which provides for the release of real-time
meteorological data to the National Weather Service office in
Wilmington, Ohio. If an uncontrollable event should render
this data temporarily unavailable. Applicant must exert
reasonable effort to restore connectivity in a timely manner.

(52)

Applicant, facility owner, a n d / o r facility operator must comply
with the following conditions regarding decommissioning:
(a)

Provide the final decommissiordng plan to Staff
and the coimty engineer(s) for review and
confirmation of compliance with this condition, at
least 30 days prior to the preconstruction
conference. The plan must:
(i)

Indicate the intended future use of the
land following reclamation.

(ii)

Describe the following: engineering
techniques and major equipment to be
used
in
decommissiordng
and
reclamation; a surface water drainage
plan and any proposed impacts that
would occur to surface and ground
water resources and wetlands; and a
plan for backfilling, soil stabilization,
compacting, and grading.

(iii)

Provide a detailed timetable for the
accomplishment of each major step in
the decommissioning plan, including
the steps to be taken to comply with
applicable air, water, and solid waste
laws and regulations and any applicable
health and safety standards in effect as
of the date of submittal.
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(b)

Provide a revised decommissioning plan to Staff
and the county engineer(s) every five years from
the commencement of construction. The revised
plan must reflect advancements in engineering
techniques and reclamation equipment and
standards. The revised plan shall be applied to
each five-year decommissioning cost estimate.
Prior to implementation, the decommissioning
plan and any revisions shall be reviewed by Staff
to confirm compliance with this condition.

(c)

Complete, at its expense, decommissioning of the
facility, or individual wdnd turbines, within
12 months after the end of the useful life of the
facility or individual wdnd turbines.
If no
electricity is generated for a continuous period of
12 months, or if the Board deems the facility or
turbine to be in a state of disrepair warranting
decommissioning, the wind energy facility or
individual wind turbines will be presumed to
have reached the end of their useful life. The
Board may extend the useful life period for the
wind energy facility or individual turbines for
good cause as shown by the facility owner
a n d / o r facility operator. The Board may also
require decommissioning of individual wind
turbines due to health, safety, wdldlife impact, or
other concerns that prevent the turbine from
operating within the terms of the certificate.

(d)

Decommissioning wall include: the removal and
transportation of the wind turbines off site; and
the removal of buildings, cabling, electrical
components, access roads, and any other
associated facilities, unless otherwise mutually
agreed upon by the facility owner and/or facility
operator and the landowner.
All physical
material pertaining to the facility and associated
equipment must be removed to a depth of at least
36 inches beneath the soil surface and transported
off site. The disturbed area must be restored to
the same physical condition that existed before
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Damaged field tile
systems must be repaired to the satisfaction of the
property owner.

(e)

During decommissioning, all recyclable materials,
salvaged and nonsalvaged, must be recycled to
the furthest extent practicable.
All other
nonrecyclable waste materials must be disposed
of in accordance with state and federal law.

(f)

The facility owner a n d / o r facility operator shall
not remove any improvements made to the
electrical infrastructure if doing so would disrupt
the electric grid, unless otherwise approved by
the applicable regional transmission organization
and interconnection utility.

(g)

Subject to confirmation of compliance with this
condition by Staff, and seven days prior to the
preconstruction conference, an independent,
registered professional engineer, licensed to
practice engineering in the state of Ohio, will be
retained to estimate the total cost of
decommissioning in current dollars, without
regard to salvage value of the equipment. Said
estimate must include: (1) an identification and
analysis of the activities necessary to implement
the most recent approved decommissioning plan
including, but not limited to, physical
construction and demolition costs assuming good
industry practice and based on ODOT's Procedure
for Budget Estimating and RS Means material and
labor cost indices or any other publication or
guidelines approved by Staff; (2) the cost to
perform each of the activities; (3) an amount to
cover contingency costs, not to exceed 10 percent
of the above calculated reclamation cost. Said
estimate will be converted to a per-turbine basis
(the "Decommissioning Costs"), calculated as the
total cost of decommissioning of all facilities as
estimated by the professional engineer divided by
the number of turbines in the most recent facility
engineering drawings. This estimate must be
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a n d / o r facility operator.

(h)

Applicant, facility owner a n d / o r facility operator
must post and maintain for decommissioning, at
its election, funds, a surety bond, or similar
financial assurance in an amount equal to the perturbine decommissioning costs multiplied by the
sum of the number of turbines constructed and
under construction. The funds, surety bond, or
financial assurance need not be posted separately
for each turbine, as long as the total amount
reflects the aggregate of the decommissioning
costs for all turbines constructed or under
construction. For purposes of this condition, a
turbine is considered to be under construction at
the commencement of excavation for the turbine
foundation. The form of financial assurance or
surety bond must be a financial instrument
mutually agreed upon by the Board and
Applicant, the facility owner, a n d / o r the facility
operator. The financial assurance must ensure
the faithful performance of all requirements and
reclamation conditions of the most recently filed
and approved decommissioning and reclamation
plan. At least 30 days prior to the preconstruction
conference. Applicant, the facility owner, a n d / o r
the facility operator must provide an estimated
timeline for the posting of decommissioning
funds based on the construction schedule for each
turbine. Prior to commencement of construction.
Applicant, the facility owner, a n d / o r the facility
operator must provide a statement from the
holder of the financial assurance demonstrating
that adequate funds have been posted for the
scheduled construction.
Once the financial
assurance is provided. Applicant, facility owner
a n d / o r facility operator must maintain such
funds or assurance throughout the remainder of
the applicable term and must adjust the amount
of the assurance, if necessary, to offset any
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costs.

(i)

(53)

The decommissioning funds, surety bond, or
financial assurance shall be released by the holder
of the funds, bond, or financial assurance when
the facility owner a n d / o r facility operator has
demonstrated, and the Board concurs, that
decommissioning
has
been
satisfactorily
completed, or upon written approval of the
Board,
in
order
to
implement
the
decommissioning plan.

Prior to the commencement of construction activities that
require permits or authorizations by federal or state laws and
regulations. Applicant must obtain and comply with such
permits or authorizations. Applicant must provide copies of
permits and authorizations, including all supporting
documentation, to Staff within seven days of issuance or
receipt by Applicant. Applicant must provide a schedule of
construction activities and acquisition of corresponding
permits for each activity at the preconstruction conference.

(54)

At least seven days before the preconstruction conference.
Applicant must submit to Staff, for review and confirmation of
compliance with this condition, a copy of all NPDES permits
including its approved SWPPP, approved SPCC procedures,
and its erosion and sediment control plan. Any soil issues
must be addressed through proper design and adherence to the
Ohio EPA BMPs related to erosion and sedimentation control.

(55)

Applicant must employ the following erosion and
sedimentation control measures, construction methods, and
BMPs when working near environmentally sensitive areas
a n d / o r when in close proximity to any watercourses, in
accordance with the Ohio NPDES permit(s) and SWPPP
obtained for the project:
(a)

During construction of the facility, seed all
disturbed soil, except within actively cultivated
agricultural fields, within seven days of final
grading with a seed mixture acceptable to the
appropriate county cooperative extension service.

i
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seeded and stabilized within seven days, if they
will be undisturbed for more than 21 days.
Reseeding must be done within seven days of
emergence of seedlings as necessary until
sufficient vegetation in all areas has been
established.

(56)

(b)

Inspect and repair all erosion confrol measures
after each rainfall event of one-half of an inch or
greater over a 24-hour period, and maintain
controls until permanent vegetative cover has
been established on disturbed areas.

(c)

Delineate all watercourses, including wetlands,
by fencing, flagging, or other prominent means.

(d)

Avoid entry of construction equipment into
watercourses, including wetlands, except at
specific locations where construction has been
approved.

(e)

Prohibit storage, stockpiling, a n d / o r disposal of
equipment and materials in these sensitive areas.

(f)

Locate
structures
outside
of
identified
watercourses, including wetlands, except at
specific locations where construction has been
approved.

(g)

Divert all storm water runoff away from fill
slopes and other exposed surfaces to the greatest
extent possible, and direct instead to appropriate
catchment structures, sediment ponds, etc., using
diversion berms, temporary ditches, check dams,
or similar measures.

Applicant must remove all temporary gravel and other
construction staging area and access road materials after
completion of construction activities, as weather permits,
unless otherwise directed by the landowner. Impacted areas
must be restored to preconstruction conditions in compliance
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with the NPDES permit(s) obtained for the project and the
approved SWPPP created for this project.
(51)

Applicant shall not dispose of gravel or any other construction
material during or following construction of the facility by
spreading such material on agricultural land. All construction
debris and all contaminated soil must be promptly removed
and properly disposed of in accordance with Ohio EPA
regulations.

(58)

Applicant shall comply with fugitive dust rules by the use of
water spray or other appropriate dust suppressant measures
whenever necessary.

(59)

Applicant shall comply with any drinking water source
protection plan for any part of the facility that is located within
drinking water source protection areas of the local villages and
cities.

(60)

Applicant shall provide a copy of any floodplain permit
required for construction of this project, or a copy of
correspondence with the floodplain administrator showing that
no permit is required, to Staff within seven days of issuance or
receipt by Applicant.

(61)

Thirty days prior to commencement of construction. Applicant
must notify, in writing, any owner of an airport located within
20 miles of the project boundary, whether public or private,
whose
operations,
operating
thresholds/minimums,
landing/approach procedures a n d / o r vectors are expected to
be altered by the siting, operation, maintenance, or
decommissioning of the facility.

(62)

Applicant must meet all recommended and prescribed FAA
and ODOT-OA requirements to construct an object that may
affect navigable airspace. This includes submitting coordinates
and heights for all towers exceeding 199 feet at ground level for
ODOT-OA and FAA review prior to construction, and the
nonpenetration of any FAA Part 11 surfaces.

(63)

All applicable structures, including construction equipment,
must be lit in accordance with FAA circular 70/7460-1 K
Change 2, Obstruction Marking and Lighting; or as otherwise
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prescribed by the FAA.
This includes all cranes and
construction equipment. During construction. Applicant shall
ensure that all structures that reach 200 feet in height, at
ground level, are temporarily marked and lit until permanent
lighting is installed.
(64)

Applicant must provide the flight service stations v\dthin
proximity with NOTAM. These notices must include the
latitude and longitude coordinates for all structures, including
cranes and construction equipment, that exceed 200 feet in
height at ground level.

(65)

Applicant must file all 7460-2 forms with the FAA at least 42
days prior to construction and w^ith Staff for confirmation of
compliance with this condition.

(66)

Within 30 days of construction completion. Applicant must file
the as-built transmission structure coordinates and heights
(above ground level) with the ODOT-OA and the FAA.

(67)

Applicant must submit to Staff, for review and confirmation
that it complies with this condition, a medical needs service
plan for construction, testing, and operation of this facility, in
coordination with the local emergency medical helicopter,
CareFlight. This plan must incorporate measures that assure
immediate shut downs of any portion of the facility necessary
to allow direct routes for emergency medical helicopter
services within the vicinity of the facility.

(68)

Applicant shall not construct Turbines 79 and 95 in accordance
with Section VI(F)(2)(a) of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.

(69)

Champaign shall not locate surveillance cameras on or around
the turbines for any reason other than operational needs.
Should a justifiable operational need arise. Applicant must
notify Staff prior to such installation and take measures to
ensure no invasion of the privacy of neighboring properties.

(70)

Applicant must provide all local fire and emergency service
personnel with turbine layout maps, tower diagrams,
schematics, turbine safety manuals, and an emergency 24-hour
toll-free telephone number for Champaign.
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(71)

Applicant must placard each turbine tower with a 24-hour
emergency telephone number for Champaign.

(72)

Applicant shall be prohibited from locating a proposed turbine
where: (1) the distance from the turbine to either of two towers
owned by the Champaign Telephone Company located at
10955 Knoxville Road, Mechanicsburg, Ohio 43044 (LAT: 40-030.16 N; LONG: 83-35-14.39 W) and at 2733 Mutual Union
Road, Cable, Ohio 43009 (LAT: 40-9-26.0 N; LONG: 83-37-52.0
W) is less than the total height of the turbine above ground
level or (2) the turbine would be in the direct line of sight
between the two towers.
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Finally, the Commission notes that The Supreme Court of Ohio has recogruzed that
the statutes governing these cases vest the Board with the authority to issue certificates
upon such conditions as the Board considers appropriate; thus acknowledging, that the
construction of these projects necessitates a dynamic process that does not end with the
issuance of a certificate. The Court has concluded that the Board has the authority to allow
Staff to monitor compliance with the conditions the Board has set. In re Application of
Buckeye Wind, L.L.C.for a Certificate to Construct Wind-Powered Electric Generation Facilities in
Champaign County, Ohio, 131 Ohio St.3d 449, 2012-Ohio-878, 966 N.E.2d 869, f 16-17, 30.
Such monitoring includes the convening of preconstruction conferences and the
submission of follow-up studies and plans by the applicant. As recognized by the Court in
Buckeye Wind, if an applicant proposes to change any of the conditions approved in the
certificate, the applicant is required to file an amendment. As discussed above in Section
III, the Board would be required to hold a hearing in accordance with Section 4906.07,
Revised Code, in the same manner as on an application, where an amendment application
involves any material increase in any environmental impact or substantial change in the
location of all or a portion of the facility. Particularly in light of these procedural
safeguards, the Board reiterates its conclusion that the criteria established in accordance
with Chapter 4906, Revised Code, are satisfied.
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:
(1)

Champaign is a corporation and a person under Section
4906.01(A), Revised Code.

(2)

The proposed wind-powered electric generation facility is a
major utility facility under Section 4906.01(B)(1), Revised Code.

(3)

On January 6, 2012, Champaign filed notice of the present case
and notice that a public informational meeting would be held
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on January 24, 2012, at Triad High School, 8099 Brush Lake
Road, North Lewisburg, Ohio 43060.
(4)

On May 15, 2012, Champaign filed its application for a
certificate to site a wind-powered electric generation facility in
Champaign County, Ohio.

(5)

On July 13, 2012, the Board notified Champaign that its
application had been found to be complete pursuant to Rule
4906-1, et seq., O.A.C.

(6)

On July 20, 2012, Champaign filed a certificate of service of its
accepted and complete application, in accordance with Rule
4906-5-06,0.A.C.

(7)

By enfry issued August 2, 2012, the ALJ granted Champaign's
request for waiver of: the one-year notice period required by
Section 4906.06(A)(6), Revised Code; the requirement that
Applicant provide certain cross-sectional views and locations
of borfrigs, pursuant to Rule 4906-17-05(A)(4), O.A.C; and the
requirement that Applicant submit a map of the proposed
electric power generating site showing the grade elevations
where modified during construction pursuant to Rule 4906-1705(B)(2)(h), O.A.C.

(8)

On October 10, 2012, Staff filed its report of investigation of the
proposed facility.

(9)

The ALJ granted motions to intervene filed by UNU, the Farm
Federation, the County/Townships, Urbana, and Pioneer.

(10)

A local public hearing was held on October 25, 2012, at Triad
High School, North Lewisburg, Ohio.

(11)

Champaign filed its proofs of publication of the hearing notice
on September 13,2012, and November 6,2012.

(12)

On November 8, 2012, the adjudicatory hearing commenced
and it concluded on November 28, 2012. Rebuttal testimony
was taken on December 6, 2012.

(13)

The ALJs' rulings shall be affirmed, in part, and denied, in part,
as set forth in Section V of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
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(14)

Adequate data on the proposed facility has been provided to
make the applicable determinations required by Chapter 4906,
Revised Code, and the record evidence in this matter provides
sufficient factual data to enable the Board to make an informed
decision.

(15)

Champaign's application filed on May 15, 2012, complies with
the requirements of Chapter 4906-13, O.A.C.

(16)

The record establishes that the basis of need, under Section
4906.10(A)(1), Revised Code, is not apphcable.

(17)

The record establishes that the nature of the probable
environmental impact of the facility has been determined and it
complies with the requirements in Section 4906.10(A)(2),
Revised Code, subject to the conditions set forth in this
Opirdon, Order, and Certificate.

(18)

The record establishes that the proposed facility represents the
mirdmum adverse environmental impact, considering the state
of available technology and the nature and economics of the
various alternatives, and other pertinent considerations under
Section 4906.10(A)(3), Revised Code, subject to the conditions
set forth in this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.

(19)

The record establishes that the facility is consistent with
regional plans for expansion of the electric power grid and will
serve the interests of electrical system economy and reliability,
under Section 4906.10(A)(4), Revised Code, subject to the
conditions set forth in this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.

(20)

The record establishes, as required by Section 4906.10(A)(5),
Revised Code, that the facility will comply with Chapters 3704,
3734, and 6111, Revised Code, and Sections 1501.33 and
1501.34, Revised Code, and all rules and standards adopted
pursuant thereto and under Section 4561.32, Revised Code.

(21)

The record establishes that the facility will serve the public
interest, convenience, and necessity, as required under Section
4906.10(A)(6), Revised Code, subject to the conditions set forth
in this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
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(22)

The record establishes that the facility will not adversely
impact the viability of any land in an existing agricultural
district, under Section 4906.10(A)(7), Revised Code.

(23)

Based on the record, the Board shall issue a Certificate of
Environmental Compatibility for the construction, operation,
and maintenance of the proposed wind-powered electric
generation facility in Champaign County, Ohio, subject to the
conditions set forth in this Opinion, Order, and Certificate.
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ORDER:
It is, therefore,
ORDERED, That UNU's, Urbana's, and the County/Townships' requests to reverse
the rulings of the ALJs are denied, in part, and granted, in part, as set forth in Section V of
this Opinion, Order, and Certificate. It is, further,
ORDERED, That UNU's motion to reopen the hearing record is denied, as set forth
in Section V of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate. It is, further,
ORDERED, That the motion for protective order filed by Gamesa be granted. It is,
further,
ORDERED, That the Board's docketing division maintain, under seal, the redacted
copy of the Gamesa General Characteristics Manual for the G97 turbine model, which was
filed under seal in this docket on November 13, 2012, for a period of 18 months, ending on
November 28,2014. It is, further,
ORDERED, That Champaign's application to construct electricity generating wdnd
turbines and electrical substations in Champaign County, Ohio, be approved and a
certificate be issued to Champaign, subject to the conditions set forth in this Opinion,
Order, and Certificate. It is, further,
ORDERED, That the certificate contain the conditions set forth in the Conclusions
and Conditions Section of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate. It is, further,
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ORDERED, That a copy of this Opinion, Order, and Certificate be served upon each
party of record and any other interested persons of record.
THE OHIO POWER SITING BOARD
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